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It is shown that the brittle–plastic transition temperature in zinc is reduced appreciably~in terms
of internal friction and microhardness! as a result of magnetic treatment. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00502-8#

The problem of reducing the brittle–plastic transition structure defects exposed to a field, existing impurity-def
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temperature (Tp) is a key issue in the physics of strength a
plasticity, and in physical metallurgy. This temperature c
be reduced by altering the structure of the impurity-def
complexes by various methods such as alloying, heat tr
ment, and hydrostatic pressure. It is interesting to use tr
ment with weak magnetic field pulses for this purpose. T
feasibility of this effect and the formulation of the proble
are based on the following reasoning.

According to existing concepts,1,2 the dislocation struc-
ture of brittle materials becomes highly mobile when t
materials heated nearTp . It is hypothesized

3 that this effect
is caused by a change in the nature of the interaction betw
dislocations and impurity atoms which are positioned at d
locations and block their movement. The feasibility of alte
ing the structure of a material by suitable treatment has th
fore attracted attention. It is assumed4 that when materials in
a nonequilibrium metastable state that contain crys

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the low-frequency internal friction
brittle polycrystalline zinc at two strain amplitudes:1— 431025 and2—
9.231025; a — before exposure to the magnetic field, b — 24 h after
exposure, and c — 5days after exposure.
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complexes are destroyed and new ones are formed, alte
the physicomechanical properties of the material. It w
shown in Ref. 5 that these impurity-defect complexes inclu
dislocations interacting with impurity atoms. This reasoni
suggests that treatment of materials possessing a brit
plastic transition with a magnetic field may alter the natu
of the interaction between the dislocations and the impu
atoms, and thus alterTp .

We used a method of measuring the amplitud
dependent internal friction and the microhardness (Hv)
since, as follows from Refs. 6 and 7, the low-frequency fr
tion and the microhardnessHv are liable to change nearTp
in polycrystalline zinc. Therefore the problem was to co
pare the temperature dependences of the friction and the
crohardnessHv in the range 20–80 °C before and after tre
ment of the zinc.

The samples were rectangular parallelepipe
(333360 mm! prepared by mechanical machining of a ca
ingot. They had a coarse-grained structure with an aver
grain size of 200mm. The samples were investigated both
their initial state and after annealing at 200 °C for 1.5 h.

The internal friction was measured with an inverted to
sion pendulum~frequency around 1 Hz! at two different
strain amplitudes, 431025 and 9.231025, which caused the
dislocations to become detached from their points of pinni
The material was heated at a rate of 0.5 and 1 K/min and
field treatment was carried out with a commercial OIMP-1
system. The microhardness was measured with a PMT-3
crohardness meter fitted with a special attachment for con

f

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the microhardness of brittle polyc
talline zinc:1— before exposure to the field and2— 24 h after exposure.
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heating the sample. The components of the internal friction
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field, the brittle–plastic transition temperatureTp may be

ble
and OIMP-101 systems were integrated so that the hea
field treatment, and internal friction measurements could
performed without demounting the sample.

The results indicate that the temperature dependence
the internal friction and the microhardnessHv for the initial
or annealed material exhibit a kink near 50 °C, which cor
sponds to the brittle–plastic transition~Figs. 1 and 2!. This
result completely agrees with the data presented in Ref
and 7. After treatment it can be seen that the kink on
temperature curves of the internal friction and the microha
nessHv is shifted toward lower temperatures. With increa
ing time after the magnetic treatment, a further shift of t
kink is observed. After 5 days,Tp tends toward room tem
perature.

It has therefore been found that when technical gr
brittle polycrystalline zinc is treated with a pulsed magne
101 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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reduced by several tens of degrees.
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Correlation between the phase composition of composite YBa 2Cu3O72d1xMeO

a

superconductors and their strength characteristics
A. T. Kozakov and S. I. Shevtsova
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~Submitted September 25, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 32–37~February 12, 1997!

Experimental results on the doping of YBa2Cu3O72d superconducting ceramic with various
metals~Ti, Zr, Ag, Hf, Ta, and W! are summarized. Some conclusions are drawn on the degree of
chemical interaction between the metals and the main phase of the composite responsible
for the superconducting properties of the material as a whole. An assessment is also made if the
influence of doping on the strength characteristics, which vary in the composite as a result
of different effects examined in this study. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00602-2#

Enhanced brittleness and inferior strength properties areY1B2.5WCuO0.5O7. ~This notation is used for convenience:
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just some of the shortcomings restricting the use of hi
temperature superconducting metal oxides as componen
microelectronics and instrument manufacture. The stren
characteristics of YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic have been im
proved and its superconducting properties retained by do
with various metals.1–4 In our previous studies5–7 a correla-
tion was reported between the strength properties o
YBa2Cu3O72d 1 xMeO system~Me 5 Zr, Hf, Ta! and the
phase composition of Zr, Hf, and Ta.

The aim of the present paper is to classify various me
~Ti, Zr, Ag, Hf, Ta, and W! according to their positive
and negative influence on the strength properties
YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic using the experimental data, and
analyze the strengthening mechanisms.

Samples containing Ti and W were synthesized as
scribed in Refs. 5–7 for Zr, Hf, and Ta, from a mixture
Y2O3, BaO, CuO, and MeO components at 970–980 °C
12 h and were sintered under the same conditions in an
gen atmosphere. Samples containing Ag were annealed
a mixture of powdered YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic and Ag2O at
900 °C for 24 h in air and in an O2 atmosphere. When sma
amounts of the oxides TiO2, ZrO2, Ag2O, HfO2, Ta2O5, and
WO3 were added~on averagex,10–15 wt.%!, the samples
retained their superconducting properties.

The phase formation~by the phase we understand a sp
tial formation of uniform chemical composition8! was inves-
tigated with a Camebax-Micro microscope-microanaly
using a statistical approach developed by us.9 The average
values of the microhardness were calculated for 30–50
pressions at a 100 g load. The measurement error was
than 10%.

Substitution in the main YBa2Cu3O72d phase was only
identified in Ag systems where approximately one cop
atom in 20–30 was replaced by Ag and the remaining sil
was concentrated in separate conglomerates with a low
per content (.0.3 wt.%!. The other added metals were d
tected, together with Y, Ba, and Cu, in spatial formatio
whose approximate composition regardless ofx may be writ-
ten for each system, respectively, as YBa3Ti2O8.5,
Y0.05Zr1.6Ba2Cu0.5O6, HfBaCuO4, Ta0.5Y0.5Ba2CuO5, and
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spatially uniform formation, within the limits of the exper
ment >1mm, may be either a chemical compound or
amorphous mixture!. For all systems the volume fraction o
the impurity phases CuO, Y2BaCuO5, BaCuO5 ~the latter
was only observed in Hf-containing systems! and the phase
containing the added metal tended to increase with incre
ing x. It is interesting to investigate the degree of stability
the main superconducting phase YBa2Cu3O72d in interac-
tion with the added metal oxides. The quantitative stabi
characteristic may be taken as the volume fraction of
main YBa2Cu3O72d phase, which decreases with increasi
x for all systems but at different rates~Fig. 1!. For systems
containing Ti and Ta, for example, it is predicted that t
superconducting phase will be completely absent forx>
10% and in W-containing systems forx>20%. In all our
samples of systems containing Hf, Zr, and Ag, t
YBa2Cu3O72d phase remains dominant, ensuring superc
ducting properties for fairly largex ~Refs. 6 and 7!. Thus, in
terms of their degree of chemical interaction with t
YBa2Cu3O72d superconducting phase, the metals may
put in the order Ti.Ta.W.Hf.Zr .Ag.

For the series of YBa2Cu3O72d 1 xMeO composites
studied, the strength characteristics are enhanced with
creasingx ~Fig. 2!. This enhancement correlates with an i
crease in the volume fraction of the impurity phases@or a
reduction in the volume of the superconducting phase~Fig.
1!# and also with their distribution over the microcrystalli
boundaries of the main phase. An analysis of these data
gests that segregation of the phases containing the a
metal and the CuO phase may be responsible for the
hanced strength. Several mechanisms responsible
strengthening ceramics may be considered. In the firs10

which has been well developed for multicomponent me
systems, segregation at grain boundaries plays a major
in strengthening the material as a whole: the binding ene
of the atoms per unit area determines the capacity of
segregating atoms to weaken or strength the grain bou
aries. This mechanism may be investigated for the group
metals Ti, Zr, and Hf. Since the binding energy density
these elements is higher than that of the Y, Ba, Cu, and

1020102-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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atoms,10 segregation of Ti, Zr, and Hf at grain boundaries
the main phase should enhance the strength characterist
the ceramic. This strengthening mechanism is supported
the relative position of the strength curves for Ti, Zr, and
~Fig. 2!, which correlates with the binding energy densi
@E~Ti! , E~Zr!, E~Hf!#.10 This strengthening mechanism
most likely predominates at low additive concentrations
YBa2Cu3O72d 1 xMeO systems~Me 5 Ti, Hf! ~no data are
available for Zr or W in this range!: the main increase in the
strength characteristics is observed for smallx when no large
volumes of impurity phases are present.

Another strengthening mechanism, typical of multipha
systems and based on the properties of one of the phas

FIG. 1. Volume fraction of main YBa2Cu3O72d phase in YBa2Cu3O72d 1
xMeO composite versus degree of doping: MeO5 TiO2, ZrO2, Ag2O,
HfO2, Ta2O5, and WO3. ~The Ag composite was annealed in air and
O2.!

FIG. 2. Microhardness of YBa2Cu3O72d 1 xMeO composite supercon
ductor versus degree of doping. MeO5 TiO2, ZrO2, Ag2O, HfO2, Ta2O5,
and WO3.
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fields, may well predominate for largerx. This results in
the relaxation of local stresses near the stress concent
and enhances the strength characteristics of the material
this strengthening mechanism a correlation should be
served betweenHv and the volume of one of the impurit
phases. For example, an increase inHv for Hf (x>4 wt.%!
is most likely caused by an increase in the volume fraction
the hafnium phase and the nonlinearity ofHv5 f (x) arises
from a change in the distribution of the hafnium-containi
phase7 from a bulk to a grain-boundary distribution in th
range 4,x,10 wt.% ~negligible increase inHv) and back
to a bulk distribution forx.10 wt.%. A similar strengthen-
ing mechanism also applies to Ta (x>2 wt.%! and may be
caused by an increase in the volume of the tantalum and~or!
CuO phases.6

CONCLUSIONS

Doping a YBa2Cu3O72d superconductor with metal
causes chemical decomposition. In terms of their chem
interaction with the superconducting phase~and resultant de-
crease in the fraction of this phase!, the metals studied her
may be placed in the following order: Ti. Ta . W . Hf
. Zr . Ag.

The strength properties of the superconducting cera
YBa2Cu3O72d are enhanced by doping with HfO2 ~up to
>20 wt.%! and with TiO2, Ta2O5, WO3, and ZrO2 ~up to
10–15 wt.%!. Different strengthening mechanisms may pr
dominate in the composite depending on the degree of d
ing.

The authors are grateful to V. N. Varyukhin, S. I. Lo
boda, and A. N. Klevtsov for supplying the samples and
the microhardness measurements.
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Polarization recording of holograms in partially polarized recording light

y
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A theoretical approach is considered for media whose scalar and anisotropic responses are of
opposite sign. The nondiffracted beam, and the imaginary and real images formed by a
polarization hologram are analyzed under these conditions. It is shown that the imaginary image
has its polarization transformed compared with the object field while a pseudoscopic object
field reconstructed in terms of polarization state and degree is formed in the real image. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00702-7#

The polarization-holographic recording and reconstruc- Under the action of the field of the partially ellipticall
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tion of an object field by partially polarized light has be
investigated using a modification described in Refs. 1–3
the Jones vector matrix method4,5 and the law governing the
Weigert effect6. It has been shown that when polarizatio
sensitive media whose characteristics obey the condit
ŝ2 v̂L50, ŝ1 v̂L Þ 0, v̂L2 v̂G Þ 0, v̂L1 v̂G50 are used for
recording, whereŝ, v̂L , and v̂G are, respectively, the so
called scalar, anisotropic, and gyrotropic responses of
medium to the intensity of the polarized light, the part
polarization state of the object field may be reconstructed
the imaginary image. Media having these characteris
have been used in a polarization holography experiment1

In the present paper we analyze polarization holograp
recording in partially polarized light in a recording mediu
whose characteristics satisfy conditions differing from tho
considered above:

ŝ2 v̂LÞ0, ŝ1 v̂LÞ0, v̂L2 v̂GÞ0, v̂L1 v̂G50. ~1!

Let us consider a polarization hologram recorded b
partially elliptically polarized reference wave propagati
along thez axis and an object wave formed by propagati
of the reference wave through an arbitrary~anisotropic-
gyrotropic! object. The modified Jones vector of the su
wave may be expressed in the form:2

ES5Eref1Eob5EAXexp i ~vt1w!@11exp id•Mob#S 1i« D
%EBYexp i S vt1c2

p

2 D @11exp id•Mob#S i«1 D , ~2!

where «5 EAY/EAX5 EBX/EBY (0<«<1), % denotes the
incoherent summation of amplitudes using the rules put
ward in Ref. 2,EAXexp iw is the complex amplitude of the
component of one basis, andEBYexp ic is the complex am-
plitude of the component of the other basis, orthogonal
incoherent to it,

Mob5S m̂11m̂12

m̂21m̂22
D

is the complex Jones matrix of the object, andd is the phase
shift induced by the oblique propagation of the object wa
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polarized sum wave~2!, anisotropy and gyrotropy describe
by the Jones matrix7 are induced in the recording medium

M'M01M211M11, ~3!

where

M0'exp22i¸dn̂0S ~M0!11 ~M0!12

~M0!21 ~M0!22
D , ~4!

~M0!11,22512
i¸d

2n̂0
@~ ŝ6 v̂L!~EAX

2 1«2EBY
2 !

1~ ŝ7 v̂L!~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !#,

~M0!12,2152
i¸d

2n̂0
$2i«@~ v̂L6 v̂G!EAX

2

1~ v̂L7 v̂G!EBY
2 #%; ~5!

M21'2
i¸d

2n̂0
exp22i¸dn̂0

3exp idS ~M21!11 ~M21!12

~M21!21 ~M21!22
D , ~5!

~M21!11,225~ ŝ6 v̂L!@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂11

1 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂12#1~ ŝ7 v̂L!

3@2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂211~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂22#,

~M21!12,215~ v̂L7 v̂G!@2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂11

1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂12#1 v̂L6 v̂G)

3@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂211 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂22#;

M11'2
i¸d

2n̂0
exp22i¸dn̂0•exp

2 idS ~M11!11 ~M11!12

~M11!21 ~M11!22
D , ~6!

1040104-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



~M11!11,225~ ŝ6 v̂L!@~EAX
2 1«2EBY
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2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂12* #1~ ŝ7 v̂L!

3@ i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂21* 1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂22* #,

~M11!12,215~ v̂L6 v̂G!@ i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂11*

1~«2EAX
2 1EBY

2 !m̂12* #1~ v̂L7 v̂G!

3@~EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 !m̂21* 2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !m̂22* #.

Here the matrixM0 is responsible for the formation o
the nondiffracted beam, while the matricesM21 andM11

are responsible for the formation of the imaginary and r
images, respectively.~The matrix responsible for the forma
tion of the convolution component is not considered here.! In
Eqs.~4!–~6! we have¸5 (2p/l), d is the thickness of the
recording medium, andn̂0 is the complex refractive index in
the initial unilluminated state (n̂05n02 in0t0, n0 is the re-
fractive index, andt0 is the extinction coefficient!.

Using condition~1! we obtain in expressions~4!–~6!:

M0'exp~22i¸dn̂0!F S 1 0

0 1D 1
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

P0G ; ~7!

M21'
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

exp~22i¸dn̂0!exp id•P~adjMob!; ~8!

M11'
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

exp~22i¸dn̂0!exp~2 id!~adjMob* !P,

~9!

where

P05S «2EAX
2 1EBY

2 22i«EBY
2

22i«EAX
2 EAX

2 1«2EBY
2 D ,

P5S «2EAX
2 1EBY

2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 !

2 i«~EAX
2 2EBY

2 ! EAX
2 1«2EBY

2 D ;
~adj !Mob5S m̂22 2m̂21

2m̂12 m̂11
D and

~adj !Mob* 5S m̂22* 2m̂21*

2m̂12* m̂11*
D

are the so-called adjoint and adjoint-conjugate matrices
the object, respectively.8

In the image reconstruction process, the polarization
logram is illuminated by a reconstructing wave identical
the reference wave. The nondiffracted wave is then given

105 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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3H EAXexp i ~vt1w!F S 1 0

0 1D 1
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

P0G S 1i« D
%EBYexp i S vt1c2

p

2 D F S 1 0

0 1D 1
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

P0G S i«1 D J .
~10!

For the imaginary and real images formed by the pol
ization hologram we obtain respectively

E215M21Eref'
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

exp~22i¸dn̂0!

3HEAXexp i ~vt1w1d!P~adjMob!S 1i« D
%EBYexp i S vt1c2

p

2
1d DP~adjMob!S i«1 D J , ~11!

E115M11Eref'
i¸dv̂L
n̂0

exp~22i¸dn̂0!~11«2!

3HEAXEBY
2 exp i ~vt1w2d!~adjMob* !S 1i« D

%EBYEAX
2 exp i S vt1c2

p

2
2d D ~adjMob* !S i«1 D J .

~12!

It follows from Eq.~10! that the nondiffracted beam con
tains no information regarding the object. An analysis of E
~11! reveals that in the imaginary image the object field h
its polarization irreversibly transformed. It is deduced fro
Eq. ~12! however, that a pseudoscopic object field with
polarization state reconstructed is formed in the real ima

In conclusion, we note that this result may be used
develop novel polarization devices.
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Mixing of granular materials in a half-filled rotating drum

n-
S. N. Dorogovtsev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, St. Petersburg
~Submitted October 4, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 43–48~February 12, 1997!

The process of avalanche mixing of two fractions of granular material in a half-filled rotating
drum is described accurately and it is shown that under these conditions, the fractions
do not generally undergo complete mixing. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00802-1#

Interspersion of granular materials in a rotating drumshowing the distribution of the fractions it is therefore co
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~the longitudinal axis of the cylinder is horizontal and t
drum is not completely filled so that there is free space at
top! has recently been investigated intensively~see Refs.
1–4, for instance!. The reason for this interest is the obvio
correlation with problems involving the dispersal of a pile
sand5 and the problem of self-organized criticality.6–8

A configuration suitable in principle for investigatin
analytically ~see Ref. 9! the very complex problem of the
mixing of fractions of granular material in a rotating dru
was proposed in an experimental study4 and this system will
be considered here.

Our drum is planar so that it is more like a disk. There
thus no need to allow for mixing of granules along the a
of rotation of the drum. The gravitational field is directe
perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The drum rotates ad
batically slowly and at each point in time the free surface
at the angle of repose to the horizontal~Fig. 1!. ~It follows
from Ref. 4 that the free surface may be considered to
planar in this case.!

Let us recall exactly what avalanche mixing of granu
materials is. Let us assume that granules~whose sizes are
much smaller than the radius of the drum! can only become
interspersed on reaching the free surface of the materia
the drum rotates. Granules not reaching the free surface
ply rotate with the drum, without being shifted relative
each other~Fig. 1!. Thus the material is only mixed in ava
lanches which descend continuously from the free surfac
the drum rotates. This mixing has been described as
lanche mixing4 although in our view, it would be more ac
curate to call it mixing in avalanches.

It is assumed that the granules of different fractions o
differ in color. Since the granules are small, we can introd
the concept of a concentration of a particular fraction a
given point in the drum. Thus the state of each separate p
x of the material at a particular timet is described by
r(x,t), which is the concentration of the black fraction. Fo
pure black fraction we haver51 and for a pure white frac
tion r50. We assume that at zero time the white fraction
at the bottom and the black fraction at the top. It will b
convenient to introduce the notation shown in Fig. 2a. W
shall describe the volume of the black fraction by the s
tended anglex<p/2. In this case, the relative proportion o
the black fraction in the material is@2x1sin(2x)#/p.

The answers do not contain either the angle of repos
the granular material or the drum radius. On the diagra
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venient to map the free surface to the horizontal~Fig. 2! and
assume that the drum radius is unity. The answers also
not depend on the speed of rotation of the drum so that
shall take the ‘‘time’’ t to imply the complete angle of rota
tion of the drum. To be specific, we shall assume that
drum rotates counterclockwise.

We show that when the drum is half-filled, mixing of th
material only at the free surface does not result in comp
mixing in the system. Let a pure fraction be located atall
pointson a certain radius vector of the drum. At the insta
when this radius vector reaches the surface, the mate
pours onto the left half of the surface and the same p
fraction is again found in all its points!~Since the drum
rotates adiabatically slowly, it may be assumed that the gr
ules intersperse instantaneously at the free surface.! Then the
entire radius vector with the pure fraction rotates with t
drum until it again reaches the right half of the free surfa
The entire process is then repeated with the periodp, which
is half the period of rotation of the drum.

Thus at any one time on a certain radius vector of
drum there must be a pure fraction which never disappe
In Fig. 2, which shows various distribution patterns of t
fractions at successive moments in time, it is easy to see
the pure white fraction disappears at timet5p2x. Thus the
above reasoning must apply to the black fraction.

The position of the radius vector may be defined by
angle of inclination from the right half of the free surfac
i.e., the anglec. Figure 2 shows that on the left half of th
free surface it will be found that

r~c50,0<t<x!5r~c50,p2x<t<p!51. ~1!

This pattern is repeated with the periodp:
r(0,t1p)5r(0,t). Since no mixing takes place in the bu
of the material, the entire distribution of the fractions in t
drum can easily be found from the known distribution of t
concentration of the black fraction on the left half of the fr
surface. In particular, if the concentration isr5const along
the radii ~it is then meaningful to introducer(c,t)), for
0<c<p and t>c we have

r~c,t !5r~0,t2c!. ~2!

We must now make a very strong assumption. We sh
assume that the material in the avalanches is mixed c
pletely ~Fig. 1: if this assumption is satisfied, after interspe

1060106-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sion the concentrationr will be the same at all points in
sectorB). This assumption is logically taken as an initi
approximation without going into details on the granu
structure~such as agglomeration and sticking!. In fact com-
puter modeling4 based on this assumption describes real
periments surprisingly accurately. It is then easy to see
after the timet5p2x the concentrationr is the same at al
points on each individual radius vector. Thus after this tim
the distributionr(c,t) completely describes the state of th
system.

We shall now findr(0,t) for the intervalx<t<p2x.
Glancing at Fig. 2b, it is easy to understand that in this ra

1

2
r~0,t !5

]S~ t2x!

]t
. ~3!

HereS(w) is the area of the triangle shown by the dash
line in Fig. 2c (w5t2x) and the coefficient 1/2 appears o
the left-hand side of this relation since the radius vec
sweeps the areadt/2 when rotated through the small ang

FIG. 1. Diagram showing avalanche mixing in a half-filled drum. When
rotation of the drum is infinitely small, granules of different fractions fro
sectorA undergo mixing and pour into sectorB. If the granules are in the
bulk of the material, they rotate with the drum, without being shifted relat
to each other. Regions of mixed material are shown by the gray color~here
and in Fig. 2 the degree of mixing is not shown!.
-
at

,

e

d

r

dt. Standard formulas for the areas of triangles g
S(w)5 1

2 sinw sinx/sin(w1x). As a result we have

r~0,t !5sin2x/sin2t. ~4!

Relations~1! and ~4! together with the periodicity condition
determine the complete behavior of the curver(0,t) ~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 2. Distribution of fractions in drum at various times. For convenien
the friction angle is assumed to be zero and the free surface of the ma
is horizontal.a — position of fractions at zero timet50. The angle char-
acterizes the relative volume of the black fraction in the drum;b — t5x;
c — x,t,p2x, w5t2x; d — instant when pure white fraction disap
pearst5p2x.
n
FIG. 3. Varying concentrations of black fraction o
left half of free surface.
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Our conclusions only refer to an exactly half-filled drum.
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Ktitorov, E. K. Kudinov, A. M. Monakhov, A. N. Samukhin,

ev.
In other cases, all the material~apart from that in the centra
part of the drum if it is more than half-full! is ultimately
uniformly mixed.9

To conclude we stress that our conclusion that fracti
of granular material do not undergo complete mixing in
half-filled rotating drum did not depend on the assumpt
that the granules are completely mixed in avalanches! E
without this very strong assumption, sections of pure bla
fraction r51 are repeated periodically on the curver(0,t)
~Fig. 3!. Our only assumption was that the material is co
pletely mixed, by pouring from the free surface which e
abled us to introducer(0,t) between these sections and th
determine its specific behavior.

The author would like to thank E. N. Antonov, S. A
108 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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and Yu. A. Firsov for numerous useful discussions.
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Rate of energy dissipation of the thermal fluctuation field of the sample at the tip

of a tunneling microscope

I. A. Dorofeev

Institute of Physics of Microstructures, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod
~Submitted March 26, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 49–53~February 12, 1997!

It is shown that the rate of energy dissipation of the thermal field of a sample at the tip of a
microscope is inversely proportional to the cube of the distance between tip and sample. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00902-6#

The development of a mechanism for local modification
W 52
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of the surface of a solid usually involves calculating the te
perature of the sample material for which various source
energy release must be taken into account, such as thos
to the Joule, Thomson, and Nottingham effects. If bodies
vacuum are separated by large distances, the energy tra
between them may be achieved by the radiative compo
of the thermal electromagnetic field. The rate of the ene
exchange in this case is described by the Stefan–Boltzm
law. If the distances between the bodies are fairly small
that the energy of the thermal fluctuation field is conce
trated mainly in the quasistationary~evanescent! component
of the field, the energy transfer will obey completely diffe
ent laws. For instance, in a geometry typical of a tunnel
microscope, where two solids are separated by a short
tance d, much smaller than the thermal waveleng
lT5\c/kT, wherec is the speed of light,k is th e Boltz-
mann constant, andT is the temperature of the solid, we nee
to know these laws.

In the phenomenological theory1 the fluctuating electro-
magnetic field is considered as the field generated by ran
nonelectromagnetic sources distributed in the mate
whose existence is attributed to various fluctuations incl
ing quantum and thermal fluctuations. By applying recipro
ity theory and the fluctuation dissipation theorem, the vario
energy characteristics of the random fields can be calcul
by deriving suitable correlation functions. In our case,
determining the thermal noise induced at the tip of the nee
by a heated sample, we can find the Joule losses. With
aim, we shall solve the problem of the thermal radiation
thin metal conductors having transverse dimensions m
shorter than the wavelength. In this approximation the fl
tuation currentJ induced by the thermal field of the su
rounding bodies in a thin conductor is expressed as follo

u Ī u25
2

puE0u2
E udQ0 , ~1!

whereE05ZI0 is the lumped integrated emf,Z is the total
impedance of the tip,I 0 is the current excited by the lumpe
emf, u(T)5\v/21\v/(exp(\v/kT)21) is the average en
ergy of the oscillator at temperatureT, anddQ0 are the Joule
losses of the electromagnetic field of the oscillator in a v
ume element of the sample. Knowing Eq.~1!, we can find
the unknown thermal loss power at the tip using the form
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We shall assume that at a tip having the radius of curva
p, there is an oscillator at the distanceh5d1p from the
surface of the half-space. The electric dipole moment of
oscillator isL5(I 0p/ iv)e, wherei is the imaginary unit and
e is the unit vector. The power loss of the electromagne
field of an oscillator in a half-space filled with an isotrop
conducting medium having the complex permittivi
«15«182 i«19 was determined in Ref. 2, and for an arbitrari
oriented electric dipole is given by

Q05
v2

4c E
0

`

exp~2~q1q* !h!rdr@ i ~ uLxu21uLyu2!

3~ uqu2S« /k
21Sm!12uLzu2r2S« /k

2#, ~3!

where S«5k(q1* /«1*2q1 /«1)/uq1q1 /«1u2, Sm is obtained
by substituting m1 for «1, c is the speed of light,
q5(r22k2)1/2, andq15(r22k1

2)1/2.
Let us consider the case where the dipole is orien

along thez axis. The case of arbitrary orientation is analyz
similarly. For short distances, whenkh!1, the wave com-
ponent of the field may be neglected and only the quasi
tionary field is taken into account, corresponding tor.k.
Repeating calculations similar to those performed
Ref. 2, we find that up to terms of order (kh)22,
Q05I 0

2p2«19/2vh3u11«1u2. The total impedance of a tip o

FIG. 1.

1090109-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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~Ref. 4!. Assuming«1512 i4ps/v, and substituting Eq
~1! and the expression forQ0 into Eq. ~2!, we finally obtain

Wev5
\scp2

8~2p3!2h3 E0
` x1/2dx

@exp~ax!21#~11x2/4p2!
, ~4!

wherex5v/s anda5\s/kT.
Thus the Joule power loss is found to be inversely p

portional to the cube ofh. The estimate ofWev will obvi-
ously be more accurate, the smaller the tip~the value of
p).

It should be noted thatWev has the meaning of the dif
ference between the power generated at the tip by the
tuation field of a sample at the temperatureT1 and the power
released in the sample by dissipation of the fluctuation fi
of the tip at the temperatureT2. Thus Eq.~4! does not con-
tain the zero-point vibrational energy generated by the en
space because any energy flux from these vibrations in
direction is completely canceled by an opposite flux.

The authors of Ref. 3 solved a similar problem in t
one-dimensional case where two half-spaces are separat
a certain distanced in our notation. The power transferred b
evanescent waves per unit surface area from one half-s
at temperatureT1 to another at temperatureT2 is expressed
in the form

Wev8 5
\s2

p2d2E0
` @exp~a2x!2exp~a1x!#xdx

@exp~a1x!21#@exp~a2x!21#

3E
0

` yexp~2y!dy

11x2/p2116p2~12exp~2y!!2/x228~12exp~2y!!
.

~5!

It can be seen from the results obtained in Ref. 3 that in
one-dimensional case, the dissipated power is inversely
110 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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surfaces. Assuming that the effective receiving area of the
is of the order ofpp2, we obtainWev5Wev8 pp2.

Numerical calculations were made for the caseT250,
DT5T12T25T, which has the same meaning as the ene
exchange mechanism being studied. Figure 1 gives the
sults of the calculations using formulas~4! and ~5! for the
cased51027 cm when the electrical conductivity of the ti
and sample materials isl5231016 s21, which corresponds
to tungsten. Curve1 was calculated using formula~4! and
curve2 using formula~5!. The dashed curve was calculate
using formula ~4! for the electrical conductivity of gold
(l53.531017 s21). The calculations using both formula
indicate that the transferred power is several orders of m
nitude higher than that predicted by the Stefan–Boltzma
law.

Note that the formulas for the rate of energy dissipat
of a fluctuation field were derived under the assumption
d-correlated random sources in the medium. Allowance
the finite correlation length yields a different the depende
on the interelectrode gap, at any rate for distances com
rable with the correlation length.

The author would like to thank A. A. Andronov an
V. N. Kurin for discussions of this topic.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
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Some aspects of recording an acoustic wave in a liquid by a fiber-mounted

a-
piezoelectric transducer
A. V. Belikov, A. V. Erofeev, Yu. A. Sinel’nik, and Yu. V. Sudenkov

State Institute of Precise Mechanics and Optics, St. Petersburg;
St. Petersburg State University
~Submitted October 24, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 54–58~February 12, 1997!

The main characteristics of a piezoelectric transducer mounted on an optical fiber and used to
measure the acoustic signals induced by interaction between the radiation and the material
are described. Results of an investigation of a laser-induced acoustic signal in a liquid are
presented. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01002-1#

The widespread application of lasers with fiber-optic liquid, or solid! is based on recording the dynamic deform
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systems of radiation delivery in modern physics, engine
ing, and medicine brings with it the need to develop n
systems for monitoring and controlling this radiation. In o
der to control laser damage to materials, information is
quired on the dynamics of the processes producing this d
age. An obvious example of laser-induced effects in
material is the formation of an acoustic wave.1. In many
cases, an analysis of the amplitude and frequency chara
istics of a laser-induced acoustic wave provides informat
on the actual damage process~the damage efficiency, dept
of the damaged layer, and so forth!. Acoustic waves are con
ventionally recorded by microphones2 distributed in the me-
dium ~water, air! surrounding the interaction site, but whe
fiber-optic delivery systems are used such measurement
beset with severe technical difficulties. In the present pa
we describe the main characteristics of a piezoelectric tra
ducer mounted on an optical fiber and used to measure
acoustic signals induced by interaction between the radia
and the material. Results of an investigation of a las
induced acoustic signal in a liquid are presented.

We made an experimental investigation of the charac
istics of a laser-induced acoustic signal produced by the
teraction of YAG:Nd ~l51.06 mm! laser radiation and an
aqueous dye solution~India ink!. The laser energy densit
was varied in the range 10–160 J/cm2 with a pulse repetition
frequency of 10 Hz. The energy and duration of the acou
response recorded by the transducer were determined ex
mentally as a function of the dye concentration in the aq
ous solution at constant laser radiation energy. The ou
end of the fiber was inserted in a vessel containing an aq
ous solution of the dye~India ink!. The depth of immersion
of the fiber end was around 30 mm~from the surface!. In all
cases the volume of water was 50 ml. The dye concentra
in the solution was varied between 0.01% and 0.2%. T
fiber transducer was mounted nearer to the output end o
fiber ~around 50 mm! to minimize attenuation of the acoust
wave as it propagates through the fiber material. A quar
quartz optical fiber with a light-guiding core diameter
500620 mm was used. For further processing the sign
from the transducers were fed to an S9-81KOP oscilloscope
connected to a PC/AT 486-120.

The operating principle of the acoustooptic transdu
used to measure the parameters of an acoustic signal ind
by interaction between laser radiation and a material~gas,
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tions generated in an optical fiber in contact with the ma
rial. In this case, the optical fiber to which the transducer w
fixed was both a light guide and a sound guide for the aco
tic wave generated in the liquid~India ink! as a result of laser
irradiation at the interaction point. The interaction point w
the point of contact between the far end of the fiber and
liquid. Experiments to determine the distance (h) between

FIG. 1. Oscilloscope traces of laser-induced acoustic signal: a — YAG:Nd,
1.06 mm, 125 J/cm2, concentration 0.008; b — YAG:Nd, 1.06mm, 125
J/cm2, concentration 0.9.

1110111-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



the interaction point and the transducer attachment point for
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which the signal-to-noise ratio exceeded 10, showed that
distance was about 50 mm. An increase inh caused this ratio
to deteriorate.

Typical oscilloscope traces for various dye concent
tions show that when the energy density of the 1.06mm
radiation is around 125 J/cm2, the formation of acoustic vi-
brations ~as a result of microexplosions accompanying
absorption of light by dye particles! in the aqueous solution
of India ink is a threshold process and begins to be obse
reliably above a concentration (c) of around 0.004–0.008. A
typical signal recorded by the transducer in this case
shown in Fig. 1a. It can be seen that this signal is a su
position of two signals, a low-frequency and a hig
frequency one. The low-frequency signal is due to the py
electric signal produced by light scattering in the fib
material and carries information on the laser radiation
ergy. This statement is supported by the fact that the sig
shape and amplitude do not vary with dye concentration,
the parameters depend clearly on the laser radiation ene
The high-frequency~acoustic! signal is due to the piezoelec
tric response and characterizes the interaction between
laser radiation and the material, as is indicated by the dep
dence of its parameters on the dye concentration. An incre
in the dye concentration enhances the amplitude of
acoustic signal and alters its frequency spectrum. The t
resolution may be estimated as:

t'
l

V
, ~1!

where l is a linear dimension~the transducer–fiber contac
length! andV is the speed of sound in the fiber.

In our case the resolution ist'1026 s. A typical signal
for concentrations close to 1 is shown in Fig. 1b. It can
seen that the transducer records the acoustic respons
only from the interaction point~a!, but also from the surface
of the liquid ~b! and the walls of the vessel~c!.

Figure 2 shows typical behavior of the laser-induc
~YAG:Nd, 1.06mm! acoustic signal energy as a function
the dye~India ink! concentration. The minimum near a co
112 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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centration of 0.1 is most likely caused by competition b
tween two mechanisms for formation of the acoustic wa
one is associated with heating and expansion of the Ind
ink particles in the laser pulse field and dominates at l
concentrations while the other is due to microexplosions
Indian ink particles and interaction between heated partic

As a result of these investigations, we were theref
able to develop a miniature, sensitive, spectrally selec
acoustooptic fiber transducer capable of recording simu
neously both the laser radiation~pulse! energy and the signa
accompanying the interaction between the laser radiation
the material in a band of up to 1 MHz. This transducer w
used as the basis to develop a feedback system incorpor
a transducer, an analog-to-digital converter, a compute
digital-to-analog converter, and devices to alter the ene
~power! and time structure of the laser radiation.

1V. E. Gusev and A. A. Karabutov,Laser Optoacoustics~Bristol, 1993!.
2A. V. Belikov, A. G. Novikov, and A. V. Scrypnik, Proc. SPIE2623, 109
~1995!.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 2. Energy of laser-induced acoustic signal versus concentratio
India ink dye for YAG:Nd, 1.06mm.
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A new fiber acoustic laser-energy detector

d

A. V. Belikov, A. V. Erofeev, A. V. Skripnik, Yu. A. Sinel’nik, and Yu. V. Sudenkov

State Institute of Precise Mechanics and Optics, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg State University
~Submitted October 24, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 59–63~February 12, 1997!

A novel detector capable of measuring the energy of pulsed laser radiation coupled into an
optical fiber and the acoustic signals induced by interaction between this radiation and matter is
described. Results of a study of the capabilities of this optoacoustic detector are presented.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01102-6#

The development of integrated optics and the wide-52.088mm!, and YAG:Er ~l52.94mm! lasers was passe
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spread application of lasers with fiber-optic systems for
livering the radiation in modern physics, engineering, a
medicine has brought with it the need to develop new rad
tion monitoring and control systems, or feedback systems
the vast majority of cases, it is sufficient to regulate the
erage radiation power to control processes of laser damag
materials.1 The control criterion in this case may be taken
the excess of the laser energy above a certain threshold
causes changes in the state of the object~such as damage
modification, and so forth!.2 The laser radiation energ
~power! is conventionally measured by calorimetric or opt
electronic techniques,3 but when fiber-optic delivery system
are used, these methods of measurement encounter m
technical difficulties. Here we describe a novel detector
pable of measuring the energy of pulsed laser radia
coupled into an optical fiber and the acoustic signals indu
by the interaction of this radiation with matter. Results o
study of the capabilities of this optoacoustic detector are p
sented.

The profile and amplitude of the pyroelectric signal fro
the detector were investigated experimentally as function
the energy and wavelength of the laser radiation transfe
along different types of optical fiber. Radiation fro
YAG:Nd ~l51.06mm andl51.44mm!, YAG:Cr;TmHo ~l
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through an optical system of mirrors and was focused b
CaF2 lens onto the input end of the fiber. The laser ene
density was varied in the range 10–160 J/cm2 at a pulse
repetition frequency of 10 Hz. A plane-parallel plate direct
some of the radiation to a calorimetric energy meter wh
recorded the power~energy! of the laser radiation incident a
the input end of the waveguide. The laser energy thus m
sured was used to calculate the efficiency of coupling
laser radiation into the fiber. An acoustooptic fiber transdu
was attached at a point around 20 mm from the inlet end
the fiber. An additional calorimetric energy meter record
the laser radiation energy after passage through the fiber.
correspondence between the amplitude of the signal from
acoustooptic fiber transducer and the laser radiation en
after passage through the fiber was investigated experim
tally. We used hollow fibers, quartz fibers, and german
~Ge-glass! fibers with a light-guiding core diameter o
500620 mm. For processing the signals from the detect
were fed to an S9-81KOP oscilloscope connected to
PC/AT 486-120.

The operating principle of the detector when used
measure the energy characteristics of laser radiation is b
on the linearity of the relation between the light scattered
the optical material and the recorded pyroelectric signal
c-
age
FIG. 1. Relative amplitude of signal from acoustooptic fiber dete
tor as a function of the energy of various lasers after pass
through a quartz–quartz fiber. Wavelength:1 — 1.44 mm, 2 —
0.88mm, and3— 2.94mm.
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FIG. 2. Relative amplitude of signal from acoustooptic detector a
function of YAG:Er laser radiation energy after passage through
ferent optical fibers:1 — quartz fiber,2 — hollow fiber, and3 —
Ge-glass.
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the result of integrating the spiky structure of the laser pu
as is evidenced by the fact that the time when the dete
signal reaches a maximum coincides with the end of the la
pulse~t'100–200ms!. The signal can then be processed
a peak detector and a quantity proportional to the laser p
energy thus determined. In the course of the present st
we were particularly interested in the universality of th
acoustooptic fiber transducer for optical fibers of vario
types and for different radiation wavelengths.

Figure 1 gives the amplitude of the signal from t
acoustooptic fiber transducer mounted on a quartz fiber
function of the energy incident at the input end of the fib
for laser radiation of different wavelengths. Figure 2 sho
the relation between the amplitude of the pyroelectric sig
from the acoustooptic transducer and the radiation energ
a submillisecond YAG:Er pulsed laser after passage thro
quartz–quartz, hollow, and Ge-glass optical fibers.

These dependences suggest that the calibration ch
teristic of the acoustooptic fiber transducer is linear over
entire range of laser energies used.

The dependence plotted in Fig. 1 confirms that the a
plitude of the signal recorded by the detector clearly depe
on the laser wavelength, which suggests that this detect
wavelength selective. The selectivity is caused by a diff
ence in the scattering coefficient of quartz at different wa
lengths. Note that the maximum signal was observed for
1.44mm wavelength, which can be described by the follo
ing wavelength dependence of the scattering intensity:

I scat'
1

lk , ~1!

where I scat is the amplitude of the signal scattered in t
optical fiber,l is the wavelength of the laser radiation, a
k is an empirical factor. The curves plotted in Fig. 2 illustra
that differences in the amplitude of the recorded signal
observed for fibers of different type. An analysis of the stru
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cause the scattering of 2.94mm light is greater for quartz–
quartz and Ge-glass fibers~about the same for these two! and
weaker for hollow fibers~although this does not include th
losses in the fiber!.

We draw attention to the fact that investigations of t
sensitivity threshold of the acoustooptic detector have sho
that the sensitivity does not depend on the laser pulse le
and is around 1 mJ for all the laser sources studied.

In summary, an acoustic detector mounted on a fi
which carries laser radiation to an interaction site has b
developed and studied for the first time. The detector can
used

- to measure the energy of laser radiation that has pa
through the fiber;

- to measure the coefficient of coupling the laser rad
tion into the fiber;

- to measure the energy of the laser-induced acou
wave;

- to measure the frequency of the laser-induced acou
wave;

- to determine the onset of degradation of the fiber pr
erties;

- to investigate the thermal and acoustic characteris
of various systems.

1M. J. Weber,Handbook of Laser Science and Technology~CRC Press,
1991!.

2A. V. Belikov, A. G. Novikov, and A. V. Scrypnik, Proc. SPIE2623, 109
~1995!.

3N. V. Karlov, Lectures on Quantum Electronics@in Russian#, Nauka,
Moscow ~1988!.

4V. E. Gusev and A. A. Karabutov,Laser Optoacoustics~Bristol, 1993!.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Diffraction of light by agglomerates in a layer of magnetic fluid situated

of
in a magnetic field parallel to the plane of the layer
D. A. Usanov, A. V. Skripal’, and S. A. Ermolaev

Saratov State University
~Submitted October 21, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 64–67~February 12, 1997!

Previously unknown behavior observed when laser radiation propagates through a layer of
magnetic fluid with and without an external magnetic field are established for the first time and
their physical nature is explained. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01202-0#

The strongest diffraction of light has been observedlayer, as shown by the dashed line, the longitudinal axis
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when an external magnetic field is oriented at right angle
the boundaries of a plane layer of magnetic fluid.1 In this
case, the action of a static magnetic field directed along
laser beam produces a characteristic diffraction scatte
pattern comprising one or several rings.2,3 However, no de-
scription has been given of the diffraction pattern obtain
when the external magnetic field is oriented along a pl
layer of magnetic fluid or how this pattern changes with
magnitude and direction of the magnetic field situated in t
plane.

The pattern of light diffraction by agglomerates of
magnetic fluid was observed experimentally for this parti
lar case using the apparatus shown schematically in Fig
Radiation from a laser1 at 0.6328mm in a 3-mm diameter
beam was directed onto a plane layer of magnetic fluid c
sisting of water and magnetite particles coated with sod
oleate with a solid-phase concentrationw50.1, positioned
between two glass plates2. After passing through the laye
of magnetic fluid, the light beam shaped as the diagram9
was observed on a screen5 and recorded by a photodetect
6 and an automatic plotter7. When a magnetic field wa
applied to the magnetic fluid using the poles of an elec
magnet3 and a power supply4, the beam was transforme
into a strip of light8 whose longitudinal axis was perpen
dicular to the magnetic fieldB. The light intensity in the strip
increased with increasing magnetic field. When the direct
of the applied magnetic field was rotated in the plane of

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus:1— laser,2— layer of magnetic
fluid between two glass plates,3 — poles of electromagnet,4 — power
supply for electromagnet,5 — screen,6 — photodetector,7 — automatic
plotter,8— shape of light beam in magnetic field,9— shape of light beam
without magnetic field~the dashed line indicates the direction of rotation
the light strip when the direction of the applied magnetic field is rotated!.
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the strip was observed to rotate in the direction of the m
netic field.

The light intensity in the strip was perceived as unifor
This diffraction pattern corresponds to the case where
light passes through a system of nontransparent filam
arranged perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In
case, ordered ferroparticles function as these filaments.
tinguishing features of this particular case are the quasip
odic discontinuity of the ferroparticle filaments and their la
of strict spatial periodicity. As a consequence of this qua
periodicity, intensity maxima and minima should be o
served within the light strip. This supposition was check
out experimentally. Figure 2~a! gives the voltage on the pho
todiode as a function of its position along the coordinate a
perpendicular to the direction of the applied field. It can
seen from Fig. 2~a! that a typical diffraction pattern of alter

FIG. 2. Normalized voltage on photodiode versus its position along coo
nate axis perpendicular to the magnetic field: a — when light propagates
through the layer of magnetic fluid and b — when it propagates through th
dried layer of ferroparticles.

1150115-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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A layer of magnetic fluid deposited on a glass substr

was dried in a static magnetic field in order to confirm t
assumption that filaments of ferroparticles formed in
magnetic field and oriented in the direction of this field a
responsible for the typical diffraction pattern observed. Af
being passed through the glass plate containing the d
layer of ferroparticles, the light beam was also transform
into a narrow strip of light, even in the absence of the m
netic field. When the plate with the dried layer of ferropa
ticles was rotated in the plane perpendicular to the direc
of propagation of the light, the axis of the strip rotated in t
same direction as the plate. Figure 2~b! shows the diffraction
pattern obtained when a sample of the dried magnetic st
ture was illuminated with He–Ne laser radiation. The thic
116 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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ferometer was 1.5mm.
It has therefore been shown that when light is scatte

by a thin layer of magnetic fluid in a magnetic field orient
along the boundaries of the plane layer, a strip of light h
ing alternating intensity maxima and minima is formed, typ
cal of the diffraction by a quasiperiodic grating. When t
direction of the applied magnetic field is rotated in the pla
of the layer, the longitudinal axis of the strip is observed
rotate in the same direction as the magnetic field.

1J. C. Bacri and D. Salin, J. Phys.~Paris! 41, L771 ~1982!.
2Yu. I. Dikanski� and A. O. Tsebers, Magn. Gidrodinam. No. 2, 47~1990!.
3W. E. L. Haas and J. E. Adams, Appl. Phys. Lett.27, 571 ~1975!.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Some features of the kinetics of high-speed penetration in brittle media

to
A. S. Vlasov, Yu. A. Emel’yanov, E. L. Zil’berbrand, A. A. Kozhushko, A. I. Kozachuk,
G. S. Pugachev, and A. B. Sinani

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 21, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 68–73~February 12, 1997!

The kinetics of the high-speed penetration of deformable rods into ceramics has been
investigated. It is established that penetration takes place by a two-stage process. In the first
stage the penetration velocity increases with increasing damage to the ceramic. The second stage
corresponds to quasisteady penetration into a medium devoid of strength. It is shown that
the first stage determines the high level of resistance of ceramics to high-intensity impact loading.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01302-5#

Extremely hard brittle materials~especially ceramics! The first~descending! branch of the curve corresponds
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have recently been investigated intensively because of
prospects for using these materials to protect against h
velocity impact.1,2 To understand the behavior of cerami
under these conditions, it is important to study the time e
lution of the penetration of an impacting body. This is b
cause the resistance of brittle materials to penetration sh
depend strongly on time, unlike that of plastic materials. E
isting studies3–5 provide qualitative confirmation of this be
havior but cannot be used to establish any general laws
erning the change in the penetration parameters over
entire process.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the
netics of penetration of deformable metal rods into ceram
of different composition with a high degree of time reso
tion over the entire interaction process.

The investigation was carried out using a four-fram
pulsed x-ray system with an exposure of;0.1 ms ~working
voltage 400–450 kV!. Data were obtained experimentally o
the position of the rod in the ceramic at specific fixed tim
points to within 0.1ms. By differentiating the position-time
curves obtained, we were able to determine the time dep
dence of the penetration velocity, which uniquely charac
izes the resistance to penetration.6

The ceramics were subjected to impact by soft steel
plastic tungsten alloy rods~3 mm in diameter and 30 mm
long! at velocities between 1300 and 1600 m/s.

The experiments were carried out using samples mad
silicate glass, boron carbide~B4C!, silicon carbide~SiC!, a
70/30 mixture of aluminum nitride and titanium nitrid
~AlN/TiN !, and aluminum oxide~Al2O3). The samples were
100 mm thick and had transverse dimensions of 20320 mm
and 40340 mm. Different transverse dimensions were us
in order to investigate the influence of damage from the s
surfaces. The thickness of the samples eliminated any in
ence due to damage at the rear free surface throughou
interaction process.

Figure 1 gives the penetration velocityU as a function
of the timet after impact for AlN/TiN ~1!, Al2O3 ~2!, B4C
~3!, SiC ~4!, and silicate glass~5! under impact by a steel ro
at a velocity of 1600 m/s. These dependences show com
behavior for the various materials studied: three characte
tic sections can be identified on all the curvesU(t).
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the transition from the mass velocity, determined by the i
pact adiabatic curves of the interacting bodies,7 to the pen-
etration velocity. In other words, this branch describes
transition from shock wave displacement of the contact s
face to actual penetration.

The second section corresponds to penetration at var
velocity. Here the velocity changes from a certain minimu
at the onset of penetration to a nearly constant value.

The third section corresponds to constant-velocity p
etration.

The actual penetration process can therefore be a
trarily divided into two stages: a first, low-velocity penetr
tion stage and a second, quasisteady penetration stage.

The effective penetration resistance can be estima
from the data on the penetration velocity. By this we und
stand the resistance due to the strength of the mate
supplementing the inertial penetration resistance. The ef
tive penetration resistance can be calculated using the fa
iar Alekseevskiı˘–Tate equation8,9

r1U
2/21R5r2~V2U !2/21Y,

where r1 and r2 are the density of the medium and th
striker, respectively,V is the impact velocity,U is the pen-
etration velocity, andR andY are strength parameters of th
medium and the striker, respectively.

Calculations using this system are fairly standard4,5 but
we appreciate that they are rather approximate. Stri
speaking, the above equation only applies to penetration
plastic media as opposed to penetration into a disintegra
brittle medium. Nevertheless, even an estimate of the cha
in the effective resistance with time may give some indic
tion of the kinetics of brittle damage during penetration.

Figure 2 gives the effective resistanceR2Y as a func-
tion of the timet after impact for Al2O3 under impact by a
steel rod at a velocity of 1600 m/s. These data suggest
the effective resistance decreases progressively. A comp
son between Figs. 1 and 2 indicates that the material p
sesses the highest resistance at the first, low-velocity stag
the interaction. The first stage terminates when the stren
of the material is exhausted. In the second, quasisteady s
the effective resistance falls to a negligibly low level and t
penetration velocity is close to the constant value calcula

1170117-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1.
using the hydrodynamic model.6 In other words, the penetra-
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tion resistance is inertial and is determined only by the d
sity of the interacting bodies.

This change in the penetration resistance of brittle me
can logically be related to their damage kinetics. Two lim
ing cases can be identified in the interaction between br
media and a striker: the first is deformation of the striker
the surface of the undamaged ceramic under conditions s
lar to deformation at a ‘‘rigid wall’’ (U50), and the second
is motion in a medium devoid of strength. In the real proce
a gradual transition takes place from the first to the sec
regime, causing a progressive drop in the penetration re
tance. From this it can be seen that the high strength
ceramics under impact is determined by the first, lo
velocity penetration stage, and specifically by its durat
and minimum penetration velocity.
-
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-
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velocity for a given obstacle material depend strongly on
sample geometry and on the pressure at the contact sur
which is determined by the impact velocity and by the de
sity of the striker.

These experimental data show that as the transverse
mensions of the sample are reduced, the duration of the l
velocity penetration stage becomes shorter. The samp
damaged more intensively under the action of tensile st
waves propagating from the free side surfaces. The time
arrival of these waves at the contact surface naturally
pends on the size of the sample. The minimum penetra
velocity does not vary as the transverse dimensions of
sample decrease. This is because in the selected sampl
ometry the tensile stress wave does not reach the con
FIG. 2.
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surface before the minimum penetration velocity is estab-
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These data indicate that as the impact velocity and

density of the striker are increased, the minimum penetra
velocity increases and the low-velocity penetration stage
comes shorter. This is because of the increased shock-w
load on the material which accelerates the initiation and e
lution of brittle fracture in the sample.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the penetration kinet
differ substantially for different samples. In particular, t
low-velocity penetration stage~high resistance! is less
clearly defined in glass, which has the lowest strength, h
ness, and fracture viscosity. Further studies are require
examine the correlation between the physicomechan
characteristics and the parameters of the penetration pro
for ceramics.

In conclusion, the kinetics of the penetration of defor
able rods in ceramics has therefore been investigated c
prehensively over the entire interaction process. It has t
been possible to show for the first time that high-speed p
etration in brittle materials involves a two-stage process. T
first stage involves low-velocity penetration, the velocity i
119 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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second stage consists of quasisteady penetration in a me
devoid of strength. A high level of penetration resistance
observed in the first stage and this is the stage that de
mines the high efficiency of ceramics as a construction m
terial under intense dynamic loading.

1S. Bless, Z. Rosenberg, and B. Yoon, Int. J. Impact Eng.5, 165 ~1987!.
2J. Stemberg, J. Appl. Phys.65, 3417~1989!.
3E. L. Zil’berbrand, N. A. Zlatin, A. A. Kozhushko, V. I. Polozenko, G. S
Pugachev, and A. B. Sinani, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.59~10!, 54 ~1989! @Sov. Phys.
Tech. Phys.34, 1123~1989!#.

4G. E. Hauver, W. A. Gooch, P. H. Netherwood, R. F. Benck, W. J. Pe
iballi, and M. S. Burkins, Proc. 13th Int. Symposium on Ballistics, Stoc
holm, 1992, pp. 257–264.

5D. Orphal, R. Franzen, A. Piekutowski, and M. Forrestall, Int. J. Impa
Eng.18, 355 ~1996!.

6M. A. Lavrent’ev, Usp. Mat. Nauk.12~4!, 41 ~1957!.
7Ya. B. Zel’dovich and Yu. P. Raizer,Physics of Shock Waves and High
Temperature Hydrodynamic Phenomena, Vols. 1 and 2, transl., of 1st
Russ. ed.~Academic Press, New York, 1966, 1967! @Russ. original, 2nd
ed., Nauka, Moscow, 1966#.

8V. P. Alekseevski�, Fiz. Goreniya. Vyzryva2, 99 ~1966!.
9A. Tate, J. Mech. Phys. Solids15, 387 ~1967!.
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Coupled vertical microcavities

o-
M. A. Kaliteevski 

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 18, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 74–78~February 12, 1997!

A design is proposed for a device consisting of two optically coupled vertical microcavities. It is
shown that interaction between two localized optical modes in the coupled microcavities
induces mode splitting. The feasibility of using this design to develop optoelectronic devices is
analyzed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01402-X#

It is common knowledge that if two oscillators of arbi- idea is shown in Fig. 1. This device consists of two micr
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trary type, having the same resonant frequencies, are coup
by some type of interaction, the resultant system will posse
two resonant frequencies positioned symmetrically about th
resonant frequency of the noncoupled oscillators and th
splitting of the resonant frequencies will increase as th
strength of the coupling interaction is increased.

One manifestation of this effect, known as Rabi splitting
and Rabi oscillations, was observed in semiconductor sy
tems at the beginning of the nineties1–3 in a study of the
interaction between localized optical modes and excitons
semiconductor quantum-well microcavities. This observatio
acted as the stimulus for numerous theoretical and expe
mental studies on this topic. Another reason for the intere
in semiconductor cavities is that they are used to develo
vertical-cavity emitting lasers.7

A typical microcavity consists of a cavity bounded by
two Bragg reflectors. The reflectivity~transmission! spectra
of these structures exhibit structured in the form of narrow
deep troughs~peaks! whose spectral position matches that o
the localized optical modes of the microcavity.

Although considerable attention has been paid world
wide to the study of microcavities and their potential fo
developing various optoelectronic devices utilizing Rab
splitting and Rabi oscillations, there are no reports of th
construction or development of such devices. The main re
son for this is the very specific conditions needed for th
efficient manifestation of exciton effects~i.e., the need to
maintain low temperatures! and also the fact that the required
exciton parameters~such as the oscillator strength! cannot be
varied widely.

All these difficulties can be surmounted by developing
an experimental structure in which the localized optica
mode interacts with another localized optical mode rathe
than with an exciton. A design capable of implementing thi

FIG. 1. Diagram of structure.
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cavities having a single common central mirror~BR!. Cavi-
ties1 and2 are positioned on either side of the central m
ror. The structure is bounded on the outer sides by mirr
BR1 and BR2.

Coupling between the first and second cavities will
most efficient if their natural frequencies are matched.

We shall analyze the optical properties of such a str
ture. Curve1 in Fig. 2 gives the transmission spectrum ca
culated by the method of transfer matrices8 for a single free
microcavity whose mirrors~reflection coefficient 0.99! are
formed by twelve pairs of quarter-wave layers having refr
tive indices of 3.0 and 4.0, respectively. The microcavity h
a refractive index of 4.0 and its thickness corresponds to
wavelength of light in the material~known as a

FIG. 2. Calculated transmission spectra for:1 — single free cavity,2 —
coupled microcavities for which common mirror has a reflection coeffici
of 0.9993, and3— coupled microcavities for which common mirror has
reflection coefficient of 0.996.

1200120-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



l-resonator!. The media bounding the microcavity had unity
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refractive indices. The cavity parameters were selected
that they were similar to those of the structures studied
perimentally. It can be seen that the transmission spect
has a single peak.

Curves2 and 3 give the transmission spectra for th
coupled microcavities. In both cases the outer mirrors c
sisted of twelve pairs of layers~reflection coefficient 0.999!
For case2 the common mirror was formed by fifteen pairs
layers ~reflection coefficient 0.9993! and for case3 it was
formed by twelve pairs of layers~reflection coefficient
0.996!. The cavity parameters in the coupled microcav
systems were the same as those for the free cavity. The
dia bounding the structure had refractive indices of unity

It can be seen that the transmission spectra for the
tems of coupled microcavities each have two peaks p
tioned symmetrically relative to the natural mode of the fr
microcavity. The mode splitting depends on the reflect
coefficient of the common mirror and decreases as this c
ficient increases. By altering the parameters of the comm
mirror, the mode splitting can be varied quite appreciably

The mode splitting may induce beats in the optical sig
emitted by the coupled microcavity system at a freque
coinciding with the mode splitting. For case2 the splitting is
3 meV, which corresponds to a beat frequency of 0.6 T
and for case3, it is 5 meV corresponding to 1 THz. If a
121 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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ture will operate as a laser whose emission is modulate
the beat frequency, so that this structure may be use
generate electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz range

In addition, this design of coupled microcavity syste
allows separate electrical control of each cavity, which e
tends the scope for using the proposed structure in var
optoelectronics applications.

The author would like to thank E. L Portno� for useful
discussions.
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Diffraction of light by a pseudodeep holographic grating

e

S. Ya. Gorelik

Institute of Precise Mechanics and Optics, St. Petersburg (Technical University)
~Submitted May 22, 1966!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 79–83~February 12, 1997!

Results are presented of a theoretical and experimental study of the recording of pseudodeep
holograms. A mathematical model is proposed for the diffraction of light by a pseudodeep
hologram structure. An experimental confirmation of the theory has been presented in
Pis’ma v Zhurnal Technichesko� Fiziki [Tech. Phys. Lett.]. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01502-4#
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pseudodeep holograms has already been proposedand a
graphical method to construct the image reconstructed
this type of hologram has been suggested.3 In the present
paper we propose a mathematical model of the diffraction
light by a pseudodeep holographic grating.

Let us consider the interference that takes place betw
two plane waves, an object waveS and a reference wav
R, whose complex amplitudes are described by the functi
S5exp@2jk(y sinQ0 1z cosQ0)] andR5exp@2jk(y sinQr

1z cosQr)], where sinQ0, cosQ0, sinQr , and cosQr are
the direction cosines of the object and reference waves
spectively,k52pn/l is the modulus of their wave vectors
l is the wavelength in vacuum, andn is the refractive index
of the medium in which they propagate. In the pla
z5xcotb of a photographic plate inclined at the angleb to
theYZ horizontal plane~Fig. 1~a!!, the complex amplitudes
of these waves will be given by

S5exp@2 jk~y sin Q01x cot b cosQ0!#,

R5exp@2 jk~y sin Q r1x cot b cosQ r !#, ~1!

and the intensity distribution of the standing wave produc
by the interference of the waves~1! will be given by

I521exp$2 jk@y~sin Q02sin Q r !1x cot b~cosQ0

2cosQ r !#%1exp $ jk@y~sin~Q02sin Q r !

1x cot b~cosQ02cosQ r !#%. ~2!

In expressions~1! and~2! the factors multiplyingx andy in
the exponents are the spatial frequencies along thex and y
axes of the gratings, which are the projections of the trace
the intersection of the equal-intensity planes of the obje
reference, and standing waves with the plane of the ph
graphic plate on thez50 plane~Fig. 1~b!!. Note that these
are always the spatial frequencies referred to subsequen

Let us now consider the reconstruction of the obj
wave by this grating. Assume the grating to be illuminated
the reconstruction stage by a wave whose wave vector lie
the YZ plane and whose direction of propagation diffe
from that for the recording process byDQ r . By direct sub-
stitution, it is easy to establish that the spatial frequencie
the reconstructing wave along both they and x axes will
differ from those of the reference wave in the recording p
cess. As a result, the diffraction angles are altered in both
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tered.

It is easy to show that if, in the reconstruction stage,
spatial frequency along they axis changes by

Dw5sin Q r~m cosDQ r21!1m sin DQ rcosQ r , ~3!

wherem5l/(l1Dl), then the changeDQ0 in the diffrac-
tion angle in the horizontal plane may be determined fr
the expression

sin~Q01DQ0!5sin Q01Dw . ~4!

This change causes the spatial frequency of the reconstru
wave along thex axis to change by

DC05cotb@cosQ0~m cosDQ021!2m sinDQ0 sinQ0#.
~5!

However, a change in the direction of propagation of t
reconstructing wave also alters its spatial frequency along
x axis byDC r , which is determined from expression~5! by
replacing ‘‘0’’ with ‘‘r.’’ According to the fundamental dif-
fraction equation however, the difference in the spatial f
quencies of the reconstructing and reconstructed wa
should remain constant. It is easily shown that this condit
can be satisfied if the diffraction angle in the vertical pla
changes by

Db'DC02DC r'~Q r2Q0!DQ r cot b, ~6!

FIG. 1. Diagram showing the recording of a pseudodeep transmission
logram ~a! and result of the projection of the traces of intersection of t
equal-intensity planes of the wave with the plane of the photographic p
onto thez50 plane~b!.

1220122-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



and in general, the complex amplitude of the reconstructed
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wave can be described by

Sout5exp$2 jk@y sin~Q01DQ0!

1x cot~b1Db!cos~Q01DQ0!#%. ~7!

The conditions for vanishing of the reconstructed wa
are determined on the basis of the following reasoning.

1. Db5b. In this case, the reconstructed wave prop
gates in the plane of the photographic plate.

2. Db52b. If this condition is satisfied, the functio
cot(b1Db) undergoes a discontinuity and the direction
propagation of the reconstructed wave consequently
comes indeterminate.

If both the direction of propagation and the incide
wavelength are altered during reconstruction so that the c
dition Dw50 is satisfied, the reconstructed wave will obv
ously propagate in the horizontal plane. Consequently, w
an extended nonmonochromatic source is used for re
struction, noise which cannot be eliminated by a filtering e
slit,2 is superposed on the reconstructed image.

It is easy to show that the result of interference of t
S andR waves recorded in the planez5x cotb will match
~in the sense of its projection on thez50 plane! the result of
interference of certain wavesS1 andR1 recorded in the plane
z52x cotb. The wavesS1 andR1 should be determined a
follows: S1 constructs the real image of the object and pro
gates in the direction defined by the angleQ r , while R1 is
the reference wave whose direction of propagation is defi
by the angleQ0. From this reasoning it is clear that becau
of the difference in the spatial frequencies of the wavesR
andR1, when the pseudodeep grating is illuminated by wa
R, the reconstructed waveS1 will propagate outside the hori
zontal plane.

It is easy to see from expressions~1! and ~2! that a
reflection grating can also be recorded on a thin pseudod
hologram and all these conclusions should still apply to t
grating. This is confirmed by experiments in which a refle
tion grating was recorded on FP-R photographic plates u
123 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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a symmetric dual-beam system~Fig. 2!. The spatial fre-
quency of the grating was governed by the resolution of
plates and was around 1500 mm21 in air. The radiation
source was al50.4416mm He–Cd laser and the angle o
inclinationb of the plate was around 20° from the horizont
plane.

In summary, it has been shown that the object and
erence waves, as well as the standing wave formed as a r
of their interference, may be represented as equivalent wa
whose spatial frequencies are determined by the project
of the traces of intersection of their equal-intensity plan
with the plane of the photographic plate onto thez50 plane
of an equivalent vertical grating. The characteristics of
diffraction of waves by a pseudodeep grating are caused
changes in these spatial frequencies as the reconstru
conditions change.

In conclusion I should like to thank Yu. N. Denisyuk fo
useful discussions and also for kindly giving me the opp
tunity to carry out the experiments.
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Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 2. Diagram showing the recording a pseudodeep reflection hologra
a symmetric dual-beam system.
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Temperature-concentration dependence of the correlation length of concentration

rre-
fluctuations in liquid binary systems
E. V. Kalashnikov and A. G. Ambrok

Institute of Problems of Machine Science, Russian Academy of Sciences
~Submitted November 27, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 84–88~February 12, 1997!

An analysis is made of the correlation length of the concentration fluctuations in liquid binary
systems over a wide range of temperature and composition. A quantitative relationship is
obtained between the correlation length, the concentration, and the temperature. It is shown that
the correlation length is determined by regions of different thermodynamic stability of a
homogeneous solution, bounded by binodal and spinodal curves. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01602-9#

The correlation length of the density fluctuations de- The aim of the present paper is to determine the co
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scribes the interatomic interaction characteristics and be
ior of a system. It is a unique measure of the spatial in
pendence of the fluctuations.1 On transition from a single-
component to a binary system, concentration fluctuati
begin to play an important role. However, the temperatu
concentration dependence of the concentration correla
length j is unknown over a wide range of temperature a
composition. This indeterminacy ofj ~over a wide range of
temperature and composition! means that we cannot asse
how the thermodynamic state of a melt influences its tra
tion to a solid. In particular, the approximation of statistica
independent concentration fluctuations is usually used w
analyzing liquid–solid phase-transition problems.2 This cor-
responds to a correlation length comparable with the in
atomic spacings,1 and similar properties of the binary mel
regardless of the interatomic interact ion characteristics.

In many binary systems however~in eutectics, for
instance3,4!, at specific temperatures and compositions
liquid state is characterized by a nonuniform concentrat
structure of the melt. It may be postulated that this conc
tration nonuniformity is the result of strong correlations b
tween the concentration fluctuations in the melt.4 This behav-
ior of the melt suggests that the correlation length of
concentration fluctuations will depend on the initial comp
sition of the melt and its temperature.

In order to assess how the correlations of the fluctuati
in the liquid system influence the liquid–solid transition, e
pecially vitrification ~or amorphization! at various composi-
tions and temperatures5 and crystallization,6 it is important to
know the temperature–concentration dependence of the
centration correlation lengthj in a binary liquid system.

In order to identify this dependence ofj, we bear in
mind that strong correlations of the fluctuations are typica
critical phenomena.7 It is known from the theory of inter-
phase critical phenomena1 that the correlation length of th
fluctuations is equal to the ‘‘thickness’’ or concentration pr
file of the surface layer. For a more detailed analysis of
surface~or interface! the authors of Refs. 8 and 9 develop
an approach to calculate the number of monatomic lay
forming the surface layer and to take into account instabi
of a uniform random distribution of atoms of both comp
nents in terms of monatomic layers.
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lation length as a function of composition and temperatu
allowing for instabilities in the formation of the interface.

In Refs. 8 and 9 the thickness of the surface layer w
defined as the number of monatomic layerst with the con-
centrationx(t) differing from the average bulk concentratio
x. Since the thickness of the surface layer in a sing
component system is equal to the density correlation leng1

FIG. 1. Distribution of the concentrationx(t) of componentB over the
monatomic layerst and of the correlation lengthj as a function of the
concentrationx of the same component in the bulk of the system:a–c for
various temperatures: a — forT.Tc and b — forT15T,Tc . The concen-
trations are given in atomic fractions: 0<x<1; the numbers of monatomic
layerst are indicated by the numbers:t51, 2, 3, . . . . Theshaded areas of
the figures correspond to the number of monatomic layers from which
system may be composed. c — boundaries of different thermodynamic sta
bility of the component distribution over the monatomic layers:8 K — decay
cupola,S— spinodal curve;Y, M , L — stable, metastable, and labile state
of the uniform distribution of components in terms of monatomic laye
Tc — critical temperatures,T1,Tc . d — correlation length: curvea corre-
sponds toT.Tc , curveb corresponds toT5T1,Tc , and the dashed line
corresponds to an unbounded number of monatomic layers.

1240124-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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for a binary system the correlation length of the concen
tion fluctuations is

t'j.

In Ref. 8 illustrations are given for a model with a fixe
number of monatomic layers. In this paper we present res
of calculations for a model with an unbounded number
monatomic layers. Specifically, when an interface~surface!
is formed ~Figs. 1a and 1b! at temperaturesT below the
critical temperatureTc , regions of different thermodynami
stability are formed within the random distribution of atom
of both components over the monatomic layers~Fig. 1c!.
These regions are bounded by decaying cupola curves an
a spinodal curve and are determined by the ratio of the
terchange energy~composed of the interaction energies
like and unlike atoms! to the temperature. As can be se
from Figs. 1c and 1d, in the region of stable states of
uniform distribution of components (T.Tc), the correlation
lengthj is fairly small: j' 1–3 monatomic layers.

The number of monatomic layers increases as the t
perature approaches the critical temperature and falls be
it. In the stable and metastable regions the number of m
atomic layers increases slowly: two or three monolayers
the stable region and three or four in the metastable reg
At corresponding temperatures in the labile region~bounded
by the spinodal curve!, the value ofj increases abruptly an
is equal to the number of all the monatomic layers assum
in the model.~As an example for comparison, for a mod
with t540 monatomic layers the correlation length
j540, Fig. 1d!. In fact an unbounded increase in the numb

FIG. 2. Distribution of the concentrationx(t) of componentB over the
monatomic layerst as a function of the concentrationx of the same com-
ponent in the bulk for a system with inversion of the distribution atx5xi for
T,Tc .
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crease in their number in the labile region. Thus the corre
tion lengthj becomes equal to the linear dimensions of t
system. In other words, the difference between the surf
layer and the bulk disappears. In the range of compositi
and temperatures bounded by the spinodal curve, the sy
is coherent, i.e., completely coupled, and behaves as a s
entity.

An interesting situation arises in a system exhibiting
verse behavior of the concentration in the monatomic lay
~Fig. 2!, which occurs when the surface energies of the p
components are similar. In this case, regardless of temp
ture, the component distribution over the monolayers of
surface region becomes inverted for the compositionxi . The
temperature-concentration dependence oft appears to break
down into two intervals. However, the change in the thic
ness of the surface layer for each concentration interva
identical.

By applying the concept of the instability of a homog
neous solution and studying the surface properties, it
thus been possible to determine the temperatu
concentration regions of different behavior of the correlat
length in a binary system. In the range of compositio
bounded by the spinodal curve, the ‘‘thickness’’ of the inte
face as a quantity characterizing the surface disappears.
system, from being strongly inhomogeneous, becom
coupled, or coherent, and the correlation length becom
equal to the linear dimension of the system.
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Mechanically-induced electrical effects in natural dielectrics

tial
V. S. Kuksenko and Kh. F. Makhmudov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 2, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 89–94~February 12, 1997!

An investigation is made of the generation and relaxation of an electric field in natural dielectrics
exposed to mechanical loading and applied electric potentials. It is shown that these
processes are identical. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01702-3#

It has been established that when dielectrics are sub-shown schematically in Fig. 1. The induced electric poten
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jected to mechanical loading, electric fields are generate
them.1,2 This phenomenon is well known for piezoelectric
In Refs. 3 and 4 the generation of electric fields accompa
ing the deformation of ionic crystals is attributed to the m
tion of charged dislocations. The treatment of these effec
more complex for dielectrics which do not exhibit the piez
electric effect and in which the motion of dislocations can
neglected. Such materials especially include various nat
dielectrics.

However, mechanically-induced electrical effects
natural materials~rocks! are interesting for practical pur
poses. It is known that earthquakes are preceded by ele
magnetic effects whose nature has not been fully explain
In the present paper we attempt to make a combined stud
the electrical polarization observed when dielectrics are s
jected to mechanical loading and when weak electric po
tials are applied to these samples. The main specimen
ployed in our investigation was marble, which does n
exhibit the piezoelectric effect. The samples were subjec
to loading in the range where the motion of dislocations c
be neglected.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The samples were cut from natural marble in the form
25325340 mm prisms. The experimental apparatus

FIG. 1. System for noncontact measurement of the electrification o
sample using a probe~Pr! when a dc voltage~U! is applied to the sample~S!
and the sample is subjected to a uniaxial compressive load~P!.
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was measured by a noncontact method using a h
sensitivity electrometer~a dc amplifier with a high input re-
sistance.1014V). The recording element was a probe~Pr!
in the form of a 5 mmdiameter disk shielded on three sid
to reduce noise. The main parameters of the electrom
were: frequency bandf5105–106 Hz, time for leakage of
induced charge through electrometer entrance
t523104 s, sensitivityUmin 50.05 mV, and zero drift
;0.2 sV/min.

The real behavior of the leakage of the induced charg
extremely important in our experiments, as will be show
subsequently. To determine this we carried out the follow
experiment. The measuring probe was positioned at a
tance of 1.5 mm above a metal plate, parallel to the pla
The plate was first grounded and the zero drift was measu
for some time. A potential of;2 V was then applied to the
plate at timet1 ~Fig. 2!. The jump indicated that an induce
chargeq had appeared at the recording probe of the el
trometer and its flow was measured continuously. The h
life for the decay was;15 min, close to the calculated valu
It should be noted that the induced charge appeared alm
instantaneously at the measuring probe. For our meas
ments it was sufficient to note that the rise time was;0.1 s
and the decay was negligible over 1–2 min.

We shall now discuss the direct measurements on
samples. In the electrical polarization experiment the sam
~S! was mounted on a grounded platform and a copper e
trode was clamped to the upper face of the sample~Fig. 1!.
The measuring probe of the electrometer was positio
close to the side surface of the sample, at a distance of
mm. The electrode was initially grounded and then a 2 V

a

FIG. 2. Flow of charge in electrometer.

1260126-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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potential was applied at timet1 ~Fig. 3!. The charge induced
at the probe increased until it saturated~curve2 in Fig. 3!.
When both electrodes were then grounded, the charge
laxed ~curve3 in Fig. 3! and the rise and decay time of th
induced charge was the same in both cases.

We shall now consider the electrification of the sam
under mechanical loading. As in the first case, the record
probe was placed parallel to the side face of the sample
distance of 1.5 mm from the surface~Fig. 1! and the zero

FIG. 3. Time behavior of induced charge (qe) when an electric potentia
U52 V is applied to the sample.

FIG. 4. Sample loading diagram~a! and time variation of induced charge a
probe~b!.
127 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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drift was measured for some time. At timet1 ~Fig. 4a! a
uniaxial compressive load~P! was applied to the sample an
was kept constant for some time. An induced charge (qp)
appeared at the recording probe and then relaxed. When
induced charge had almost disappeared, at timet2, the load
was removed. An induced charge of opposite polarity
peared at the probe and then relaxed with the same h
decay time as that observed after loading.

We shall now compare the relaxation of the induc
charge under mechanical loading~unloading! ~Fig. 5, curve
1! and under application of an electric potential~Fig. 5,
curve 2!. For purposes of clarity the value of the induce
charge (q) is normalized to its maximum in both cases.
can be seen that the decay of the charge is almost identic
both cases. This particularly suggests that the physical na
of the charge carriers causing the relaxation of the elec
field is the same under mechanical loading and under
applied electric potential. To a first approximation the rela
ation of the induced charge may be described by first-or
kinetics. We subsequently propose to investigate the re
ation of the induced charge at different temperatures, wh
will allow us to estimate the activation energy of the proce
and discuss the nature of the charge carriers more preci

1É. I. Parkhomenko,Electrification Effects in Rocks@in Russian#, Nauka,
Moscow ~1968!.

2V. S. Kuksenko, R. Sh. Kil’keev, and M. I. Miroshnichenko, Dokl. Aka
Nauk. SSSR250, 481 ~1981!.

3A. N. Kulichenko and B. I. Smirnov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 26, 11
3294 ~1984! @Sov. Phys. Solid State26, 1980~1984!#.

4V. I. Nikolaev, N. A. Pertsev, and B. I. Smirnov, Fiz. Tverd. Te
~Leningrad! 33, 93 ~1991! @Sov. Phys. Solid State33, 51 ~1991!#.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 5. Relative time dependence of induced charge:1— on application of
electric potential and2— under mechanical loading.
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Properties of the electron channel in single GaInAsSb/ p-InAs heterostructures

ed
T. I. Voronina, T. S. Lagunov, M. P. Mikha lova, K. D. Moiseev, S. A. Obukhov,
A. E. Rozov, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 11, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 1–6 ~February 26, 1997!

An investigation is carried out on the properties of the electron channel in a broken-gap isotypic
type II GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructure and their dependence on the doping level of the
quaternary solid solution with a donor~Te! and an acceptor~Zn!. The Hall mobility decreases
~by more than two orders of magnitude! with increasing acceptor concentration. The
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are observed at low temperatures (T5 1.5–20 K! and the
electron effective mass is determined (mn50.026m0), along with some other parameters of the
heterostructure. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01802-8#

Heterostructures based on solid solutions of GaInAsSbsamples as a function of the amount of impurity introduc
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on the isoperiodic substrates GaSb and InAs are the sub
of intense study as prospective materials for infrared sou
and photodetectors in the range 2–5mm.1–6

It has previously been determined that the syst
p-GaInxAsSby/p-GaSb (x,y,0.2) are stepped type II het
erostructures, while the systemp-GaInxAsSby /p-InAs
(x,y,0.2) is a broken-gap type II heterostructure with
offset of about 60–100 meV between the conduction b
and the valence band of the quaternary heterostructure.7 As a
result of the overflow of electrons from the valence band
the wide-gap solid solution into the InAs conduction band
electron and hole channels are formed at the heteroboun
of this structure. The presence of these channels to la
measure governs the transport properties of these he
structures.

In Ref. 8 we observed for the first time a high electr
Hall mobility (uH550 000–70 000 cm2/V•s! in the isotypic
heterostructuresp-GaInxAsSby /p-InAs (x;0.17,y;0.22)
with undoped layers of the solid solution, which was e
plained by the existence of ann-channel at the heterobound
ary. The doped solid solutions of this composition alwa
had p-type conduction with a hole concentratio
p775231016 cm23 and a mobilityuH52000 cm2/V•s.

In this paper we describe our studies of the propertie
the electron channel and their dependence on the do
level of the solid solution with tellurium and zinc, whic
were introduced into the flux in amounts 1024–1022 at.%.
The quaternary solid solutions in the Ga12xInxAs12ySby
(x50.17,y50.22) heterostructures were grown by liqui
phase epitaxy to a thickness of 2mm on high-resistivity
p-InAs~100! substrates and had a hole concentrat
p775231016 cm23 and a conductivitys50.1 S/cm. Mea-
surements were made of the Hall coefficientR, the electrical
conductivitys, and the Hall mobilityuH . Also studied were
the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistance~the
Shubnikov–de Haas effect! at low temperatures
(T51.5–20 K! in moderate magnetic fields up to 50 kO
Rectangular samples were cut from the GaInAsSb/p-InAs
epitaxial structures and six indium contacts were alloyed i
the surface of the solid solution.

In Fig. 1 we present the Hall mobility measured for the
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into the solid solution. With light doping of the solid solutio
~Te ,1023 at.%, Zn,431023 at.%! the Hall mobility re-
mained high (uH540 000–50 000 cm2/V• s! as in the layers
of undoped solid solutions. At higher tellurium doping leve
~Te .1023 at.%! the mobility decreased smoothly t
uH510 000 cm2/V•s, and for heavy doping with zinc,~Zn
.431023 at.%!, the mobility fell off very abruptly, by
more than an order of magnitude.

It is interesting that in the samples heavily doped w
tellurium or zinc the Hall mobility (uH5Rs) was found to
depend on the magnetic field~Fig. 2!. In the samples with a
high concentration of tellurium, the mobility fell at low field
(H,5 kOe!, while for H.5 kOe it tended to a constan
value uH'5000 cm2/V• s, which is comparable with the
mobility in epitaxial layers of a solid solution of simila
composition doped with tellurium.9 The dependence of th
mobility on the magnetic field indicates as a rule that tw
kinds of carriers take part in the conduction.10 In the case of
heavy tellurium doping, these are probably the high-mobi
electrons in the channel and current carriers~in addition to
the electrons! with a lower mobility in the epitaxial layer,
which as a result of overcompensation by donors become
n-type material with a mobilityuH;5000 cm2/V•s.

When the solid solution is heavily doped with an acce
tor ~Zn.431023 at.%! the falloff in the mobility with in-
creasing field is associated with a sharp decrease in the
coefficient to the point where it reverses sign~Fig. 2, sample
5!. This dependence may observed in the simultaneously
ticipation in the conductivity of two kinds of charge carrier
which differ not only in their mobility, but also in their sign.9

We suggest that in addition to an electron channel in
heterostructure a hole channel also begins to appear, and
the role of the electron channel in controlling the conduct
ity decreases. This may be explained by a decrease in
electron density in the channel due to the trapping of
carriers in potential relief wells at the heteroboundary. T
decrease in the mobility may be due also to the mutual co
pensating effect of the electrons and the holes at the
eroboundary.

In undoped and lightly doped samples, where the h
electron mobility is observed atT577 K, these mobility val-

1280128-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ues are retained down to helium temperatures. This beha
in the mobility is characteristic of structures in which th
carrier scattering mechanism is governed only by the per
tion of the quantum well~scattering by nonuniformities in
the heteroboundary!.

At T51.5–20 K magnetoresistance oscillations are
served in these samples~the Shubnikov–de Haas effect! in
magnetic fields up to 50 kOe. From the temperature dep
dence of the oscillation amplitude we were able to determ
the effective mass of the charge carriers (m*50.026m0),
which is equal to the effective mass of the electrons
n-InAs—m*50.026m0. This result shows that the
n-channel is located on thep-InAs side. The small effective
mass can be explained by the large width of the quan
well on the InAs side~more than 150 Å!, which leads to a
lower electron trapping energy and a low effective mass11

From the oscillation period we also found the tw
dimensional electron concentration in the channel to
NS;1011 cm22 and a well width of;400 Å. The Dingle
temperature was found to beT57–10 K atT54.2 K, which
corresponds to a broadening of the quantum levels by
meV.

In summary, the experimental results that we have
tained support the supposition that in broken-gap type
GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures ann-channel is formed a
the boundary with the InAs side, with a high mobility that
retained with light doping of the epitaxial layer either wi
donors~tellurium! or with acceptors~zinc!. At high acceptor
doping levels the solid solution exhibits a sharp falloff in t
mobility in the structure, due both to the depletion of t
n-channel through trapping of the carriers in potential re
wells, and as the result of the mutual compensation of e
trons and holes at the heteroboundary itself.

FIG. 1. Hall mobility in GaInAsSb/p-InAs structures versus the impurit
concentration~tellurium and zinc! in the solid solution.
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FIG. 2. Hall mobility in the GaInAsSb/p-InAs structures versus the mag
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Operation of an electron interferometer with photon illumination of the biprism tip

nd-
A. N. Ageev, Yu. M. Voronin, I. P. Demenchonok, and Yu. V. Chentsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 4, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 7–10~February 26, 1997!

A study is made of electron diffraction by an optical fiber, which plays the role of the electrode
of a Fresnel–Mollenstedt biprism. Irradiation of the electrode with the radiation from a low-
power laser causes a change in the diffraction pattern. A tentative explanation for this effect is
proposed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01902-2#

During experiments on the electronic Fresnel–
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Mollenstedt biprism,which were carried out for the purpos
of investigating the magnetic vector potential of a lig
beam,2 it was found that under certain conditions the cent
electrode of the biprism became charged by fast electr
and leakage of the charge under laser illumination.

The electronic biprism was placed in the chamber of
electron microscope between the intermediate and the
jection lenses~Fig. 1!. The electron energy was 75 keV, an
the current density in the region of the biprism was co
trolled between 1021 and 1026 A/cm2.

The central electrode of the biprism was a tip3 made
from a single-mode optical fiber by local heating and f
drawing. The diameter of the thinnest part of the tip w
0.5–2.0mm with a vertex angle of 5–10°. The potential
the tip was supplied by an external sourceU, and to create
surface electrical conductivity a layer of chromium 10–
nm thick was vacuum-deposited on the tip.

The tip was irradiated with the light from a 5 mW
He–Ne laser. To increase the energy density the light
focused by a 930.2 microscope objective1 to a point 1–2
mm in diameter. The tip was placed at the focal point of t
objective, and the accuracy of its location was monitored
the optical diffraction pattern of the tip projected on t
monitor screen2.

A dark electron projection of the tip5 was observed on
the screen of the electron microscope4 at a magnification of
500 ~Fig. 2!, which was provided by a projection lens. Ph
tographic film6was placed over the screen and was expo
when the screen was lifted out of the way.

During the electron irradiation, particularly with a hig
current density, the metallization layer near the apex of
tip was sometimes damaged. When the electrons impin
on the glass it charged up, and the destruction of the c
ducting layer made it difficult for the charge to leak off. Th
potential at the apex of the tip was set independently of
potential applied to the external source, and in the first
proximation the charge was proportional to the current d
sity of the electron beam.

The magnitude and sign of the potential on the tip re
tive to the potential on the chamber walls could be asses
from the shape and dimensions of the electron project
When the tip had a potential different from the wall potent
it would distort the trajectories of the electrons, which a
fected the size and shape of the projection. A negative
tential would repel the electrons, and a positive poten
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ingly increased or decreased. For high positive potentials
fluxes of electrons passing the two sides of the tip wo
merge, and a band of enhanced brightness would appea
the screen~Fig. 2a,c!. The length of the projection was mark
edly reduced~Fig. 2c!, and near the apex appeared a patt
similar to part of the image of the caustic.

It can be seen from the pattern of the electron project
that the tip is always charged positively; i.e., the second
emission coefficient is greater than unity. Evidently, this
explained by the grazing incidence of the electrons on
side surfaces of the tip.

When the tip was illuminated by a laser the induc
charge leaked out to the metallized part of the tip by virtue
the induced photoconductivity to equalize the potential alo
the length of the tip. This is indicated by the electron proje
tion pattern~Fig. 2b,d!. The change in the size of the proje
tion can be seen quite well in Fig. 2e, where the photogr
shows the projection when the tip is not illuminated a
when it is. In the dark the magnitude and distribution of t
charge along the fiber are largely determined by the ma
tude and distribution of the electric current density.

The charge leakage that occurs with illumination cou
be controlled by placing the tip directly at the fine focus
the laser beam, since the tip did not charge up when
placement was optimum.

FIG. 1. Diagram of how the tip is irradiated by electrons and light:1 —
microscope objective,2 — monitor screen for the light,3 — central
electrode-tip,4— luminescent screen,5— dark projection of the tip,6—
photographic film.

1300130-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 2. Dark electron projection of the tip: a —
U50, without light, b —U50, with illumination, c —
U5230 V, without light, d —U5230 V, with light,
e — U5230 V, with and without light. The arrows
show a charged particle on the tip.
The charge leakage from the insulating surface induced
a
c
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n
a
h
n
to

th
ly

so

for the inclination is presumably heating of the fiber by the
en-

loss
on-

s-

v,
by the laser beam can be used in an electron microscope
electron diffraction equipment to neutralize the surfa
charge of poorly conducting objects together with beams
slow electrons.

On the dark electron projections we also observed be
ing of the tip of a freely-hanging, very thin glass fiber with
diameter of about 1mm when the laser light passed throug
it. The fiber was prepared and installed in the same man
as a tip. The light from the 5 mW laser was introduced in
the end of the initial fiber by means of a 930.2 microscope
objective. The curvature of the fiber was proportional to
intensity of the light flux and could be repeated reproducib
The greatest deflection of the tip was 50mm, which corre-
sponded to an angle of inclination of about 20°. The rea
131 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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energy of the light passing through it, since the power d
sity in the thinnest part of the fiber could exceed 103 W/cm.
The heating could also be caused by the lack of any heat
in the vacuum through convection and the low thermal c
ductivity of the fiber.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 95-02-
04064-a!.

1G. Molenschtedt and H. Ducker, Phys.245, 377 ~1956!.
2Yu. V. Chentsov, Yu. M. Voronin, I. P. Demenchonok, and A. N. Agee
Opt. Zh. No. 8, 55~1996!.
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Q-switching in single-heterojunction lasers and generation of ultrahigh-power

hich
picosecond optical pulses
G. B. Venus, I. M. Gadzhiev, A. M. Gubenko, E. L. Portno , and A. A. Khazan

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 29, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 11–16~February 26, 1997!

Q-switching has been obtained for single-heterojunction lasers. The ultrafast saturable absorber
in the laser cavity is created by implantation of high-energy heavy ions. The peak power
generated by the lasers in a 150mm stripe width is 380 W with a pulse length of 40 ps. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02002-8#
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greatly expanded in recent years, and new direction in t
use have arisen, for example, laser mammography, and h
resolution laser ranging. Such a situation calls for the de
opment of small semiconductor light sources of picosec
pulses with peak power approaching that of solid-state las
High optical power in a picosecond pulse, which is the m
important parameter for applications of this type, requires
design of semiconductor lasers considerably different fr
the optimal design of high-power cw lasers. In this conn
tion, the purpose of this investigation was to devise and
sign a diode laser that would provide a new level of powe
picosecond light pulses in Q-switched operation.

In Q-switched operation, the simplest means of incre
ing the output energy in the light pulses of lasers is to
crease the stored energy in the laser cavity until the ins
the optical shutter is triggered. In semiconductor lasers
accumulation of energy is directly related to the number
nonequilibrium carriers existing at the instant the satura
absorber is triggered and to the degree of modulation of
carrier concentration. The degree of modulation is de
mined by the quality of the saturable absorber introdu
into the cavity of the semiconductor laser. An increase in
volume of the active layer increases the number of none
librium carriers in the laser cavity. This can be thought of
terms of an increase in the physical dimensions of the ac
layer or an increase in the volume of the active layer
energy space, i.e., an increase in the concentration of
equilibrium carriers.

The standard way to increase the volume of the ac
layer and thus increase the pulsed power is to use m
section quantum-well lasers with a broad stripe of a comp
shape, and with a reverse-biased section of satur
absorber.1,2 Further increase in the volume is possible
going from quantum-well structures to bulk materials. He
the maximum thickness of the active region with which it
still possible to retain lasing in the zeroth mode can be
tained with lasers having an asymmetric waveguide. Of
commercial lasers available today, the best ones for this
pose are lasers based on a single-heterojunction~SH lasers!
with an active region about 2mm thick. Similar structures
have been used previously for generating high-power sin
light pulses under special pump conditions of current a
temperature.3,4

To obtain stable Q-switching in a diode laser it is ne
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in the case of a SH laser is not possible using the multis
tion design with reverse-biased sections of saturable abs
ers, standard with quantum-well lasers. One of the reas
for this situation is the inadequate speed of existing satura
absorbers, since the space-charge region is no larger tha
mm, and the speed of response is dictated by the lifetime
the nonequilibrium carriers in the active layer with a thic
ness of about 2mm, which corresponds to a few nanose
onds. A large increase in speed is possible through the t
nique of implantation of high-energy heavy ions, which w
have developed over a period of years.5,6We believe that this
method provides the best results, particularly for lasers w
a bulk active layer, since in this case, in addition to t
extremely short lifetimes in the region of the absorber, it a
gives the greatest degree of modulation of the nonequ
rium carrier concentration in the active layer. We have o
tained new levels of power output in picosecond opti
pulses with Q-switched operation by applying this techniq
to commercial SH lasers.

In our experiments we used LD-60 SH laser diodes w
an active region 70mm wide and LD-62 lasers with an activ
region 70mm wide, manufactured by Laser-Diode Inc. Th
mirrors on these lasers were irradiated with different kinds
ions ~N1, O1, Ar1) at an energy of 10–50 MeV and dose
in the range 531010 to 431011 ions/cm2. The energy of
each type of ion was selected so that the penetration d
was at least 6–8mm for a cavity length of 350–400mm.
Preliminary investigations showed that the implantation
the heavy ions gives a region of saturable absorber that
an ultrafast response and is stable against optical anneal5

In addition to producing the saturable absorber in
region of the mirrors, the implantation method was used
shaping the directional diagrams of the picosecond laser
the plane parallel to thep–n junction. The implantation was
done with nitrogen ions to a dose above 1012 ions/cm2 on the
sides of the LD-60 laser diodes with a contact width of
mm. The ion energy~and the corresponding penetratio
depth in the material! was selected so as to form a stripe
maximum width providing stable lasing in the zeroth mo
in the waveguide with current confinement over the en
range of the single-peak regime.

To obtain peak generation, the lasers were pumped w

1320132-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2-ns pulses with an amplitude to 50 A and a repetition r
up to 100 kHz. After implantation the pulsed threshold c
rent increased by a factor of 2.2–3.1, depending on the i
diation dose and the energy and type of ion. With irradiat
by N41 ions with an energy of 17.2 MeV and doses
1.531011 ions/cm2 the threshold current for the LD-62 SH
laser~150mm width of the lasing region! was in the range
13.8–14.8 A. Figure 1 shows how the optical pulse of the
lasers and has changed form after implantation. It can
seen from this curve that we have succeeded in obtain
stable Q-switched lasing of the SH lasers despite poss
limitations associated with the strong asymmetry of
waveguide in these structures. The pulsed optical power
single peak reaches 380 W for the LD-62 lasers~lasing re-
gion 150mm! and 45 W for lasers with the zeroth mode f
a pulse length from 40 to 45 ps. The distribution of t
far-field in the plane parallel to the plane of thep–n junction
for lasers with current confinement, prepared by implantat
from the side by the method described here, is shown in
2. The effective width of the lasing region, determined fro
the diffraction limit, corresponds to a stripe 14mm wide.

The pulsed power density on the mirror for the stri
laser is about 125 MW/cm2, and for the lasers with a wide
lasing region it is about 105 MW/cm2. Our experiments have
shown that the mirrors of the original structure do not de

FIG. 1. Shape of the optical pulse from an LD-62 SH laser; a — before
implantation,I518.5 A; b — after implantation of 17.6 MeV N41 ions with
a dose of 1.531011 cm22; I51.3I th518.5 A and c —I52.7I th538.4 A.
133 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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riorate at these high radiation power densities because o
short picosecond duration of the light pulses. The satura
absorber we have developed is also stable against op
annealing at these high power densities. This is indicated
the complete reproducibility of the results of measureme
of the pulsed power and the threshold currents in the sin
peak regime for the lasers operating for several hund
hours.

The authors wish to thank the staff of the Cyclotro
Laboratory for irradiating the semiconductor laser structur
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FIG. 2. Changes in the far field of the laser in the plane of thep–n junction
for a SH-laser of stripe design for single-pulse lasing with different pu
currents.1 — I51.1I th57.8 A, Popt56.3 W; 2 — I51.5I th510.6 A,
Popt524 W, 3— I51.9I th513.5 A,Popt538 W.
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Diffraction pattern of electrons scattered quasi-elastically by adsorbed fullerenes

pli-
M. V. Gomoyunova, I. I. Pronin, and N. S. Faradzhev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 2, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 17–22~February 26, 1997!

The diffraction patterns are calculated for 2 keV electrons scattered quasi-elastically by C60

molecules adsorbed on a solid surface. It is shown that when the molecules are bound to the
substrate strongly enough the symmetry of these patterns reveals uniquely the orientation
of the adsorbed fullerenes. A new and effective method that takes into account phenomenologically
the focusing of the scattered electrons is proposed for modeling the diffraction patterns
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02102-2#

The focusing of intermediate-energy electrons~the For this purpose the necessary data for the scattering am
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forward-focusing effect!, in which the electrons emitted by
crystal are concentrated along the closest-packed chain
atoms, is widely used in the structural analysis of surfac
This is the phenomenon that underlies the method of diffr
tion of photoelectrons or Auger electrons,1–3 and also the
diffraction of back-scattered electrons,4,5 which give infor-
mation on the object in real space. In the most rec
articles6,7 these methods were used to determine the orie
tion of C60 molecules adsorbed on the surfaces of sin
crystals. This is possible because long-range order is no
quired to form these diffraction patterns, and if all the a
sorbed fullerenes in the ensemble have a common prefe
orientation, the experimentally observed pattern charac
izes the individual molecules.

This paper reports a continuation of the work of Ref.
in which the orientation of fullerenes was determined fro
an analysis of the spatial distribution of quasi-elastica
scattered electrons. The actual form of the diffraction patt
simplified the solution of the problem, reducing it to a
analysis of only one of the possible orientations of the
sorbed molecules. Here we analyze the most common
and model the diffraction patterns for all the most proba
orientations of the adsorbed C60 molecules. In addition, we
propose a new method of modeling the diffraction patte
from individual fullerenes, which speeds up the calculatio
by a factor of a hundred compared the previously u
model.

Let us first consider the results obtained for 2-keV el
trons in the cluster model of singly scattered electron pl
waves we used before.7 In the first step the coordinates of th
atoms of the object~fullerene with a particular orientation
relative to the substrate surface! are given in real space. Eac
of these atoms can take part in the backscattering of
electrons incident on the fullerene, and therefore can be
sidered as a source of an electron wave contributing to
diffraction pattern. As the electrons penetrate into the inte
of the fullerene the probability of excitation of such sourc
is assumed to decay exponentially as exp(2z/l), wherel is
the mean free path of the electrons before inelastic scatte
which is calculated by the formula given in Ref. 8. The ne
step is to examine the focusing of the electrons as they
emitted by the sources, caused by their interaction with o
atoms of the fullerene during their emission into the vacuu
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tudes and the phase shifts were obtained by extrapolatio
the calculated values tabulated in Ref. 9. The contribution
the pattern from the individual sources were calculated
summing the amplitudes of the forward and reverse scatte
electron waves. The total intensity of the model pattern
each direction of detection of the electrons was obtained
incoherent summation of the partial contributions from
the fullerene atoms. The calculations were carried out o
the entire backscattering hemisphere with a step of 1° in
polar and azimuthal angles.

We analyzed five of the most probable orientations
the adsorbed C60molecule for which the fullerene is attache
to the surface by a hexagon, a pentagon, an edge betw
two hexagons, an edge between a pentagon and a hexa
or only one of the atoms of the molecule. The results
illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the diffraction patterns
the first three cases along with the corresponding orienta
of the molecule. For convenience of comparing these w
experiment~for which the contribution of the substrate mu
first be removed7! the numerical data are shown in the for
of a two-dimensional picture of the intensity distribution
the reflected electrons along the polar and azimuthal em
sion angles and are displayed in stereographic project
The center of the circle corresponds to the normal to
substrate surface, and the outer circle to the emission of e
trons tangent to the surface. We used a linear gray scal
which the maximum signal corresponds to white and
minimum to black.

The calculations give distinct diffraction patterns wi
prominent features characteristic of each of the orientatio
An analysis of these patterns shows that in all the cases
most intense diffraction spots are formed along the edge
the adsorbed molecules, i.e., along the directions corresp
ing to the minimum distance between the emitting and sc
tering atoms, where the conditions for focusing the electr
are optimum. In addition to these maxima in the reflec
electrons, we also see weak features in the diffraction p
terns, corresponding to the directions along the inner dia
nals of the icosahedron. We should point out the differen
in the symmetry of the Kikuchi patterns. The symmetry
the pattern is defined by the order of the rotation axis of
molecule coinciding with the normal to the substrate surfa
When the C60 molecule is is attached to the substrate by

1340134-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns obtained in the plane-wave approximat
by the single-scattering cluster model for some probable orientat
of the C60 molecule on a solid surface, shown to the right. The m
ecules are attached to the substrate by: a — ahexagonal face, b — a
pentagonal face, c — anedge between a pentagon and a hexagon.
hexagon, this axis has threefold symmetry. When the mol-
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ecule is adsorbed on the surface on a pentagonal face
symmetry is fivefold, and when the molecule rests on
edge the rotational symmetry is twofold. In this way t
geometry and the symmetry of the diffraction pattern
uniquely linked to the orientation of the adsorbed fullere
relative to the substrate.

The direct manifestation of the internal structure of t
molecule in the diffraction pattern allows us to use an
tremely simplified model for calculating the pattern. In th
calculation we take into account phenomenologically the
herent scattering events only from the atoms lying near
line connecting the emitter with the scattering directi
along which the intensity of the pattern is being calculated
the
n

e

-

-
e

It

proportional to the distance between the source and the s
tering atom, and its angular profile is a Gaussian with a c
stant dispersion; then the contributions from all the atoms
the fullerene are summed up.

Using this model, we also carried out calculations for t
five orientations enumerated above for the adsorbed m
ecule. The results of one of them is shown in Fig. 2a. T
diffraction pattern there refers to the case where the fuller
is attached to the substrate by only a single atom. In the s
figure we show for comparison the analogous pattern
tained in the single-scattering cluster model~Fig. 2b!. It can
be seen that the symmetry and the overall shape of th
patterns are quite different from those shown in Fig. 1, wh
—
of
FIG. 2. Calculated diffraction patterns obtained with two models: a
a model that takes into account phenomenologically the focusing
the electrons by the atomic chains, b — in theplane-wave approxima-
tion by the single-scattering cluster model. The adsorbed C60 mol-
ecules are attached to the surface by a single atom.
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drawn above. A point that merits attention is the close pr
imity of the results obtained by the different methods.
fact, the arrangement of all the bright spots is the same
Figs. 2a and b. The differences mainly concern the inten
ratios of the weakest spots. Similar results were also
tained for the other cases. It can thus be concluded tha
proposed model takes into account properly the princ
factors that bear upon the formation of the pattern. Since
possible to use this model to calculate the complete diffr
tion pattern of fullerene in less than a minute~using a 80486
PC!, this approach should be very promising for calculatio
with a large number of variable parameters. This model
also be used to determine the orientation of adsor
fullerenes more complicated than C60. It is also quite appli-
cable for studying the localization of metal atoms
fullerenes.
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New semiconductor devices based on a special metal–insulator–semiconductor

structure for measuring the energy (dose) of electromagnetic and nuclear radiation

P. G. Kasherininov and A. N. Lodygin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 24, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 23–29~February 26, 1997!

This article describes and studies a new type of device for quantitative measurements of
radiation energy. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02202-7#

The energy~dose! of electromagnetic and nuclear radia- make a device that can record continuously the energy~dose!
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tion is widely used in science and technology, but practi
devices for measuring it directly have been scarce. Semic
ductor photoelectric devices form signals proportional to
intensity of the radiation, but no principle has yet been
veloped for recording directly the radiation energy~or dose!.

In this article we describe a new type of semiconduc
device based on new principles for radiation dosimete
which form electrical signals at the output directly propo
tional to the energy~dose! of the radiation being detecte
~light, x rays, gamma rays, etc!. In these devices the energ
~dose! of the radiation is converted to a time sequence
short current pulses. With steady, uniform irradiation of t
dosimeter the energy~dose! of radiation falling on the do-
simeter during the time between two current pulses is de
mined only by the voltage applied to it, and is independen
the intensity of the radiation. The total radiant energy in
dent on the surface of the dosimeter over a given interva
time is given by the number of current pulses in the exter
circuit in that time interval. If an individual part of the do
simeter surface is irradiated the repetition rate of the cur
pulses is proportional to the intensity of this flux on t
irradiated surface. If several spatially distributed radiat
fluxes are simultaneously incident on the dosimeter surfa
then the device generates current pulses independently
cording to all of these fluxes individually with repetitio
rates proportional, respectively, to the intensities of th
fluxes. The dosimeter consists of a special kind of met
insulator–semiconductor structure on an insulating wide-
crystal. The operation of this dosimeter is described in
following paragraphs.

When the structure is irradiated at the crystal–insula
interface an electrical charge of the corresponding sign a
mulates there and causes redistribution of the applied vol
between the layers of the structure. In structures with a s
insulator this process occurs until the electric field is co
pletely expelled from the crystal.1–3 As shown in Ref. 4, the
energy~dose! of radiation required does not depend on t
intensity of the radiation, but is determined by the volta
V0 applied to the structure.

In this way, the structure is a kind of radiation dosimet
in which a certain fixed amount of energy~dose! of radiation
is converted into a change in the distribution of the appl
voltage between the layers. However, the detection of
energy~dose! of radiation is only a one-time operation: it
then necessary to get rid of the charge accumulated in
crystal to prepare it for the next energy measurement.
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impinging on it one must devise a process for redistribut
cyclically the voltage between the layers of the structure a
find a means to record reliably each of these cycles. S
conditions can be realized in the structure described her
the conductivity of the insulator depends nonlinearly on
electric field in it, specifically, if the insulating layer conver
discontinuously into a high-conductivity state when a critic
electric field is set up in it. Such a structure may be based
a wide-gap insulating crystal with a gaseous layer as
insulator. When the crystal–insulator interface in this stru
ture is irradiated, an electrical charge is formed, which
duces the electric field in the crystal and consequently
creases the field in the insulating layer.4 When the field in the
insulating layer~the gas! reaches a critical value the ga
switches to the high-conductivity state~a gas discharge!.
Then the charge accumulated in the crystal flows out of
producing a current pulse in the electronic circuit of t
structure, after which the field in the gas layer is reduc
below the critical value, the discharge stops, and the fi
distribution in the structure returns to its initial state; then t
process starts all over again. In this way, steady irradiation
this structure will generate a cyclic redistribution of the a
plied voltage between the layers of the structure, accom
nied by periodic current pulses generated in the circuit wh
the gas discharge occurs. The radiation energy incident
unit surface area of the structure over the time of one cy
of field redistribution in it is determined by the voltage a
plied to the structure, and does not depend on the intensit
the radiation. In this work we have studied the photoinduc
redistribution of the applied voltage between the layers
such a structure based on the electrooptical insulating B
crystals~bismuth silicate! with a gas layer as the insulato
and its photoelectric characteristics. A dc voltageV051–3
kV is applied and the structure is illuminated with a stea
extrinsic light (l 5 0.63mm! on its surface parallel to the
direction of the electric field, the light being partially tran
mitted through the structure. The redistribution of the appl
voltage between the layers of the structure caused by the
of the light that is absorbed in the crystal was examined
an optical polarization method by measuring the time dep
dence of the intensity of the part of the light not absorbed
the crystal,4 while at the same time measuring the time d
pendence of the current in the structure.

Figure 1 shows the experimental results for the time
pendence of the longitudinal electrooptical effect in stru
tures with two different kinds of insulators~mica and air!4

1370137-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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and the current in them during illumination. Both types o
structures show the same exponential decrease of the in
sity of the light flux with time during illumination, associated
with the expulsion of the electric field from the crystal int
the insulating layer. In the structures with the solid insulat

FIG. 1. Detection of the redistribution of the applied voltageV0 between the
layers of the metal–insulator–semiconductor structure under steady illu
nation: a — essential diagram of the device:1 — electrooptical insulating
crystal ~BSO!, 2— insulating layer,3— optically transparent electrode,4
— polarizer,5 — photodetector,6 — oscilloscope; b — time variation of
the intensity of the light flux at the exit from the modulator when the meta
insulator–semiconductor structure with a mica insulator is illuminated w
a light flux of constant intensity (I 051 W/m2, l 5 0.63mm,V05 1500 V!;
c — the same, but with illumination of a similar structure with a gas ins
lator (I 050.3 W/m2, l 5 0.63mm, V05 1500 V!; d — the same forV0

5 2700 V.
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~mica! this process continues until all the electric field is
expelled from the crystal4 ~Fig. 1b!. In the structure with the
gas insulator the initial decrease in the intensity of the trans-
mitted light flux is interrupted by a discontinuous recovery to
the initial value~Fig. 1c, d!, and a short current pulse flows
~Fig. 1c,d~2! Fig. 2c!. This process repeats periodically. This
effect is explained by the switching of the gas layer into the
high-conductivity state after the electric field in it exceeds
some critical value. In Fig. 2a,b we show the frequencyF of
the current pulses in the circuit of such a structure based on
the BSO crystal as a function of the intensity of the irradia-
tion I and the applied voltageV for steady irradiation (l
5 0.63 nm!. Figure 1a shows thatF(I ) is linear over three
orders of magnitude of intensity andF(V) is linear for a
variation ofV over a factor of 2–3~Fig. 2b!. These devices
can be operated as dosimeters for gamma rays, ultraviolet
light and visible light, as well as for image recognition.

i-

h

-

FIG. 2. Conversion of the intensity (I 0) of steady irradiation into a fre-
quencyF of current pulses in a metal–insulator–semiconductor structure
with a gas insulator, on a BSO crystal: a — for fixed voltage on the structure
(V05 const, I 0 variable!; b — for fixed irradiation intensity (I 05 const,
V0 variable!; c — shape of current pulses in the analogous structure with
steady irradiation (I 05 30 W/m2 V0 5 2100 V,l 5 0.63mm!.
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TeCd antistructural defects in CdTe crystals
O. A. Matveev and A. I. Terent’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 27, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 30–34~February 26, 1997!

Two-temperature annealing with a controlled vapor pressure of telluriumPTe2 is used to study
CdTê Cl& crystals under conditions of high-temperature thermodynamic equilibrium of
the crystal with the gas phase~735–940 °C!. For low pressuresPTe2 (>Pmin) ClTe1 begins to
condense because of the formation of VCd22 in the crystal. AsPTe2 increases, this
mechanism of exact self-compensation no longer operates because of the formation of TeCd1

intrinsic antistructural point defects. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02302-1#

In this paper we present the result of a study of the phasetcr5735 °C showed onlyn-type conduction~Fig. 1a!. At
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equilibrium of CdTe:Cl and Te2 gas, i.e., when the vapo
pressurePTe2 of tellurium is controlled. This is an area o
interest since here~with decreasingPCd) one might expect
an increase in the concentration NVCd . The charged VCd

22

form associates with donor point defects.1 At high values of
NVCd ~and for low tcr and high binding energy in the ass
ciates! the association is almost complete.2

Thus the number of charged point defects should
crease because they join together in the crystal. In addit
the donor plus acceptor associate can be neutral, and th
fore one should expect an increase inm and t of the elec-
trons and holes with increasing NVCd .

The annealing was carried out at three temperatu
tcr5735 °C, tcr5870 °C, andtcr5940 °C. The annealing
temperatures for which the self-compensation was studie
CdTe:Cl with controlledPTe2 were limited from above
by the observable deformation of the sample due to su
mation of CdTe. At the lowest pressuresPTe2;PTe2min

this is tcr<940 °C. The lowest annealing temperatu
tcr;735 °C was selected from considerations of the dura
of the diffusion processes, which establish the composi
in the crystal corresponding to the givenPTe2.

The intrinsic point defects in CdTe are electrica
charged centers and they determine the free carrier con
tration in the crystal. The free carrier concentration det
mined from Hall effect measurements on the annealed c
tals and their dependence onPTe2 are shown in Fig. 1. For
low values ofPTe2 the sample sublimates, which is reflect
in Fig. 1 by the dashed parts of the curves. It can be s
from this figure that bothn-type andp-type samples were
obtained after annealing. For all annealing temperaturestcr
three distinct sections of the curves can be distinguished
first corresponds to a low and approximately constant c
centrationn(p);107–109 cm23 for low PTe2; the second
section is for a highn(p);1015 cm23 and high values of
PTe2, and the third is the transition region between the fi
two. The first section corresponds to the exact s
compensated state of donor and acceptor defects of the
tal lattice ~ClTe

1 and VCd
22). The energy level of VCd

22 in the
band gap is10.83 eV aboveEv ~Ref. 3!. The second section
corresponds to donor-controlled electrical conduction.1

Let us examine the results given in Fig. 1 in the regi
of low pressuresPTe2;PTe2min. The samples annealed
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this temperature the solubility of VCd is small compared to
the Cl concentration in the crystal. In the self-compensat
process4 a charged center VCd

22 is formed that is responsible
for the deep electron energy level in the band gap, and t
the low value ofn. The value ofn was lower than that
measured for the crystals annealed at highertcr . With in-
creasingtcr following the linePmin ~Fig. 2!, we obtain a high
concentration of acceptor intrinsic point defects~VCd) in the
crystal~Fig. 1b, c!. The samples annealed attcr5870 °C and
PTe2;PTe2min showed bothp-type andn-type conduction
~Fig. 1 b!. The samples annealed attcr 5 940 °C were non-
uniform in the conduction type. Bothp-type andn-type con-
duction would exist within the same crystal. As the tempe
ture was increased the regions of self-compensation w
washed out, presumably because of the increasing conce
tion of point defects.1

When the crystal was annealed with increasingPTe2, the
concentrationsn(p) increased abruptly~Fig. 1!. An increase
in PTe2 ~in the transition and second parts of the curves
Fig. 1! should result in an increase in VCd ~or Tei) acceptor
centers, i. e., an increase inp but not in n. However, this
does not happen fortcr 5 735 °C over the entire rang
of pressurePTe2. For the casetcr 5 870 °C we obtained
both p-type and n-type samples only in the range o
pressuresPTe2 close to or slightly higher thanPmin . For
tcr 5 940 °C we observed bothp-type andn-type conduc-
tion over the entire range of pressuresPTe2.

These results can be explained by taking into account
participation of antistructural defects, TeCd

12 donors, in the
thermodynamic equilibrium. The formation of antistructur
defects can be regarded as a transition of Te atoms f
lattice sites or interstitial Tei to the VCd sites, whose concen
tration increases withPTe2. The calculated enthalpy of for
mation,DH(TeCd

12)54.0 eV ~Ref. 5! and 5.56 eV~Ref. 6! is
high compared toDH(VCd,VTe) 5 2.5 eV ~Ref. 5!. ~Other
data7 give DH(TeCd

12)53.67 eV andDH(VCd
22)54.75 eV!.

Consequently, the solubility of antistructural defects in t
crystal can be appreciable only for high values ofPTe2. Be-
cause of the strong dependence of the concentration
TeCd

12 on PTe2 ~Ref. 6!, the concentration of intrinsic poin
defects nearPmin does not change relative to the models th
do not take into account the effect of antistructural defects8,9

The calculations in Ref. 5 show that compensation c

1400140-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Concentration of free carriers in the cryst
versus PTe2: a — tcr5735 °C, b — 870 °C,
c — 940 °C; 1 —n, 2 — p.
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modynamic state, but also when the crystal is cooled,
cause local energy gain when the diffusional loss of intrin
point defects does not occur. It is well known that at hi
temperatures the concentration of intrinsic point defe
Tei , is quite high,>1016 cm23 ~Refs. 6 and 8!. Residing in
tetrahedral sites, Tei have a high outward relaxation, and w
readily be drawn into regions where the superstresses o
crystal lattice~formed during cooling! will be removed, i.e.,
in the region of high concentration of VCd that have an in-
ward relaxation displacement of neighboring atoms and
attract the Tei ~Ref. 10!. This will also facilitate the creation
of the antistructural defect TeCd, where the concentration o
centers can be high (>NTei

) and the distribution over the
crystal can be highly nonuniform, creatingn(p) regions with
compensated conduction.

In these experiments on annealed crystals in a pres
PTe2 the maximum values ofn at room temperature wer
;1015 cm23. According to the calculation, TeCd

12 is a deep
donor center with ionization activation energies of 0.4Eg and
0.7Eg ~Ref. 7!. Doping with a donor to N~ClTe

1 )51017

cm23 and the same concentration of compensating intrin
point defects VCd

22 does not allow us to assess the amount

FIG. 2. T–x cross section of the region of existence of solid CdTe.
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type pi(ni) to n-type indicates that N~TeCd);N~VCd)
;N~ClTe).

In summary, the method of annealing a CeTe:Cl crys
in Te2 vapor yields crystals with a limited self-compensati
of the electrical conduction. The dependence ofp andn on
PTe2 at annealing temperatures of 735–940 °C has been
tained. At low pressuresPTe2 charge self-compensation oc
curs according to a model where VCd

22 and donor ClTe
1 are the

principal centers responsible for the condition of electri
neutrality in the crystal. In this case complete association
charged point defects into neutral centers occurs. Here
results of annealing are compared with annealing with a c
trolled pressurePCd ~Ref. 3!. At high pressuresPTe2 the
complex intrinsic point defect TeCd

12 is formed. This defect
prevents the creation of a high concentration of VCd

22 , which
absorb the latter.

Higher annealing temperatures result in a higher solu
ity of VCd

22 and give a self-compensatedp-type conduction of
the crystal. However, these experiments are nonreproduc
and the crystal is not uniform in the concentrationp(n) be-
cause of the formation of antistructural defects when the m
terial is cooled after annealing.
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Visualization of the reconstruction of a silver film on silicon

I. I. Pronin, N. S. Faradzhev, and M. V. Gomoyunova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 2, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 35–39~February 26, 1997!

In this investigation the focusing of medium-energy electrons is used to visualize the thermally
activated reconstruction of a thin film of silver~6 monolayers! deposited on a Si~111!-
737 surface at room temperature. It is shown that the initial unannealed film consists of Ag~111!
domains of two types, mutually misoriented in azimuth by 180°. When the sample is heated
to 350–400 °C, the film recrystallizes and a single-domain epitaxial layer of Ag~111! is formed.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02402-6#

The growth of a silver film on the surface of single- example, for the strongest maximum atQ5 35°, which is
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crystal silicon and the formation of its atomic structure is
topic still attracting a good deal of attention after ma
years.1–3 Moreover, this system, whose components do
mix in the contact region, remains a model system for stu
ing the formation of metal/semiconductor phase boundar
However, not all the aspects of this process have yet b
subjected to a thorough study. For example, no studies h
been made of the evolution of the crystal structure of a ra
thick continuous film condensed on Si~111!-737 at room
temperature when it transforms into an island film. The p
pose of the work reported here was directed at this probl

To solve this problem we made use of a new method
have worked out for surface structure analysis. It is based
the focusing of quasi-elastically-scattered medium-ene
electrons and permits visualization of the crystal structure
several surface monolayers of the object studied.4,5

The measurements were carried out in an ang
resolving secondary-electron spectrometer.6 The energy
resolution of the analyzer was 0.4%, and the angular res
tion was 1°. The diffraction patterns of the quasi-elastica
scattered electrons~the Kikuchi patterns! were obtained at an
energy of 2 keV with automatic recording of the azimuth
distribution I (w) of the reflected electrons over nearly th
entire reflection hemisphere of the electrons. The surfac
the single-crystal silicon was cleaned by brief heating in
trahigh vacuum at 1200 °C. The elemental composition
the surface was monitored by Auger electron spectrosco
which was also used to determine the thickness of the de
ited silver film. To study the thermally activated process
we used a three-minute annealing of the sample at hig
temperatures. The Kikuchi patterns were recorded at t
peratures intermediate between the latter and room temp
ture in a vacuum of 5310210 Torr.

In Fig. 1a we show the diffraction pattern obtained d
rectly after an 18-Å silver film was deposited on the substr
at room temperature. The center circle on the pattern is a
normal to the sample surface and the outer circle correspo
to the electrons emitted along the tangent to the surface.
intensities of the various spots on the pattern are indicate
a linear gray scale~shown on the right! where the maximum
reflected intensity corresponds to white and the minimum
black. It can be seen that the pattern is highly structur
Elements of sixfold symmetry are dominant. This is seen,
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repeated every 60° in azimuth. The overall shape of t
pattern remains the same up to annealing temperature
about 300 °C.

Qualitative changes in the diffraction pattern are o
served upon heating the sample toT5350–400 °C. This can
be readily seen in Fig. 1b, which shows the correspond
Kikuchi pattern. Unlike the previous pattern, this one h
pronounced threefold symmetry. It should be noted that
main intensity maxima of this pattern are due to focusing
the electrons along individual chains of atoms in the crys
and show the orientation of the latter in real space. Con
quently the diffraction patterns can be considered as ana
of stereographic projections. It would therefore be interest
to compare the pattern in Fig. 1b with the stereographic p
jection of the Ag~111! surface, which also has threefold sym
metry ~Fig. 1d!. It is seen that the main maxima of the pa
tern in Fig. 1b coincide with the orientation of the dense
packed crystallographic directions, shown in Fig. 1d. We c
thus conclude that after the sample is annealed
T5350–400 °C, an epitaxial layer of the Ag~111! fcc struc-
ture is formed on the Si~111! surface.

These results may also serve as a starting point for
terpreting the pattern of Fig. 1a. An analysis of its ma
features suggests that it is a superposition of two patte
one of which coincides with the pattern of Fig. 1b we ha
just been discussing, while the other is similar to it but r
tated in azimuth by 180°. We should point out that this
equivalent to the statement that two types of domains coe
on the silicon surface, differing by the stacking sequence
the silver atoms~ABCAB . . . andACBAC . . . ). Tocheck
this hypothesis we carried out a numerical simulation of
pattern in Fig. 1a with the assumption that the intensity
the quasi-elastic electron scattering,I (u,w), at each of its
points specified by the anglesu andw is given by

I ~u,w!5aI 1~u,w!1~12a!I 2~u,w!,

whereI 1(u,w) is the intensity of the pattern generated by t
domains of the first type~Fig. 1b!; I 2(u,w) is the intensity
from the domains of the second type, anda is a variable
parameter representing the statistical weight of the dom
of the first type. The fraction of surface covered by doma
of the first type~the optimum value ofa) was determined by
minimizing the reliability factor~the R2 factor!, which is

1420142-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a — Kikuchi pattern of a silver film 18 Å thick deposite
on Si~111!-737 at room temperature; the data are shown as
two-dimensional intensity distributionI (u,w) of quasi-elastically-
scattered 2 keV electrons over the polar and azimuthal emis
angles and are shown as a stereographic projection; b — the analo-
gous Kikuchi pattern for an annealed silver film; c — results of
simulation of patterna; d — stereographic projection of the
Ag~111! face; the lines indicate the close-packed$100% and $110%
planes of the crystal.
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These results also show that the method we have developed
n-

n-

.
r,

,
mber
cally and experiment. This fraction of the surface was fou
to be (5262)% and theR2 factor 0.006.

The result of simulating the distribution of the Kikuch
pattern is shown in Fig. 1c. One can see very good ag
ment between the calculation and experiment. It follows t
the film formed at room temperature consists of Ag~111!
domains of two types, rotated from each other in azimuth
180°. The coexistence of these domains in a film depos
at room temperature has also been observed elsewhere
with the use of more sophisticated methods — ion scatter7

and photoelectron spectroscopy with high energy and an
lar resolution.8 However, the thermally activated reconstru
tion of the film with the formation of a single-domai
Ag~111! structure is observed here for the first time. Pre
ously it has only been noted that in the temperature inte
used in the present experiments~where there is still very
little thermal desorption of Ag! a change in the morpholog
occurs in the films, involving the formation of an islan
structure.2 However, our data shows unambiguously that t
process is accompanied by recrystallization of the fi
143 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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might be used for visualization of various structural reco
structions in the surface layers of solids.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project No. 96-02-16909!.
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Basins of attraction for chaotic attractors in coupled systems with period doubling

B. P. Bezruchko and E. P. Seleznev

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences (Satatov Branch)
~Submitted September 17, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 40–46~February 26, 1997!

This article studies basins of attraction for chaotic attractors and their evolution when the
attractors are restructured through variations in the control parameters. Numerical calculations
show the evolution of the boundaries of the attractors, the changes within simply-
connected regions, etc. Some of the regularities could be identified in a physical experiment.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02502-0#

1. The coexistence of two or more attractors in phase Two resistively coupled RL-diode circuits,4,5 excited in
ro
o
in
sin
o
es
y
et
e

en-
of
ap-
eri-
pled
space, with their own basins of attraction~multistability! is
typical of nonlinear dynamical systems. When the cont
parameters are changed, the attractors evolve, underg
various bifurcations. This is accompanied by a restructur
of their basins of attraction, so that the structure of the ba
becomes very complicated and even fractal. These phen
ena are studied experimentally and numerically in this inv
tigation for chaotic oscillations of two symmetricall
coupled systems, each of which, when the control param
is varied, exhibits a transition to chaos through a sequenc
period-doubling bifurcations.1–3
l
ing
g
s
m-
-

er
of

phase by a harmonic external force, were studied experim
tally. The dynamics of each of them in a limited region
parameters was qualitatively modeled by a quadratic m
ping. As shown in Ref. 3, an adequate model of this exp
mental system is represented by two quadratic maps cou
dissipatively:2

HXn115l2Xn
21k~Xn

22Yn
2!,

Yn115l2Yn
21k~Yn

22Xn
2!,

~1!

whereXn andYn are dynamic variables,n51, 2, 3, . . . is
he

d.
FIG. 1. Basins of attraction~left! of system~1!
for the values: a —l51.8,k50; b —l5 1.54,
k50; c—l51.428, k50 ~the phase portraits
corresponding to the attractors are shown on t
right hand side!; d — l51.454,k50.0128; e—
l51.57, k50.42, f—l5 1.7, k50.07 ~the
right-hand side shows the fragments magnifie
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FIG. 1. ~continuation!
the discrete time,l is the nonlinearity parameter, andk is the
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coupling constant. The analog to the coupling constantk in
the experiment is the conductance of the coupling resis
while the nonlinearity parameterl is the amplitude of the
harmonic driving force.

2. The variants of chaotic motion in these systems
nominally be divided into three kinds. Two of them, respe
tively, are in-phase~or synchronous, the oscillations of th
subsystems are identical! and out of phase, which form as
result a cascade of period doublings. The existing attrac
consist of bands~accumulations of phase trajectories!. As the
nonlinearity parameter is increased from the critical value
which the transition to chaos occurs, the number of band
the attractor decreases from a theoretically infinite numbe
1 by merging together. In Fig. 1a–c we show on the rig
examples 1, 2, and 4 of band attractors of the system~1!. We
introduce the notationNm for identifying them, whereN is
the number of bands andm is the time displacement betwee
Xn andYn . The in-phase oscillations correspond tom50.
The third class consists of chaotic oscillations that arise
result of disruption of the quasiperiodic motions.1

145 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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tion transitions occur in the systems, reflected in Ref. 3
evolution schemes. We shall vary the parameters and id
tify the main features in the structure of the basins of attr
tion of the chaotic attractors. We begin with an examinat
of the model~Eqs. ~1!!. The configuration of the region o
existence of finite solutions in the plane of initial conditio
(X0 ,Y0) varies smoothly with increasing coupling from
square with a sidel5(A114l21)/2 for k50 ~Fig. 1a, left!
to a circle fork50.5. The entire region is a basin of attra
tion of a single chaotic attractor or is divided between m
tistable attracting manifolds as shown in Fig. 1.

The attractors and their basins have the same symm
For example, the attractors 42 and 44 and their basins are
symmetric about the diagonalX05Y0 ~interchange ofXn and
Yn). The attractors 41 and 43 and their basins are asymme
ric, but with reflection of the (X0 ,Y0) plane about the diag
onal X05Y0 they transform into one another. An infinit
decrease in the dimensions of similar elements occurs
the boundaries of the basins of the attractors with differ
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symmetry — they become fractal. In a manner similar
periodic regimes3,6 when a pair of chaotic merge togethe
their basins of attraction also merge. This is illustrated
Fig. 1 ~c→b→a! for the casek50.

Let us now increase the coupling and simultaneou
adjust the nonlinearity parameter so that during motion in
l–k plane one of the Lyapunov exponents remains appr
mately constant. The initial values of the parameters will
those corresponding to Fig. 1c. An increase ink causes a
curvature~rounding! of the boundaries of the basins of a
traction of the attractors in the manner described in Ref. 6
periodic solutions. However, with further variations inl and
k, when the attractors 44 and 42 merge into the two-band
attractor 22, the basins of chaos demonstrate specific prop
ties. A ‘‘sea’’ of a basin of mirror-symmetric attractors~Fig.
1d! is formed within the previously simply-connected r
gions according to the scenario of Ref. 7. Variation ofl and
k results in the formation of new seas of smaller size wit
these seas. The number of ‘‘seas within seas’’ increases
increasing parameter values but remains finite, a conclu
supported by the enlarged left fragment in Fig. 1e.

FIG. 2. Basins of attraction of chaotic attractors of the experimental sys
for the values: a —l 5 1 V, k50.002 ms, b —l 5 1.79 V,k50.025 ms.
146 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
n
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ues ofl and k where phase space contains two 4-band
tractors, while the 22 attractor coexisting with them become
nonattracting and disappears. The region of the (X0 ,Y0)
plane that its basin occupies is broken up in a fractal man
onto basins of attraction of the remaining pair of attract
~Fig. 1d!. Symmetry about the diagonalX05Y0 appears in
the seemingly unordered alternation of white and black
gions in Fig. 1e. The structure of the embedded seas is
served and occurs in even the smallest regions and rem
finite. However, at certain critical values ofl and k this
embedding of small areas into larger areas becomes infi
i.e., the structure of the previously existing simply-connec
regions becomes fractal~Fig. 1f!.

Some of these regularities can be identified in a phys
experiment. Figure 2 illustrates basins of attraction of attr
tors of oscillator circuits for situations analogous to Fig.
and 1f. The near-boundary region between the basins of
attractors, where small fragments not resolvable in a phys
experiment accumulate, is shaded in Fig. 2 around the d
line ~the separatrix!. In, the experimental system we see
particular the merging of attractors with the attendant join
of the basins (42 and 44 into 22). Seas are observed withi
the simply-connected regions of the basins of attraction
the attractors 41 and 43 ~Fig. 2b!. The perceived asymmetr
in the structure of the basins of attraction about the l
X05Y0 exists because the partial experimental subsyst
are not entirely identical.

4. The qualitative correspondence between the exp
mental and numerical results of these investigations dem
strates the generality of the regularities discussed here
period-doubling objects of this particular class and indica
the crudeness of the proposed picture. It should be emp
sized that despite all the observed changes in the basin
attraction, the boundaries of each individual simp
connected region, both large and small, remain smooth.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research, Grant No. 96-02-16753.
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Spectra of polycrystalline and single-crystal silicon for solar cells measured

by deep-level transient spectroscopy

S. M. Kikkarin, B. N. Mukashev, M. F. Tamendarov, and S. Zh. Tokmoldin

Physicotechnical Institute, Ministry of Science, Academy of Sciences of Kazakhstan, Almata
~Submitted July 18, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 47–50~February 26, 1997!

Investigations are reported concerning the spectra of polycrystalline and single-crystal silicon for
solar cells. A broad peak is observed in the distribution of traps in the silicon of commercial
solar batteries. It is proposed that they are due to residual impurities. The peaks are suppressed by
hydrogen passivation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02602-5#

Polycrystalline silicon in the form of ribbons or ingots is terms of the software LabVIEWTM for Windows. With the
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a prospective material for fabricating solar cells. Howev
the efficiency of solar cells is frequently reduced by the pr
ence in the silicon of deep recombination centers in the fo
of defects that have been introduced inadvertently dur
growth. To limit this factor it is necessary to identify th
nature of these defects and work out methods of passiva
and gettering.

The interaction of hydrogen with defects and impuriti
is well known and has been well studied~see, e.g., Refs. 1
and 2!. Hydrogen also is able to passivate grain bounda
and dislocations in silicon.3 The ability of hydrogen to pas
sivate defects and impurities is of great significance for so
cell technology, since this technique makes it possible
obtain high efficiency in solar batteries prepared from re
tively cheap polycrystalline silicon.

In this paper we present some preliminary results
tained by capacitive deep-level transient spectroscopy w
samples of polycrystalline and single-crystalp-type silicon
doped with boron (NB;1016 cm23) intended for commercia
solar cells.

For the spectrometer we designed and built a highly s
sitive capacitance meter attached to a PC equipped with
analog-to-digital converter with a sampling frequency up
200 kHz. Control of the spectrometer and the signal proce
ing techniques were realized as a ‘‘virtual device’’ in th

FIG. 1. Deep-level transient spectroscopy spectrum measured on ann1–p
sample of polycrystalline silicon. The horizontal axis is the temperatur
K. The vertical axis is the measured capacitance in pF.
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spectrometer we could observes traps at a concentra
1025NB , whereNB is the concentration of the shallow dop
ing impurities. The sensitivity of the spectrometer was lim
ited mainly by the quality of then1–p junctions. For the
measurements we used samples ofn1–p mesa structures
from commercial solar cells.

The solar cell samples were passivated with hydrog
The hydrogen was implanted from a Kaufmann-type i
source at a substrate temperature of 250 °C, with the
energy in the range 1–2 keV and a maximum dose of ab
531017 cm22.

A spectrum measured for then1–p sample of a poly-
crystalline solar cell is shown in Fig. 1. The broad peak w
a jagged top around 200 K is associated with majority car
traps, and also with recombination centers for minority c
riers in the high-temperature region. The width of the pe
indicates a broad distribution of discrete levels in the ba
gap. The peaks are completely gone after hydrogenation
der the conditions described above, which indicates a red
tion in the concentration of hole and electron traps to a le
below the sensitivity of the spectrometer. The sensitiv
threshold for these samples is 431011 cm23. The traps for
majority carriers~holes! in p-type polycrystalline silicon are
associated with grain boundaries~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5!,

n
FIG. 2. Deep-level transient spectroscopy spectrum measured on ann1–p
sample of single-crystal silicon. The horizontal axis is the temperature in
The vertical axis is the measured capacitance in pF.

1470147-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



while the electron traps are believed to be distributed over
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the entire bulk of the silicon.
We also measured the spectrum of ann1–p sample of

single-crystal silicon solar cells. The spectrum is shown
Fig. 2. It has a broad peak centered around 180 K, wh
indicates a broad distribution of majority carrier traps. Th
peak also disappears completely, within the limits of sen
tivity of the spectrometer, after hydrogen passivation.

To summarize, we have used a high-sensitivity sp
trometer and capacitive deep-level transient spectroscop
observe broad peaks in the distribution of traps in comm
cial polycrystalline and single-crystal silicon solar cells. T
peaks are tentatively associated with residual contamin
impurities, boundaries and growth defects, and are s
148 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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the peak is tentatively associated with grain boundaries.
peak also is well passivated with hydrogen. On the avera
the relative increase in the efficiency of the solar cells a
passivation is about 20%.
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Quantum-dot cw heterojunction injection laser operating at room temperature

as
with an output power of 1 W
Yu. M. Shernyakov, A. Yu. Egorov, A. E. Zhukov, S. V. Za tsev, A. R. Kovsh,
I. L. Krestnikov, A. V. Lunev, N. N. Ledentsov, M. V. Maksimov, A. V. Sakharov,
V. M. Ustinov, Chao Chen, P. S. Kop’ev, Zh. I. Alferov, and D. Bimberg

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
Technical University of Berlin
~Submitted December 4, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 51–54~February 26, 1997!

This paper describes a new cw laser with tunnel-coupled vertically aligned InGaAs quantum dots
in an AlGaAs matrix with a room-temperature output power of; 1 W at both mirrors. The
maximum operating temperature of the heat sink is; 75 °C. © 1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02702-X#

Further progress in the development of heterojunction50 Å. The effective thickness of the deposited InGaAs w
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lasers is bound up with the use of quantum dots in the ac
region.1 Recently self-organization effects on a surface2 have
been utilized to produce a large bank of elastically stres
nano-size InGaAs–GaAs quantum dots with a high dens
highly ordered in shape and size,3 and an injection laser wa
developed on the basis of this object.4 Considerable improve
ments in the properties of these lasers have been attaine
preparing quantum dots tunnel-coupled in the verti
direction5 and embedding the quantum dots in an AlGa
matrix.6 In the latter case the threshold current density w
60 A/cm2 at room temperature .

The structure was grown by molecular beam epitaxy
a substrate of n-GaAs~100! in the standard double
heterojunction separate-confinement geometry with
graded-index waveguide. The technological conditions
growing the device have been described in Ref. 5. The s
strate temperature during growth of the emitter and
waveguide was 700 °C and during growth of the active lay
485 °C. The active region of the laser was a stack of
layers of vertically coupled In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dots sepa
rated by interlayers of Al0.15Ga0.85As with a thickness of
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by
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n
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12 Å.
The lasers were laid out in a planar geometry with

stripe width of 114mm ~a structure of the ‘‘small mesa’
type!. No dielectric coating was applied to the mirrors.

The photoluminescence spectra of the tunnel-coup
quantum dots are described in Ref. 6. In the present ar
we report investigations of the power and spectral proper
of the quantum-dot heterojunction laser. The threshold c
rent density in the laser with a cavity length of 1100mm at
room temperature was 290 A/cm2.

In Fig. 1a we show the current-power characteristics
the laser at room temperature, and in Fig. 1b the spectrum
the laser emission at the corresponding pump currents.
lasing peak shifts towards longer wavelengths with increa
pump current, which indicates that the structure is heated
20 °C at a power of;300 mW. As the pump current is
increased the width of the spectrum also increases somew

The maximum emitted power at the two mirrors w
from 800 mW to 1 W atroom temperature. The differentia
efficiency was about 40%.

In Fig. 2 we present the current–power characteristics
e
FIG. 1. a — Current–power characteristics of th
laser in cw operation at 14 °C; b — laser emission
spectrum for various pump currents:1 — 0.6 A,
2— 1.2 A, 3— 1.8 A.
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In conclusion, our data indicate that the quantum-dot
la-
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the laser in cw operation above room temperature. This
ure shows that the maximum temperature of the heat sin
which lasing can be obtained is;70–75 °C.

FIG. 2. Current–power characteristics of the laser in cw operation, take
various heat sink temperatures.
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structures are suitable for making high-power injection
sers. Further optimization of the structure~increase in differ-
ential efficiency, reduction in the threshold current density
the stripe, the use of dielectric mirrors! should substantially
improve the maximum output power.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research, the Volkswagen Foundation, and INT
~Grant No. 94-1028!.
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Infrared laser ( l53.2 mm) based on broken-gap type II heterojunctions with improved

temperature characteristics

K. D. Moiseev, M. P. Mikha lova, O. G. Ershov, and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted October 24, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 55–60~February 26, 1997!

Laser structures based on broken-gap type IIp-GaInAsSb/n-InGaAsSb heterojunctions in the
active region are proposed and studied. Lasing at 3.2–3.4mm has been obtained in the
temperature range 77–195 K with a threshold current density of 400 A/cm2 at 77 K and a
characteristic temperatureT0547 K. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02802-4#

Previously we have reported the fabrication and study of
1

at T577 K, intense electroluminescence was observed~Fig.
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a new tunnel-injection laser,in which a broken-gap isotypic
type II p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterojunction is located in th
active region. The main feature of this laser is that las
occurred by indirect radiative transitions of electrons a
holes at the heterojunction, accompanied by tunneling.
operating current is maintained by tunneling injection
electrons from the bulk of the narrow-gap semiconductor
this laser structure Auger recombination at the heterojunc
is suppressed and the temperature dependence of the th
old current is less strong:2 in the temperature range 80–11
K a high characteristic temperature,T0540–60 K, was ob-
served. Single-mode lasing was obtained in the tempera
range 77–125 K. AtT577 K the wavelength of the stimu
lated emission wasl53.26 mm, and the threshold curren
density was 2 kA/cm2. Further improvements in the thresh
old characteristics of this laser are limited for several fun
mental reasons. The first is the large hole leakage cur
from the valence band of the wide-gap semiconductor i
the valence band of the narrow-gap semiconductor thro
the narrow barrier at the heterojunction, which is related
the details of the energy band diagram of thep–p hetero-
structure with reverse bias.2 Second, radiative recombinatio
and lasing occur in the narrow-gap heterostructure in
narrow region near the heterojunction. Because of Au
processes,3 which have no threshold, the minority carrie
are localized near the interface, and this results in an incre
in interband absorption, which depends exponentially on
temperature.

In this work we propose a new approach to making la
structures of type II heterojunctions by locating in the act
region broken-gapp–n junctions, whose band diagram
shown in Fig. 1. It is proposed that this structure, unlike
p–p heterojunction, will greatly reduce the hole leaka
through the heterojunction while maintining a large band o
set, which provides good electron confinement. It is also
pected that these factors will decrease the threshold cu
and increase the operating temperature of the laser.

First we prepared a modelp–n heterostructure and stud
ied its luminescence properties. The undoped quatern
wide-gap layer of Ga0.83In0.17As0.22Sb0.78with a hole concen-
trationp5431016 cm23 was grown by liquid-phase epitax
on a lightly dopedn-InAs substrate (n5231016 cm23).
When a forward biasU.0.4 V was applied to this structur
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1!, consisting of two bands: a narrow one with a phot
energyhn15392 meV at the peak and a long-waveleng
one, less intense and broader, athn25333 meV. The peak of
the band hn1 was close to the band gap ofn-InAs,
Eg5412 meV, so it may be concluded that radiative tran
tions in the bulk of then-InAs are responsible for this band
The second band can be assigned to electron recombin
from the quantum well on the InAs side with Auger holes
the wide-gap layer. Unlike the case of thep–p heterostruc-
ture, the well at thep–n broken-gap heterojunction with
light doping (;1016 cm23), should be quite broadened an
the electron states in it should form a broad spectrum. Th
results were used by us in preparing the new laser struc
with a broken-gap type II heterojunction in the active regio

We prepared a five-layer structure with separate elec
and optical confinement, as shown in Fig. 2, grown
liquid-phase epitaxy on ap-InAs~100! substrate. The coating

FIG. 1. Electroluminescence spectrum ofp-GaInAsSb/n-InAs heterostruc-
tures with forward bias atT577 K. The emission bands correspond
radiative transitions involving the heteroboundaries~1! and the bulkn5
InAs ~2!. The inset shows the energy band diagram of the broken-gap
II p-GaIn0.17As0.22Sb/n-InAs heterojunction with a forward bias. The arrow
show the possible recombination transitions.

1510151-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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layers were made of the quaternary solid solutio
InAs12x2ySbyPx (x50.30). The active region was formed o
two Ga12xInxAsySb12y solid solutions, a wide gap laye
(Eg5640 meV! and a narrow-gap layer (Eg5390 meV!,
with an indium content of 0.17 and 0.83, respectively. Th
solid solutions form together a type II heterojunction, clo
to broken-gap~the gap beween the valence band of the wi
gap semiconductor and the conduction band of the narr
gap semiconductor is aboutD;40–60 meV, according to
our estimates!. In calculatingD we used a linear interpola
tion of the electron affinity of the binary compounds formin
the quaternary compounds GaInAsSb~Ref. 4!. The large off-
set in the conduction band of the laser structure,DEc;600
meV, provided good electron confinement.

In this structure we observed spontaneous and cohe
emission, and single-mode lasing was obtained at the w
lengthl53.2 mm with a threshold current densityj th5400
A/cm2 at T577 K. The threshold current was five time
lower than that for a previously described laser structure w

FIG. 2. Layer arrangement of the new laser structure with broken-gap
II p–n heterojunction in the active region.
s

e
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broken-gap type II p–p heterostructures in the activ
region.1 Figure 3 shows that in the new laser we have be
able to extend the region of weak temperature dependenc
the threshold current in pulsed operation (t5200–500 ns! to
T5140–150 K, as compared withT5110 K obtained for the
laser with thep–p heterojunction.1 We also obtained a high
characteristic temperatureT0547 K in the range 77–140 K
and 30 K in the range 150 to 200 K. The highest operat
temperature of the laser was extended toT5195 K. We also
studied the polarization dependence of the radiation in
new laser structure in spontaneous and pulsed operatio
can be seen in Fig. 4 that TM polarization always predom
nates over TE polarization. This may be explained by
fact that the recombination involves light holes that tunn
through the heteroboundary.5

To improve the characteristics and raise the opera
temperature of the InAs lasers to room temperature requ
further optimization of the laser structure, including inves
gations of the fundamental loss mechanisms~Auger pro-
cesses, heat loss in the confining layers of the structure
terband absorption and the related carrier heating, etc.!.

In conclusion, we have proposed and fabricated a n

e

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the threshold current for two laser s
tures with broken-gapp–p ~1!and p–n ~2! type II heterojunctions in the
active region.
nt,

FIG. 4. Degree of polarizationP5(PTM2PTE)/(PTM1PTE) as a
function of the ratio of the pump current to the threshold curre
I /I th ; 1— spontaneous luminescence,2— coherent radiation.
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and improved laser structure based on a type II
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p-GaInAsSb/n-InGaAsSb broken-gap heterojunction in th
active region, and have observed single-mode lasing at
wavelengthl53.2 mm with a threshold current densit
j th5400 A/cm2 (T577 K!. A high characteristic tempera
tureT0547 K has been obtained, and the operating temp
ture of the laser in pulsed operation has been raised
T5195 K.

The authors wish to thank S. Luryi, A. D. Gorbatyu
and G. G. Zegrya for helpful discussions.
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Growth dynamics of GaAs on a vicinal surface of GaAs(100) in migration-stimulated

ree
epitaxy: computer simulation
G. É. Tsyrlin

Institute of Analytic Instrument Construction, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted November 12, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 61–70~February 26, 1997!

A computer simulation is made of growth of III–V binary compound semiconductors from
fluxes of dimer anions and atomic cations to study the time dependences of the average height and
roughness of GaAs films for various conditions of growth by migration-stimulated epitaxy
on a vicinal surface of GaAs~100!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02902-9#

The method of molecular beam epitaxy makes it possiblea Ga atom is that it occupy its own sublattice in a defect-f
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to grow in a controlled way single-crystal semiconducti
compounds with transition layers a few monolayers thi
This permits the fabrication of a new class of device, who
principle of operation is based on size-quantization effe
There are, however, a number of drawbacks associated
this technology. For example, in the growth of structu
with semiconductors of different compositions, it must
taken into account that the region of the interface~e.g.,
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs! has a high density of atomic step
moreover, although the substrate temperature during gro
is considerably lower than in other epitaxial methods~such
as liquid-phase epitaxy or MOVPE!, and these temperature
are low enough for interlayer diffusion of the doping imp
rities to be neglected. Thus with the use of conventio
molecular beam epitaxy it is difficult to obtain very abru
interfaces between semiconductors of different composi
and doping profile, which is an important factor in the prep
ration of structures with quantum wells, quantum wires, a
quantum dots. To avoid these drawbacks it is first neces
to stimulate surface kinetic processes and second to re
the growth temperature. To this end one tactic that is use
to suspend the growth by closing the shutter on the sou
that governs the growth~in the III–V system it is the group
III element!,1 to use sources with ionization of the element2

etc. However, the method of migration-stimulated epitaxia3

which has been developed over the past few years, prov
a method that goes the farthest in solving the problem
creating a very abrupt interface. One of the tools by whic
is possible to observe the principal stages of growth is
tistical simulation of the growth process by the Monte Ca
method.

This paper uses computer simulation of the growth
binary III–V compound semiconductors from fluxes of ani
dimers and cation atoms to analyze the time dependenc
the mean height and the roughness of GaAs films for vari
growth conditions in the method of migration-stimulated e
itaxy on a GaAs~100! vicinal surface.

The computer model proposed in Ref. 6 was used
describe migration-stimulated epitaxial growth. The ma
propositions of the model are as follows. The arsenic m
ecule is assumed to be diatomic, and dissociative chemis
tion occurs by a two-step mechanism.7 The flux of gallium is
assumed to be atomic; the criterion for the chemisorption
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location, plus the presence of two empty bonds with nei
boring As atoms in the previous atomic layer.

The energetics of the ‘‘atom plus surroundings’’ syste
is given by the Hamiltonian function:

H52E1E z~R!d~ uRu2aA2/4!dR

1E2E z~R!d~ uRu2aA2/2!dR, ~1!

wherea is the lattice constant,E1 is the binding energy of
nearest neighbors,E2 is the binding energy of next-neare
neighbors, andz(R) is a function that is nonzero only a
occupied lattice sites, where it equals unity. The zero of
ergy is taken to be the interaction energy of an infinite
distant particle with the crystal surface; the arguments of
d functions correspond to the nearest-neighbor and n
nearest neighbor distances the crystals with the zinc ble
structure.

The rates of evaporation and surface migration
given, respectively, by

D5D0 exp~2E/kTs!, ~2!

R5R0 exp~2~E2Ed!/kTs!, ~3!

whereE is the binding energy of a particle,Ed is a surface
migration parameter, which is determined by the breaking
a half a bond in the regular surface,D0 and R0 are rate
constants,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andTs is the substrate
temperature.

The constants in expressions~1!–~3! were calculated
from experimental data. The following values were obtain
E151.0 eV, E2 5 0.1 eV, R051.231013 s21, and D0

53.23109 s21 ~Ref. 6!. The simulation was set up in th
following way. A number of Ga atoms were deposited on
the surface so as to fill a monolayer~the matrix contained
30330 lattice sites! and then were followed by a number o
As molecules equal to the product of the number of dep
ited Ga atoms times the specified flux ratio. It was assum
that no impurity centers or interstitial defects were prese
and segregation of like particles was neglected. The distr
tion gradients of the fluxes over the surface and the sam
temperature gradient were taken to be zero. In the analy

1540154-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Time dependence of the average height~a! and the derivative of the average height with respect to the time~b! for a substrate temperature of 700
and arsenic to gallium flux ratios 1~1! and 10~2!.
in-layer and interlayer migration was taken into account. The
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initial surface for the growth was the As-stabilize
GaAs~100! surface tilted by 0.95° towards the@011# direc-
tion. The growth rate corresponded to the deposition of
monolayer on the surface per second.

The results of the simulation were presented in the fo
of the time dependence of the average height^H(t)& and the
average roughnesss(t) of the surface, calculated from th
formula

s~ t !5A~1/N!(
i , j

~^H~ t !&2Hi , j~ t !!2, ~4!

whereN is the number of unit cells in the layer andHi , j (t) is
the height of the layer at a given locationi , j at time t. The
results were averaged in a series of five independent c
puter runs with identical growth conditions. The standa
deviation of the average values of the quantities was
higher than 5%.

Figure 1 shows typical plots of the mean height as
function of time for various flux ratiosJAs /JGa. It shows that
^H(t)& has a stepwise-linear shape~this is more evident in
the function d^H(t)&/dt), which is more pronounced a
higher values ofJAs /JGa. The stepped behavior can be e
plained by the nature of the direction of the fluxes on
substrate surface in migration-stimulated epitaxial grow
Indeed, if the shutter on the gallium source is opened, G
deposited uniformly on the underlying As layer, and the i
tial stage of growth of the monolayer is eliminated. In th
time interval the adatom concentration is low and lateral
teraction between surface Ga atoms is essentially none
ent. After further deposition~after ;0.1 monolayer cover-
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quasistable two-dimensional clusters are formed on the
face. The growth proceeds by the joining of atoms to fo
nuclei, and there is almost no desorption. This produces
linear section of the function̂H(t)& until the shutter on the
gallium source is closed and the shutter of the As sourc
opened. Since the As is diatomic, the rate of filling the
sublattice is twice that of Ga, assuming 100% chemisorpt
of the dissociated molecules, beginning withJAs /JGa51 ~be-
cause of desorption this rate may be somewhat lower!. In this
way, a segment appears on the curve of^H(T)& where the
average height increases more sharply. Of course, an
crease in the flux ratio makes the function^H(t)& nearly
step-shaped. The presence of a part of the curve where
average height is independent of the deposition time be
the arsenic source is turned off is explained by the fact t
all the configurations of the Ga atoms on the underly
layer up to this time are occupied, and the excess ars
re-evaporates from the surface~the sticking coefficient of As
on As at these temperatures is zero!.

It has been found that the surface roughness as a f
tion of time oscillates over a wide ranges of substrate te
perature flux ratio~an example is shown in Fig. 2a!. With
increasing substrate temperature the surface roughness
off until Ts;750 K, and thens(t) increases independentl
of the arsenic pressurePAs . However, while the value of
s(t) remains essentially constant with increasingPAs at
these low temperatures, whenTs is increased to 750 K, the
surface roughness decreases somewhat with increasin
senic pressure, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2b, where
values ofs(t) are shown after five seconds of depositio
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FIG. 2. a — Time dependence of the surface roughness at a substrate temperature of 750 K and an arsenic to gallium flux ratio of 10; b — dependence of
the surface roughness on the substrate temperature for various flux ratios:1— 1, 2— 2, 3— 3, 4— 5, 5— 10.
Similar dependences have also been observed experimentally
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in Refs. 8 and 9, where migration-stimulated epitax
growth was studied byin situ methods of surface photoab
sorption and reflection high-energy electron diffraction.
was shown that when the arsenic pressure is increased
the substrate temperature is lowered~to certain values!, the
quality of the crystal-vacuum interface is improved.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that these res
indicate a lower surface roughness, by a factor of 1.5–2
compared to molecular beam epitaxy,10 which demonstrates
the advantage of using migration-stimulated epitaxy for p
ducing unique devices for microelectronics and optoelectr
ics. This is particularly important in the use of strained s
tems ~for example, InGaAs/GaAs!, in which quantum dots
are formed because of the effects of self-organization,11,12

and the spread in the sizes of the nanoobjects is conside
less with the use of submonolayer migration-stimulated e
taxy.

This work was carried out with the partial support of t
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 95-02-
05084-a! and the INTAS Foundation~Grant No. 94-1028!
and the Scientific program ‘‘The Physics of Solid-Sta
Nanostructures.’’
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New properties created in metal–oxide–silicon structures by reducing their dimensional

ctor
parameters to the nanometer range
G. G. Kareva

St. Petersburg State Technical University
~Submitted August 8, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 71–76~February 26, 1997!

An experiment has been carried out in which standard metal–oxide–silicon barrier structures are
used to develop resonance tunneling of electrons. The result is an extension in the array of
properties of the structure. In particular, the capacitance–voltage characteristics take on resonance
features: steps and peaks in one range of applied voltage and the classical behavior in
another. The number of resonance features can be controlled by the applied voltage. Hysteresis
observed in the capacitance–voltage characteristics indicates that the structure is
multistable, that it has the property of memory, that electron charge can be written and erased.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03002-4#

The oxide thickness and the extent of the space-chargetunneling are not met, and the metal–oxide–semicondu
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region in a semiconductor in standard metal–oxide–silic
structures has been reduced to nanometer dimensions.
nanostructure proposed here is a double-barrier structur1–4

and by means of the field effect one can create conditions
resonance tunneling of electrons, which can be seen in r
nance features in the capacitance–voltage characteristi
the appropriate range of applied voltage, along with the c
ventional behavior of the characteristics5,6 in another voltage
range. Thus a single metal–oxide–silicon~MOS! nanostruc-
ture combines the properties of a MOS structure5,6 and an
artificially periodic structure,1–4 depending on the range o
operating voltage.

To clarify how this double barrier is constructed a
how it operates, Fig. 1 shows the energy band diagram of
metal–oxide–semiconductor nanostructure for voltages
induce resonance tunneling of electrons from the semic
ductor to the metal. One part of the double barrier~B2) is the
tunneling-thin oxide prepared as explained in Ref. 7. T
other part of the double barrier~B1) is a barrier layer of a
tunneling-thinp–n junction formed in the heavily boron
doped silicon by the field effect in the metal–oxide
semiconductor structure. The high doping level, in the ra
1018–1020 cm23, provides the required tunneling transmi
sion of the barrier layer B1 and makes the quantum well~W!,
which is part of the surface space-charge region, nar
enough for the required quantization. The depth of the w
changes with the voltage. With the onset of resonance
neling it exceeds the band gap of the semiconductor, i.e.,
eV. Such a deep quantum well is favorable for observ
resonance features at room temperature. The double ba
is asymmetric. To induce resonance tunneling through
quantization levels of the well it is necessary to apply
correct voltage to line up the quantization levels with t
emitting level, which in the present case is the Fermi leve
the bulk of the semiconductor~Fig. 1!. The minimum voltage
for which the lowest level~0! of the quantum well lines up
with the Fermi level will be called the threshold voltag
Vth .

For negative voltages less in magnitude than the thre
old and for positive voltages the conditions for resonan
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structure operates in the standard mode, which is also c
firmed by the capacitance–voltage characteristic~Fig. 2, the
dashed line!, which has the ordinary shape5,6 with a transi-
tion from the capacitanceC0 of the upper plateau, deter
mined mainly by the oxide region, to the capacitanceCsp of
the lower plateau, which is determined mainly by the spa
charge region of the semiconductor. The value ofC0 as well
as the ratioC/Csp reflects an oxide thickness in the rang
1–5 nm. The additional reduction of the capacitance, wh
causes the bend in the curve atV520.9 V, indicates the
onset of nonequilibrium depletion of the space-charge reg
under conditions of a tunneling current. The range of op
ating voltage where the metal–oxide–semiconductor str
ture has the ordinary capacitance–voltage characteristic
be termed the classical range, in contrast to the quan
range, which begins atuVu.uVthu.

For2V52Vth the lowest miniband in the quantum we

FIG. 1. Energy band diagram of a metal–oxide–semiconductor nanos
ture for a voltage that produces resonance tunneling of electrons from
semiconductor to the metal through the quantized levels of the well of
space-charge region of the semiconductor.
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FIG. 2. Typical behavior of the high-frequency (105 Hz!
capacitance–voltage characteristics of nano-MOS str
tures based onp-type silicon (NA5831018 cm23); the
sweep rate is;10 V/min.
lines up with the Fermi level in the bulk of the semiconduc-
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tor, which brings about the possibility of resonance tunnel
of electrons from the Fermi level through the miniband in
the metal. This is reflected in a step-wise increase in
capacitance~Fig. 2!. With increasing negative voltage th
higher-lying minibands in the quantum well reach the Fer
level, and they then are switched into resonance tunne
and produce new steps in the capacitance–voltage chara
istic. Because of the shape of the well, the levels beco
closer together in energy in going from lower to higher e
ergies. Consistent with this occurrence is the decrease in
spacing between the steps with increasing voltage.

One of the features of the capacitance–voltage cha
teristics of metal–oxide–semiconductor nanostructures
is advantageous for their practical use, in particular
memory applications, is the hysteresis in the controlling vo
age during operation of the structure in the resonance tun
ing mode~Fig. 2!. A necessary condition for the hysteresis
occur is that a negative voltage greater in magnitude t
2Vth be exceeded. The greater the negative voltage,
sharper the hysteresis. In one cycle of hysteresis the cap
tanceC is larger in the reverse path of the cycle than in t
forward path over most of the range ofV. For V.0, the
capacitance–voltage characteristic in the reverse path sh
a peak~Fig. 2!. The larger the step passed over forV,0 in
the forward path, the higher the peak forV.0 in the reverse
path. The final result of the action of the positive polarity
the hysteresis cycle is that the structure returns to its in
state with the initial capacitance–voltage characteris
which is maintained until the negative threshold voltage
again exceeded, and thus the next time the characterist
the structure can be restored to its initial state by means
voltageV.0. These cycles can be repeated many times w
different numbers of steps and cycles.

The observed hysteresis is most likely due to the follo
ing circumstances. It can be seen that an increase in
negative voltage withuVu.uVthu results not only in resonanc
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high-lying minibands from empty to full, and as a cons
quence electronic charge is accumulated in the quan
well. The charge state of the quantum well is changed re
tive to its original state.

These results indicate that the accumulated charge is
tained after the external voltage is removed. This is entir
possible if the electron gas is not two-dimensional, but ze
dimensional. The cause of the reduction in the dimension
the gas may be nonuniformities in the nanostructure over
surface. Because of the accumulated and retained charg
the quantum dots, resonance tunneling of electrons from
metal to the semiconductor is possible through the quant
levels of the dots forV.0, as is indicated by the peaks th
appear on the characteristic, which are absent in the orig
structure. The peaked nature of the resonance features~as
opposed to the stepped shape for the opposite polarity of
voltageV) reflects consistently the energy details of the c
lector in the form of a gap between the Fermi level and
top of the valence band of the semiconductor. An increas
the positive voltage is accompanied by resonance tunne
from the metal into the semiconductor through even dee
quantum minilevels. In addition, this increase in the volta
converts the quantized levels from filled to empty, and in
end restores the structure to its original charge state, a
indicated by its characteristic and its behavior.

In summary, it has been shown in the context of t
capacitance–voltage characteristic that the metal–oxi
semiconductor nanostructure studied in these experiment
addition to displaying classical behavior, can also:

1! Support resonance tunneling of electrons from
semiconductor to the metal and from the metal to the se
conductor and display a characteristic with resonance
tures: steps for one voltage polarity and peaks for the ot

2! Record electron charge with one polarity and eras
with the other, thus inducing multistability in the structure

I would like to thank H. Cohrssen for financial suppo
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Intense luminescence with a tunable wavelength from films of tetrahedral amorphous

ion
hydrogenated carbon on a fused quartz substrate
M. E. Kompan, O. I. Kon’kov, E. I. Terukov, I. N. Trapeznikova, and I. Yu. Shabanov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted December 4, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 77–81~February 26, 1997!

A model is proposed for a new type of optoelectronic device that utilizes the luminescence of a
film of ta-C:H in the plane of a fused quartz substrate. It is observed that the luminescence
radiation propagating in the interior of the substrate becomes highly monochromatized. However,
along the normal to the plane of the substrate luminescence occurs over a broad wavelength
range, as is typical ofta-C:H. Visually this luminescence is white, while the color of the
luminescence in the plane of the substrate depends on the film thickness. A film with a
variable thickness yields radiation with a color that varies from turquoise to red. This
monochromatization effect in a film/substrate system is observed for the first time. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03102-9#
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attention to films of tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C:H!
and diamond-like carbon. Hitherto, the intrinsic lumine
cence properties of these materials have not been regard
a source for general application. Nonetheless, it is kno
that the luminescence ofta-C:H is easily excited by ultra-
violet and visible light. With excitation by ultraviolet ligh
~337 nm! the luminescence band covers nearly the en
visible range~from 450 to 650 nm at 25% of peak level!, and
the luminescence efficiency reaches 0.2~Refs. 1 and 2!,
which is comparable with the luminescence efficiency of
well known laser dyes such as okasine.

In the work reported here we carried out experiments
use the luminescence properties ofta-C:H and the structura
properties of the films prepared on the substrates to dev
a prototype of a high-power source of visible radiation w
a tunable wavelength. We used the properties of the film-
substrate system, which is a kind of monochromator for
radiation channeled in the interior of the transparent s
strate.

Let us consider the path of a ray in such a system~Fig.
1!. The capability of a film with a thickness of the order
the wavelength of light to produce interference coloring
reflected light is well known. However, in the present ca
the source of radiation is inside the film, and the lumin
-
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by the ordinary interference mechanism cannot occur, si
light of different wavelengths is superimposed and
emerges at various angles, again producing white lig
However, a two-layer system, as shown in Fig. 1, has
capability of monochromatizing white light emitted by th
film. The presence of a substrate with a refractive ind
(ns) having a value intermediate between that of airn0 and
of ta-C:H (nf)

n0,ns,nf

permits angular selection of the radiation channeled in
interior of the substrate. The first separation of the lumin
cence light in direction occurs at the film-substrate interfa
The luminescence light propagating in the film at an angle
the normal greater thana1, the limiting angle of total inter-
nal reflection for the film/substrate interface, is channeled
the luminescent film itself, and does not escape into the s
strate. In a similar way the light incident on the substrate
separated at the substrate–air interface. The rays that pr
gate in the substrate at an angle to the normal equal to
angle of total internal reflection (a2! and larger cannot es
cape from the film and is channeled by the substrate.

The light propagating at a smaller angle to the norm
escapes from the substrate. The direction of propagatio
r
e

FIG. 1. Principle of monochromatization in a two-laye
system — ata-C:H film ~1! on a fused quartz substrat
~2!. The notation is explained in the text.
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the luminescence light in the film, which after refraction will
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The
correspond to the angle of total internal reflection in the s
strate, is denoted asa3. Thus the substrate can collect th
luminescence radiation that was initially emitted in t
ta-C:H film in the range of angles betweena1 anda3 from
the normal. The angular selection of the radiation due to
double-layer nature of the system allows us to regard
interference in the emitting film as ordinary interference
light propagating in a narrow range of angles, which resu
in monochromatization of the luminescence observed fr
the end of the substrate. The thickness of the film emitt
the light is a parameter that determines the wavelength of
luminescence light at the maximum, since, of the usual
rameters determining the condition for interference in a t
film — the angle of propagation of the light and the thic
ness — the former is dictated by the conditions of total
ternal reflection.

The ta-C:H film was prepared by decomposition of
methane–argon mixture, 10% CH4–90%Ar, in an rf glow
discharge.3 The material was deposited on a fused qua
substrate (ns51.4 at 150 °C!. The film thickness at the maxi
mum was 0.8mm. A thickness gradient was formed by pla
ing the substrate at the edge of the discharge gap in
reaction chamber, and was 0.5mm in a distance of 10 mm
The refractive index of the film was 2.4 and did not depe
on the thickness.

The luminescence spectra of the films with excitation
a source of light with a photon energy from 1.83 to 3.68
were measured at room temperature. For an excitation p
ton energy of 2.9–3.68 eV the spectra had essentially
same shape, with the following parameters:hnmax52.2 eV,
halfwidth 0.8 eV, quantum efficiency 0.15. Subsequent
crease in the excitation photon energy changes the shap
the spectrum by cutting off its high-energy tail; the halfwid
of the luminescence is reduced, and the peak is shifted
wards lower energies.4,5

It should be emphasized that this luminescence is
served when the spectrum is measured normal to the plan
the substrate. However, the luminescence spectrum meas
at the end of the substrate is found to be different for diff
ent film thicknesses.

In Fig. 2 we show the luminescence spectra for
ta-C:H film with a variable thickness, recorded from the e
of the substrate with excitation by laser light withl 5 337
nm. The emitting film is uniform in composition, as is co
firmed by checking the spectra of the emission along
normal to the substrate. The spectra shown in the figure w
obtained for different points of the film by a simple displac
ment of the sample in the plane. Visually the color of t
emission from the end of the substrate changed from
quoise to red during this displacement. This result confir
161 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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the principle of monochromatization enunciated above.
the best of our knowledge, the proposed method of mo
chromatization has never been used before.

It should also be noted that in studying how the shape
the spectra depends on the intensity of the exciting light
observed a change in the width of the band. This indica
that superradiance may occur in theta-C:H system, and this
proposed light source may be a kind of new type of sol
state laser with a tunable wavelength.

I thank B. P. Zakharchenya for a discussion of the e
perimental results.
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Translated by J. R. Anderson

FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra of ata-C:H film with a variable thickness,
measured at the end of the substrate. The spectra shown in this figure
designated1 and2were obtained for the corresponding points of the film
a simple translation of the sample in the plane, as shown in the inset.
thickness of the film at point1 is 0.4mm and at point2 is 0.7mm. 18 and
28 are the excitation beams.
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The following two papers represent the last work of Professor Aleksander Semenovic
Tager, Doctor of Technical Science. These papers were left on his desk after his sudd
and unexpected death on January 1, 1996, in his seventieth year, and were prepared f
publication by his colleagues and friends.
A. S. Tager participated in world science as the creator of a new class of semiconducto

device, the avalanche diode. This great achievement was recognized by the Lenin prize
In later years he brought forth a number of new devices that utilize the principle of

longitudinal ballistic transport in nonuniform quantum-well structures.
The content of these papers represents the development of these ideas.
A. S. Tager was a steady contributor to our journal and a close friend to many of us. We

regard it as an honored duty to introduce his papers with a short preface in his memory

The Editorial Board
162. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997 1063-7850/97/020162-01$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



Spin splitting in longitudinal carrier transport in quantum structures

A. S. Tager1)

State Scientific-Industrial Enterprise ‘‘Istok,’’ Fryazino
~Submitted December 9, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 83–89~February 26, 1997!

The role of spin effects in electron waveguides is analyzed. It is shown that in noncentrosymmetric
structures where the spin splitting is odd in the wave vector the phase velocity of the
electron waves depends on the spin orientation. On the one hand this destroys the conditions for
interference and degrades the characteristics of the device; but on the other hand it allows
one in principle to obtain a beam of completely spin-polarized electrons from the exit. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03202-3#
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ing nanoelectronic devices of various kinds on the basis
the longitudinal transport of electrons in low-dimension
(2D, 1D) quantum structures~electron waveguides!. To
analyze the possible characteristics of these devices we
voke the well-known analog between electron and elec
magnetic waves. However, in all papers known to the auth
including those dealing with the development of methods
detailed numerical calculations of the characteristics of
devices,1,2 those investigators did not take into account t
specific details of the electron waves related to the elec
spin. Moreover, as is known,3,4 spin-splitting occurs in crys-
tals without a center of inversion, such as the III–V co
pounds, as well as in asymmetric quantum wells — the s
degeneracy is lifted for all electrons with quasimoment
kÞ 0. As a result, a monoenergetic flux of charge carri
moving, for example, along a quantum well or in quantu
wire with a wave vectork(ki ,k'), whereki

25kx
21ky

2 and
k'[kz , with Zi(001), will be split into two independen
fluxes, each of which has its own dispersion relation

«6~K !5
\2k6

2

2m
6gk6^kz

2&, ~1!

where 2p\ is Planck’s constant andm is the effective mass
of the carrier.

k6[ki[~kx
21ky

2!1/2,

^kz
2&5E

2`

`

u
]2c

]z2
udz, c;exp~ jki•r !c~z!

is the wave function of the charge carrier in the quant
well andg is a coefficient that depends on the band struct
parameters of the semiconductor.

For a given total carrier energy« Eq. ~1! yields the equa-
tion for the longitudinal momentum of the electrons with lik
spin

k6
2 62¸k62k0

250, ~2!

from which we obtain

k657A¸21k0
27¸. ~3!
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2
Dg^kz

2&, D5
2m

\2 , k0
25D~«2«'!,

~3a!

«'5
^kz

2&
D

.

The charge carriers injected into the quantum well~quantum
wire! with an energy« are distributed overn subbands
corresponding to discrete longitudinal energi
«'n5 ^kzn

2 &/D,«. According to Eq.~3! in each subband
electron waves propagating along the well~wire! with differ-
ent phase velocitiesn65«/\k6 correspond to charge carr
ers with opposite spins. Since the principle of operation
the planned nanoelectronic devices with longitudinal tra
port ~such as directional couplers for electron waves, el
tron filters, switches, interference transistors, etc.! is closely
tied to the phase shifts of the electron waves along the
tions of the electron waveguides, the effect of spin splitti
can have a large effect on the basic characteristics of
devices.

By way of example, let us estimate how this effec
makes itself felt in a single-channel interference transist5

based on the interference of electron waves correspondin
electrons from the adjacent energy subbands~channels!
n51, 2. If electrons with energies« injected into a section of
the electron waveguide of lengthl are distributed evenly
between these subbands, then the normalized wave func
at the exit from the waveguide can be written as

c5
1

2
~ejk11 l1ejk12 l1ejk21 l1ejk22 l !, ~4!

where kn6 are the solutions of Eq. ~2! for
^kz

2&5^kzn
2 &, n51, 2. If the difference between the longitu

dinal quasimomenta of the electrons with opposite spin
small,«2!k0

2, then, according to Eq.~3!, k6.k06¸ and Eq.
~4! gives

ucu2511cos@~k012k02!l #cos@~¸12¸2!l #. ~5!

Therefore the spin splitting can substantially change
conditions for interference suppression of the current at
exit from the waveguide. For complete suppression, not o
but two independent conditions must be satisfie

1630163-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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(k012k02) l52mp and (̧ 12¸2) l5(2s11)p, with
m,s50,1,2,. . . . Similarly the condition for the transforma
tion of the electron waves in coupled electron waveguide
made more complicated.2 In principle, this should degrad
the characteristics of the associated devices, reduce th
rectional coefficient and the decoupling coefficient of dire
tional couplers, and in the efficiency of electron switches a
the selectivity of filters, etc. However, the magnitude of t
spin splitting and consequently its contribution to the ch
acteristics of the devices may be small; this depends
large degree on the properties of the semiconductor mate
and the manner in which the electron waveguides are c
structed — their crystallographic orientation, the presence
built-in electric fields, etc. Let us make some estimates. T
contribution of the spin splitting to the interference effects
given by the ratio

¸n /k05
1

2
g

D3/2«',n

~«2«',n!
1/2. ~6!

The parameterg depends on the band structure of the ma
rial. According to Ref. 4,

g5
a\3

~2m3«g!
1/2, a.M

m

m0
hS 12

1

3
h D 21/2

,

h5
D

«g1D
, ~7!

where «g is the band gap,D is the minimum of the hole
energy in the split-off band,m0 is the free-electron mass, an
M is a numerical coefficient of the order of unity.

According to Eqs.~3! and ~7! the product

gD3/25
1

2

a\3

~2«g!
1/2m3/2S 2m\2 D 3/2

5a/«g
1/25M

m

m0
hS 12

1

3
h D 1/2«g21/2, ~8!

so that

¸n /k05S «',n

«2«',n
D 1/2S «',n

«g
D 1/2. ~9!

In GaAs (D50.34 eV,me50.067m0, «g51.5 eV!, the
result ish.0.18 so for electrons we have

ae.1022M , ~10!

and for the heavy holes (mh.0.5m0)

ah.7.531022M . ~11!

For InSb («g50.234 eV, me.0.013m0, D20.81 eV!,
h(12(1/3)h).1, and

ae.1.331022. ~12!

Since the carrier energy does not exceed«g and the differ-
ence«2«' cannot be made much smaller than«' , we find
that

@«'n
/~«2«'n

!#1/2~«'n
/«g!

1/2&1.

Therefore, for electrons in GaAs and InSb,
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and for holes in GaAs

~¸/k0!h&0.1M .

For the sake of comparison, let us estimate¸/k0 from
the data of Refs. 3 and 6. In Ref. 3 the spin splitting
written as

1

2
D«5bki . ~13!

In the notation of Eqs.~1!–~3!

1

2
D«5gk^kz

2&52¸/Dk0 .

Consequently,

¸5
1

2
bD. ~14!

For a two-dimensional gas with a concentrationhS

~ki!F[kOF5~2pnS!
1/2. ~15!

at the Fermi level. FornS5531011 cm22, we obtain
k0F51.773106 cm21. According to Ref. 6, the following
values are correct for electrons in GaAs

b52.5310210 eV•cm[ 4310231 J•m,

¸5
1

2
bDe5

me

\2 b52.73104 cm21, ~16!

¸e

kOF
.1.531022. ~17!

For holes withmh50.5m0, b.10230 J•m,

¸h5
1

2
bDh553105 cm21, ~18!

¸h /k0.0.28. ~19!

For electrons in InSb (me50.013m0; Ref. 6!,

D«51.61 meV.

Consequently,

b5
1

2

D«

~k0!F
57.2310231 J•m,

¸e5
1

2
bDe.9.43103 cm21. ~20!

¸e /k0.0.5331022. ~21!

A comparison of formulas~9!–~12! with formulas~17!, ~19!,
and~21! shows that both approaches give values of the sa
order of magnitude for the ratio («/k0)e.1022 for electrons
in GaAs and InSb. For these small values of¸/k0 the effect
of spin splitting on the interference of electrons at distan
of several wavelengths is not important. It should be poin
out, however, that while the size of the device~the length of
the waveguide! is quite large, in the absence of scattering t
condition (̧ 12¸2)/ l;2p can in principle be satisfied, an
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then the spin splitting becomes important. In particular, in
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or in the notation of Eq.~3a!,

GaAs these effects can be observed at 77 K and at w
guide lengths of about 1mm.

For the heavy holes in GaAs the spin splitting is found
be quite large, particularly according to the data of Ref. 6
the estimate of Eq.~19! is correct, then it is reasonable to tr
to separate the spin-oriented flux of heavy holes in Ga
AlGaAs heterostructures. As a result of interference of el
trons of like spin orientation (S561/2) injected into the
waveguide from adjacent subbands, the intensities of the
responding electron waves at the end of the wavegu
(x5 l ) are

uc61/2u25
1

2
@11cos~Dk06D¸!l #, ~22!

where

Dk05k022k01, D¸5¸22¸1 .

If l5 p/Dk01D¸ so thatuc1/2u250, then forD¸/Dk0!1

uc21/2~ l !u25
1

2 F12cos2p
D¸

Dk0
G.p2S D¸

Dk0
D 2 ~23!
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uc21/2~ l !u25
p2

4
g2D3

~«'2
2«'1

!2

~A«2«'2
2A«2«'1

!2
. ~24!

According to Eq.~23!, the quantityuc21/2u2 is quite different
from zero (>0.1) for D¸/Dk0; ¸/k0>0.1, which is satis-
fied for holes in GaAs.
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Unipolar semiconductor laser for the terahertz frequency range

tum
A. S. Tager1)

State Scienific-Industrial Enterprise ‘‘Istok,’’ Fryazino
~Submitted December 9, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 90–94~February 26, 1997!

In this paper a new design is proposed for a unipolar semiconductor laser with longitudinal
transport of electrons and a stepped variation in the thickness of quantum wells, in which
population inversion is obtained, and as a result the electrons of the first subband in the
narrow part of the well, with injection into the wide part, preferentially populate its second
subband. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03302-8#

In the past three years a considerable amount of discus-sitions move not transversely to the structure of the quan
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sion has been carried on regarding different variants of u
polar lasers based on intersubband transitions of the e
trons in semiconducting heterostructures, which w
proposed as long ago as 1971 by R. F. Kazarinov and R
Suris,1 and were fabricated experimentally in 1994 by t
group of F. Capasso.2 Unlike ordinary injection bipolar la-
sers, which use interband electron transitions, the radi
frequency of the unipolar lasers is not related to the band
of the semiconductor, and in principle can be varied ove
wide range by a proper selection of the heterostructure
rameters — the composition and thickness of the layers
make them up, the sequence of these layers, etc. This
cumstance opens up the possibility in principle of develop
semiconductor lasers operating in parts of the electrom
netic spectrum from the near infrared (l.12–15mm! to the
submillimeter wavelength range, which have been previou
inaccessible to them. This possibility is all the more attr
tive because the frequency range 1012–331013 Hz, which
we nominally call the terahertz range, has not to this d
yielded to practical electronics. However, the advance of u
polar lasers into the long-wavelength region encounters s
ous difficulties related mainly to electron relaxation pr
cesses in the crystal, whose negative role increases
decreasing photon energy and increasing period of the e
tromagnetic oscillations. In particular, with decreasing f
quency the Ohmic losses of electromagnetic energy in se
conductor layers that form the electromagnetic wavegu
~the cavity! of the laser, increase sharply~asv22). The prob-
lem is that in conventional designs of semiconductor las
with electron transport transverse to the active layer, the
jacent semiconductor layers that form the electromagn
waveguide contain a high concentration of free electr
(;1018 cm23), which provide the necessary current dens
in the active layer. At frequencies above the inverse elec
relaxation time (t21'10213 Hz!, the high-frequency Ohmic
losses are less than the static losses by a factor of (vt)2, so
that amplification of the electromagnetic oscillations in t
active layer~or layers! exceeds their absorption in the pa
sive layers of the waveguide. At frequencies of about 1 te
hertz,vt;1, and the absorption in the passive layers do
nates.

This communication presents a version of the unipo
laser which in principle avoids this difficulty. The principa
idea involves using longitudinal instead of transverse tra
port, where the electrons that take part in the radiative tr
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well but along one of the quantum wells~or several, parallel
to it!. In this version the population inversion of the ener
subbands in the quantum well is obtained as a result o
abrupt ~stepwise! change in the thickness of the quantu
well in a certain cross section. As was shown in Ref. 3, at
juncture of two quantum wells~electron waveguides! of dif-
ferent thickness the electrons are redistributed between
subbands: when the electrons injected into the lower nar
quantum well~the first subband! make a transition into the
wider well, they may end up preferentially in the seco
subband, corresponding to the next discrete value of t
transverse energy. For more than a twofold increase in
well thickness, the population inversion of the two first su
bands in the wide well can reach 2 : 1~Ref. 3!.

A possible variant of the comb structure of the unipo
laser in the terahertz range with longitudinal electron tra
port is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The quantum well
formed from an epitaxial layer of undoped GaAs with a ste
wise change in the thickness and twod-doped barrier layers
of AlGaAs with x'0.1. This layer along with the two sym
metrically situated AlGaAs boundary layers with a heav
aluminum doping (y50.4) form an electromagnetic wave
guide calculated for a frequency of 4.5 THz. The hot ele
trons are injected into the narrow part of the quantum w
from a narrow stripe source contact containing the AlGaA
GaAs barrier structure that provides injection of electro
with an energy of 30–35 meV. The electrons move ballis
cally to the comb drain contact on the other side, with
small accelerating potential difference between the sou
and the drain. The widthw of the comb and the total thick
nessd of the semiconductor layers making up the elect
magnetic waveguide is about 10mm, which corresponds to
one-half wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation~in the
crystal! at the frequency 4.5 THz.

The ballistic flight of the electrons over a distance
about 10mm ~at the operating temperature ofT577 K! is
possible because of their small energy~30–35 meV! as com-
pared to the energy of longitudinal optical phonons in Ga
(; 36 meV!. For this condition, the electron mean free tim
in GaAs atT577 K is longer than 10210 s ~Ref. 4!, so that
the length of ballistic flight of the electrons with a longitu
dinal energy of 5 meV~a velocity of 1.63107 cm/s! is
greater than 16mm.

As in an ordinary laser with transverse electron transp
through quantum wells, in this structure the electrons inter

1660166-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Diagram of the comb structure of a unipolar laser.
with the transverse component of the electric field of the
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electromagnetic wave propagating along the comb, and
cause of the absence of free electrons the absorption of t
energy in the bulk of the crystal is small, as is the loss due
radiation through the side surfaces of the comb, and is
mainly to the loss of uniformity of these surfaces near
thin source and drain contacts.

In conclusion, the following are the numerical results f
the basic parameters of the laser.

1. The frequencyv/2p 54.5 THz corresponds to a pho
ton energy\v.18 meV@6 meV5kT (T577 K!. If EII 1

andEII 2 are the energies of the bottom of the first two su
bands in the second, wide part of the quantum well of thi
nessa2, then \v5EII 22EII 1'3EII 1, EII 1.6 meV, and
a2.26.5 nm. For a stepped change in the thickness of
quantum well equal toa2 /a152.2, which gives population
inversion of the levelsEII 1 andEII 2 equal ton2 /n1.1.6, the
thickness of the first~narrow! part of the well isa1.12 nm,
and the energy of the bottom of the lower subband
EI1'30 meV. If the Fermi energy isEF5EI115 meV, then
the surface density of electrons in the well is

n5
\2

2m*
~EF2EI1!.1.831011 cm22 and

Dn5n22n150.23n'431010 cm22.

In the absence of scattering of electrons by opti
phonons in GaAs atT577 K, the electron lifetimet in the
coherent excited state~at the levelEII 2) is limited by elec-
tron collisions, and according to various calculations is ab
t510212 s.

2. The specific~per unit length! electron amplification of
the laser is

g'G
Dn

a2

q2tZ0v^Z&2

¸\
,

whereZ05AV«5373V, ¸.0.34 is the coefficient of refrac
tion of GaAs,q2^Z& is the matrix element of the dipole tran
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factor of a waveguide of heightd.10 mm. In the present
case^Z&.5.1 nm,G55.631023, and g.65 cm21. For a
typical laser length,L.0.5 mm, the net electron amplifica
tion is G5gL'3.25. If the radiative losses are small, th
gain is sufficient for efficient lasing in the crystal with
partially transparent shutter electrodes.

3. The maximum power and width of the emission lin
of the laser with a single quantum well of widthw and length
L can be estimated from the formulas5

Pmax'
1

2
Dn\vwL/t.

Forw'L'10mm,Dn5431010 cm22, andt510212 s, we
have

D f5~DnwLt!21,

Pmax.2.5 mW, D f.0.6 MHz.

The radiated power can be increased and the line co
spondingly narrowed if not just one quantum well, but se
eral identical parallel quantum wells are created in the cr
tal. The emission frequency can be varied over certain lim
by changing the transverse potential difference between
shuttersG1 andG2.
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Convective instability of a rotating fluid above a rapidly heated surface

. A
M. O. Lutset

S. S. Kutateladze Institute of Thermal Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk
~Submitted July 19, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 1–6 ~February 12, 1997!

Convection in a rotating fluid above a rapidly heated surface is studied experimentally. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00102-X#

A particular case of hydrodynamic instability known as
1
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convective instability is encountered frequently in natur
and industrial2,3 processes. A layer of fluid above a rapid
heated surface in a gravitational field ceases to be in equ
rium after a certain time has elapsed from the onset of h
ing, and the ordinary heat conduction is replaced by conv
tive motion. We know of several studies1,4 ~see also the
literature cited therein! where the onset of convection is re
lated to the loss of mechanical stability, the effects of ra
dom fluctuations5, or to a second-order phase transitio6

where the convection velocity was taken as the order par
eter. Fluids with different Prandtl numbers and slow rates
heating in the Earth’s gravitational field have been used
previous investigations. In the present paper we investig
the convective instability of a liquid nitrogen layer underg
ing rigid-body rotation above a finite extremely rapid
heated surface. One parameter, the angular rotation velo
v, was varied, which as will be shown subsequently,
equivalent to varying only the acceleration due to gravityg
with an almost constant ratio of Coriolis force to visco
force ~the Taylor numberD).

The experiments were carried out using a rotat
cryostat7 with a working cylinder diameter of 0.2 m. Th
heat-transfer surface was the largest plane of
5034.7633.2 mm glass plate on which was deposited
1000 Å conducting film whose resistivity was independent
temperature. Paper 15mm thick was stuck to the film with
BF-2 adhesive and five miniature silicon temperature sen
consisting of 0.330.330.5 mm uncased KT324B transisto
were stuck to this paper at various distances along the
gitudinal axis of the surface. The thickness of the silic
wafer adhered to the heat-transfer surface was 0.1 mm
the total thickness of the film coating was 30mm. The glass
plate was placed on the cylindrical surface of the cryos
working volume along the generatrix, with the heat trans
surface facing the axis of rotation. The liquid nitrogen lay
above the plate had a constant thickness of 13.4 mm.

At zero time, a direct current was switched instan
neously across the conducting film. Since thep–n junction
was sensitive to changes in temperature, the sensors cha
resistance in proportion to the change in the average t
perature in the 0.015 mm3 volume. The delay of the senso
did not exceed 50ms. The resistance of thep–n junction
was measured by the four-probe method and the chang
resistance was recorded by a storage oscilloscope. The o
loscope traces for a fixed current through the film and diff
ent v were superposed. The combined pattern did not
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typical example is shown in Fig. 1. Up to the timetc , which
depends onv, the traces were the same and followed t
change in the temperature of the heat-transfer surface
dicted by solving the heat conduction equation for the in
nite composite body~glass, film, coating, nitrogen!. After
tc(v), the temperature of the heat transfer surface cease
follow the heat conduction equation, which suggests that
equilibrium of the fluid layer is disrupted. An accurate sol
tion of the heat conduction equation with suitable initial a
boundary conditions for this particular problem was obtain
by means of a Laplace transformation. For time interv
much greater than the delayd2/4¸1 caused by the coating o
the conducting film, disregarding time-decaying terms in
accurate solution, we obtain the asymptotic variation of
fluid temperature

T~x,t !5
4a1Q

p1/2~a11a2!~a11a3!

3H t1/22 p1/2

2
@d/¸1

1/21x/¸2
1/2#J ~1!

and the heat flux to the fluid at the coating–nitrogen interfa

q~0, t !5Q
2a1a2

~a11a2!~a11a3!
. ~2!

Herex is the coordinate normal to the heat-transfer surfa
directed into the fluid,ai5(l ir iCpi)

1/2, i51,2,3 is the label
of the medium, where 1 is the coating, 2 is nitrogen, and 3
the glass,l i , Cpi , and¸ i are the thermal conductivity, the
specific heat, and the thermal diffusivity, respectively,r i is
the density,d is the coating thickness, andQ is the heat flux
released at the film, which was 6.9 W/cm2 in our experi-
ments. ForQ.6.9 W/cm2 and smallv, boiling of the fluid
was observed.

According to the linear theory,8 the stability of the equi-
librium of a rotating cylindrical layer of fluid is determine
by two dimensionless parameters: the Rayleigh num
Ra 5gbDTh3/n¸2 and the Taylor numberD5vh2/n,
whereb andn are the coefficient of volume expansion an
the kinematic viscosity of nitrogen, respectively,DT andh
are the temperature drop and a linear dimension charact
ing the temperature gradient in the fluid. Equilibrium is d
rupted when the Rayleigh number reaches the critical va
Rac(Dc). Since condition~1! is satisfied when mechanica
equilibrium is conserved in the fluid, following Refs. 1,
and 5, we must assumeDT5T(0,t) and T(n,t)50. This

890089-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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scale.
gives h52(¸2t/p)
1/22d(¸2 /¸1)

1/2. The values ofDT(tc)
and h(tc) determine Rac and Dc . Results of calculations
using the measured values oftc(v) are presented in Table I
whereh5g/g0 andg0 is the acceleration due to the Earth
gravitational field. According to Refs. 9 and 10, we ha
a15146, a25470, a35460 J/m2• Ks1/2, ¸151.9731027

m2/s, and¸25831028 m2/s. The error in the measuremen
and the calculations did not exceed 15%. As the gravitatio
force increases monotonically, we observe a decrease intc ,
DTc , andhc , and a nonmonotonic variation of Rac andDc

within 20%. Nevertheless, the behavior of Rac(Dc) agrees
within measurement error~Fig. 2! with that predicted by lin-
ear stability theory11 for a rotating Rayleigh–Be´nard cell.
Strictly speaking, our problem and the Rayleigh–Be´nard
problem differ qualitatively because of the time depende
of the linear scale in our case. Thus the experimental res
must be substantiated theoretically, and this is the subjec
further research.

In our experiment the onset of convection is taken as
point where the change in the temperature of the h
transfer surface deviates from the solution of the heat c
duction equation. The Nusselt number constructed at t

FIG. 1. Oscilloscope traces of sensor resistance forQ56.9 W/cm2 for vari-
oush: 1— 196,2— 345,3— 555,4— 818,5— 1535, and6— 1958.
The arrows indicatetc .

TABLE I.

h 196 345 555 818 1221 1958

tc ,10
23 s 60.6 50 40.9 37.9 33.3 27.3

DTc , K 11.3 9.96 8.66 8.2 7.46 6.4
hc ,10

26 m 59.4 52.2 45.4 43 39.1 33.6
Rac 1788 1883 1732 2054 2097 183
Dc 2.71 2.78 2.66 2.90 2.93 2.74
90 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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tc is obviously Nuc5qhc /l2DTc 5 1, and Rac;103, al-
though these numbers are related by Nuc5CT(Rac)

1/3, where
the coefficientCT calculated from the tabular values of Rac

varies in the range 0.078–0.086 and is close to the valu
0.085 observed when Ra.105 for advanced turbulen
convection.12 This external similarity may have a physic
basis due to the development of convective motion in a la
with a time-varying linear scale.

This work was supported by a grant from the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research No. 96-2-19401.
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FIG. 2. Critical Rayleigh number Rac versusDc : 1— calculated according
to linear stability theory,112— quasisteady-state measurements,11 and3—
our measurements. The inset shows our measurements on an enlarged
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Dynamics of field dislocations and disclinations in a few-mode waveguide:
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Some aspects of recording dislocations and disclinationsinterference of light. Particular attention is paid to the type
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of the field of the linearly polarized LP11 mode at the exit
from an optical fiber have been investigated experiment
and theoretically. It has been found that the type of fi
dislocation and its topological charge depend strongly on
fiber length, the polarization state of the reference beam,
the orientation of the polarizer axis at the interferometer e
It has also been shown experimentally that when the re
ence beam is circularly polarized~without a polarizer!, C1

and C2 pure edge disclinations of the LP11 mode are re-
corded. In a polarization interference system where the fi
length is a quarter of the beat length of the LP11mode, a pure
screw dislocation with the topological chargel51 and
l521 is observed when the orientation of the polariz
transmission axis isa5p/4 anda53/4p, respectively, if
the reference beam is linearly polarized at the anglep/4 to
the x axis. When the reference beam is circularly polariz
the angle of orientation of the pure edge dislocation follo
the polarizer axis and reversal of the reference-beam po
ization changes the sign of the angle of inclination of t
edge dislocation.

When studying the field of a few-mode waveguide, so
caution must be exercised in the description of wavefr
singularities. Estimates of the average number of fi
dislocations1 or the transformation of their topologica
charges2 must depend on the method of observing the opt
field. It was shown in Ref. 3 that when free-space Gauss
beams carrying a topological charge undergo spatial inter
ence, the type of singularity observed depends on the cu
ture of the beam wavefronts and their directions of conv
gence. The vector properties of the wave fields must be ta
into account when field singularities are observed in an
homogeneous medium.

In the first part of this study, we noted that the ma
physical mechanism responsible for evolution of the field
the linearly polarized LP11 mode of an inhomogeneous m
dium is the interaction between circularly polarizedC1 and
C2 disclinations, which form mixed types of singularitie
~superposed singularities of various components of the v
tor field!. The polarization state of the reference beam m
be taken into account when these mixed phase singulari
assigned to different polarizations, are recorded experim
tally. The recording process also depends on whether
measuring system incorporates a polarization analyzer.

The aim of this paper is to study some features of
experimental manifestation of pure types of vector singul
ties ~dislocations and disclinations! in the LP11 mode of the
radiation field of a few-mode waveguide in the polarizati
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dislocation observed and its topological charge.
1. Let us examine an optical fiber excited such that o

the LP11 mode combination is produced.
Let us assume that the radiation field is summed coh

ently with a smooth field having the polarization sta
(a01x̂1a02ŷ). The superposition of these fields may be e
pressed as

e5a1S cosdb1z0 cosw

i sin db1z0 sin w
D exp$ iF1%F1~R!S a01a02

D
3exp$ iF2%F0~R!, ~1!

where a1 is the amplitude of the LP11 mode, db1 is the
difference in the propagation constants of the TE01 and
HE21 modes,

F15bz01kz, F25c01kz cos~u!1kr sin~u!, ~2!

b is the propagation constant of the LP11 mode in an inho-
mogeneous medium,r is the radial coordinate of the beam
u is the angle of convergence of the beams, andF1,0(R) is
the radial distribution function of the beam field.4

Let us assume that there is no polarizer in the opti
system. Then the result of measuring the radiation field w
depend only on the polarization state of the reference be
and the length of the optical fiber,z0. If the reference beam is
linearly polarized along thex̂ or ŷ axis anda01 or a02 are
zero, a pure edge dislocation is observed for any fiber len
z0 ~Fig. 1a!. If the reference beam is linearly polarized at t
anglep/4 (a0151, a0251), a mixed screw-edge dislocatio
~Fig. 1b! will be recorded experimentally for fiber length
which are not multiples of a quarter of the beat leng
L/4, of the LP11 mode (L52p/db1). For fiber lengths
z05L/4(4m11) a pure screw dislocation is observe
with the topological charge l511, whereas for
z05L/4(4m13), we also observe a screw dislocation, b
with the topological chargel521. Reversal of the sign o
the topological charge for fiber lengths which are multip
of z05L/4(4m11) or z05L/4(4m13) may be observed
when the azimuth of the linear polarization of the referen
beam is altered by 90° (a0151, a02521) ~Figs. 1c and 1d!.
For an arbitrary polarization state and arbitrary lengthz0 a
mixed screw-edge dislocation is observed.

The case of a circularly polarized reference beam is
particular interest. For right circulation (a0151, a025 i ) the
reference beam selectively interferes with the right circu
tion of the field while the left circulation forms the back
ground. In Fig. 1e we observe a pure edge dislocation w

910091-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Field distribution and interference pattern
for polarization interference of the LP11mode~com-
puter calculations!.
the angle of inclinationc5db1z0 exactly matching that of
m
le

-

li

la
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rg

r
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e
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ct
ion
theC2 disclination. Reversal of the circulation of the bea
polarization (a0151, a0252 i ) changes the sign of the ang
c of the pure edge dislocation (c52db1z0) ~Fig. 1f!. This
change in the angle means that the reference beam now
lects theC1 disclination for interference, having its axis in
clined at the anglew52db1z0.

Let us assume that the optical system incorporates a
ear polarizer having its axis oriented at the anglea. The
observation results will then depend on the lengthz0 and the
polarization state of the beam, and on the anglea, so that in
a coordinate system with one axis directed along the po
izer axis, the field is expressed in the form

ea5excosa1eysin a. ~3!

Whena50 or p/2, pure edge dislocations are observed
any fiber lengthz0. A mixed screw-edge dislocation is re
corded for an arbitrary anglea and arbitrary beam polariza
tion state. Fora5p/4 or a53/4p, andz05L/4(4m11) a
pure screw dislocation is observed with topological cha
l511 andl521, respectively.

An interesting effect is observed after a circularly pola
ized reference beam has propagated through the polar
For right circulation (a0151, a025 i ) the axis of the edge
dislocation always follows the rotation of the polarizer ang
a. Reversal of the circulation (a0151, a0252 i ) alters the
angle of inclination of the dislocation axis relative to th
polarizer axis (c52a).

The physical mechanism responsible for these effect
related to the nonuniform polarization of the optical fib
fields. A uniformly polarized reference beam only intera
selectively with that component of the mode combinat
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sFIG. 2. Photographs showing interference of the LP11 mode and a Gaussian
reference beam.
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whose polarization is matched with it. Similarly the polarizer
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vature of the fiber loop mounted at the entry section of the
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selects waves of the same polarization in the reference
object beams.

2. For an experimental investigation we selected a fe
mode fiber with the core diameterr053.5mm and the wave-
guide parameterV53.6 for the wavelengthl50.63mm. The
beat length wasL53.6 m. The fiber was inserted in
Mach–Zehnder interferometer~see Part I of this article!. The
polarization state of the reference beam was recorded by
tating the polarizer and a quarter-wave plate inserted in
reference beam. The fiber was successively broken off e
1 cm. The polarization interference patterns, angles of or
tation of the dislocation axes, and their topological char
were recorded for various beam polarization statesQ and
angles of orientation of the polarizer axis,a. The accuracy of
recording the circular polarization wasQ50.9560.05. Fig-
ure 2 shows typical interference patterns of the fiber rad
tion field and a Gaussian reference beam~TEM00 laser
mode!. We specially selected pure screw dislocations wh
reverse the sign of the topological charge when the an
a5p/4 is changed to 3/4p ~Figs. 2a and 2b!. Note that as
well as selecting the fiber lengthz0, we also needed to pro
vide additional mode matching by altering the radius of c
93 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (2), February 1997
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fiber in order to achieve a pure screw dislocation.
It was established by means of a control experiment t

when the field of the linearly polarized LP11 mode interferes
with that of a circularly polarized Gaussian beam, reversa
the circulation of the reference beam polarization~Figs. 2c
and 2d! simultaneously alters the angle of orientatio
c5db1z0 of the edge dislocation of the interference patte
to c52db1z0 in good agreement with the theoretical ca
culations. These results provide experimental confirmat
thatC1 dislocations of the LP11 mode field do exist.

This work was partially supported by the Internation
Soros Program for promotion of education in the exact s
ences~ISSEP!, Grant No. PSUO62108.
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Nonisothermal conditions for limitation of the current injected into a composite

ies
superconductor exposed to pulsed perturbations
V. R. Romanovski 

‘‘Kurchatov Institute’’ Russian Science Center
~Submitted September 5, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 14–21~February 12, 1997!

This study is devoted to solving one of the major problems of superconductivity engineering —
the thermal stability of the superconducting state of a composite superconductor. The
formulated problem is analyzed most comprehensively with allowance for the nonisothermal
dynamics of the magnetic flux inside the composite. This approach allowed us to formulate the
main aspects of the behavior under the simultaneous influence of various perturbing factors,
i.e., varying current and external thermal perturbation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00302-9#
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superconductors, formed by numerous superconduc
wires in a normally conducting metal matrix, is caused
various instabilities.1–4 The conditions for maintaining of su
perconductivity are generally analyzed using models wh
assume that the composite is exposed to one particular
of perturbation. In the theory of thermomagnetic instabili
for instance, the perturbing factor is the varying exter
magnetic field or the current injected into the composite.
the theory of thermal stabilization, the stability of the sup
conducting state is considered in relation to pulsed ther
perturbations of varying length, duration, and shape un
conditions where the transport current is either constan
varies negligibly. By solving these problems, it is possible
identify typical physical characteristics responsible for ma
taining or destroying the superconducting properties of
composite subject to specific simplifying assumptions.
real windings however, the variations of the temperature
the current-carrying element and the current flowing throu
it in response to any external perturbation are interrelate
is thus extremely interesting to consider the stability probl
from this viewpoint.

It was shown in Refs. 5 and 6 that determining t
boundaries of stable superconducting states by solvin
complete system of Fourier and Maxwell equations elim
nates inaccuracies in assessing the role of the tolerable
crease in the superconductor temperature when analyzin
conditions for the onset of instability. In particular, it wa
established that there is a direct correlation between
depth of current penetration preceding cutoff and the to
able overheating temperature. The overheating may ind
be very appreciable with poor cooling and a rapidly risi
external magnetic field or current. Consequently the con
tions for the onset of instability at a composite in an ad
batic condition depend strongly on the thermal prehistory
the sample.

The relative influence of thermal and electromagne
processes taking place in composite superconductors als
fects the conditions for the onset and propagation of ther
instabilities. The authors of Refs. 7 and 8 put forward
explanation for the experimentally observed anomalies in
propagation of the normal zone along the composite at h
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needed to convert the superconducting composite to the
mal state, carried out within the proposed model dem
strated their dependence on the current injection rate. It
assumed that the thermal instability only propagates in
longitudinal direction of the composite and the space–ti
behavior of the initial perturbation corresponds to the inst
taneous release of heat in a local~‘‘point’’ ! region. The re-
sults therefore disregard the thermal processes taking p
over the transverse cross section of the composite. It
shown in Refs. 9 and 10 that these processes play a dec
role in the stability of the superconducting state of mass
current-carrying elements exposed to extended thermal
turbations.

In the present paper we therefore examine the stability
the superconducting states attained without the spontan
development of instability when current is induced in a co
posite superconductor at a constant rate and the compos
exposed to an extended pulsed thermal perturbation. A
Ref. 5, the problem was solved by a numerical analysis o
system of equations describing the interrelated dynamic
the thermal and electromagnetic fields on the transverse c
section of a superconducting composite.

We shall determine the distribution of the temperatu
T, the electric fieldE, and the current densityJ in a circular
cross-section composite of radiusr 0, when the current
therein rises at a given ratedI/dt and there is an externa
source of thermal perturbation, by solving a problem of t
type

c
]T

]t
5

1]

r ]r S lr
]T

]r D1EJ1q~r ,t !,

m0

]J

]t
5

1]

r ]r S r ]E

]r D ,
J5hJs1~12h!Jm , E5JsrsexpS JsJd

1
T2Tc
Td

D5Jmrm ,

T~r ,0!5T0 , E~r ,0!50,

l
]T

]r
1h~T2T0!ur5r0

50,
]E

]r
ur5r0

5
m0

2pr 0

dI

dt
. ~1!
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FIG. 1. Variation of the electric field strength at the surfa
of a composite exposed to perturbations of near-critical
ergy: 1— q053.93107 W/m3, 2— q053.83107 W/m2,
3 — q052.83107 W/m3, 4 — q052.73107 W/m3, 5 —
q050.93107 W/m3, and6— q050.83107 W/m3.
Here c andl are the volume specific heat and the thermal
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conductivity of the composite in the transverse cross sect
rs andrm are the resistivities of the superconductor and
matrix, respectively,Js and Jm are the currents flowing
through the superconductor and the matrix, respectively,h is
the fill factor of the composite by the superconductor,h is
the heat transfer coefficient,T0 is the coolant temperature
Tc is the critical temperature of the superconductor,Jd and
Td are the given growth parameters of the supercondu
current–voltage characteristic, andq is the given power of
the external heat source.

Within the limits of the model of a continuous medium
this problem describes the nonisothermal diffusion of
current inside a composite superconductor approximate
the simplest case by an infinitely long cylinder. The upp
limit of the tolerable currents~cutoff currents! as a function
of the external heat source power will be determined for
most dangerous pulsed short-lived perturbations, which
induce instability with the minimum amount of heat releas3

In this case, the type of heat source scarcely influences
boundary of the stable states. Thus without loss of genera
we can assume that a rectangular heat pulse is released
thin surface layer of compositeDr5r 02r q , i.e.,

q~r ,t !5H q05const, r q<r<r 0 , t1<t<t11Dt,

0, t.t11Dt.

This system was solved by a finite-difference meth
The unknown values of the cutoff current and the heat
lease power are obtained by an iterative procedure simila
that described in Ref. 5. As a result, two values are obtai
numerically for the heat source power for which the elec
field strength either decays or increases irreversibly after
perturbation has ceased. Accordingly, the rise in the comp
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ond, may cause a transition to the normal state. By way
illustration, Fig. 1 shows curves describing the time behav
of the electric field strength at the surface of a compos
exposed to near-critical perturbations. The calculations w
made for

r 05531024 m, c51000 J/m3•K,

l5100 W/m•K, h510 W/m2
•K,

h50.5, r q50.9r 0 , Dt51025 s, dI/dt5104 A/s,

rs5531027 V•m, rm52310210 V•m,

Jd543107 A/m2,

Td50.048 K, Tsup59 K, T054.2 K

for various perturbation initiation timest1. The dashed curve
gives the increase in the electric field strength observed w
the current is injected without any external thermal pertur
tions.

Figure 2 gives results of calculations of the cutoff cu
rent as a function of the thermal pulse power for two diffe
ent injection rates. The solid curves give the cutoff curre
obtained by solving problem~1!. The dashed lines describ
the boundary of the stable states, determined with the
sumption that no heat is released in the composite thro
Joule dissipation of energy for all timest.t1 ~i.e., the term
EJ was omitted in the heat conduction equation!. It is easily
seen from a comparison of these calculations that under
action of a short pulsed perturbation, the intrinsic heat
lease plays little part in changing the thermal state of
composite. The onset of instability is therefore caused by
increase in the composite temperature originating ma
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FIG. 2. Cutoff current versus perturbation power.~For
commentary to insets see text!.
from the external thermal perturbation. Its increase causes
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an increase in the strength of the electric field, wh
becomes continuous on exposure to a supercritical pertu
tion ~Fig. 1!.

The plotted curvesI q(q0) also reveal two characteristi
regions. First there are regions with maximum cutoff c
rents whose range of existence depends primarily on the
rent injection rate and increases with increasingdI/dt. Thus
the cutoff current falls off more rapidly when the current
injected slowly rather than rapidly. These relationships w
obviously be observed when the coefficient of heat trans
the superconductor properties, and the nature of the pe
bation vary. The values ofI q are highest forq0→0 since in
this case exceeding the cutoff current is accompanied by
spontaneous development of instability even when cur
injection has ceased and there are no external perturbati5

The second characteristic region of variation ofI q(q0) is the
region of minimum current-carrying capacity of the compo
ite. The extent of this region depends to a considerable
gree on the current injection rate. Under the action of po
erful perturbations however, the cutoff currents for differe
injection rates become similar and decrease very slig
with increasingq0 over a wide range.

These relations assume that the tolerable overheatin
the compositeDT5T(r ,t11Dt)2Ts preceding the onset o
instability depends on the injected current. This depende
is plotted in the left inset to Fig. 2 forr5r 0, which also
gives the composite temperaturesTs against whose back
ground thermal instability develops. It can be seen that as
current increases, the background temperature of the c
posite rises and the tolerable overheating decreases,
proaching zero near the maximum cutoff current. In this c
DT has very high values at low currents. At the same tim
under these current conditionsDT decays more rapidly with
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tributed to two mechanisms having different influences
the electric field induced inside the composite by the exter
heat source. The field increases with temperature but
critical current density of the superconductor decreas
which helps to reduce the electric field. At relatively hig
cutoff currents the main contribution to the onset of instab
ity is made by the first mechanism, since the relative cha
in the critical current density is small in this case. With d
creasing current, the second factor becomes more impor
since the tolerable overheating is increased. As a result,
two similar values of the injected current, a substantial
crease in the external perturbation energy is required
achieve similar electric field distributions. By way of illus
tration, the right inset to Fig. 2 shows the electric field d
tribution inside the composite fordL/dt5104 A/s, exposed
to perturbations of near-critical energy. The solid curves c
respond to the initial currentI550 A (t150.005 s! and the
dashed curves correspond toI570 A (t150.007 s!.

This investigation has therefore shown that thermal p
turbations strongly influence the stability of current injecti
into a composite superconductor. Its cutoff, caused by
extended short-lived thermal perturbation, is a direct con
quence of a rise in the composite temperature in respons
the external heat pulse. In this case, the intrinsic heat rele
negligibly influences the temperature field of the compos
and thus the conditions for the onset of instability. Con
quently, when the heat release in the superconducting w
ing exceeds a certain threshold, the onset of instability
pends negligibly on the type of current variation and
accompanied by a considerable decrease in the injected
rent.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project No. 95-02-03527a!.
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Monte Carlo simulation of the electron drift velocity in a one-dimensional GaAs

ns
quantum wire
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Belarus State University, Minsk
~Submitted August 14, 1996!
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Electron transport in a one-dimensional GaAs quantum wire is modeled in the electrical quantum
limit with allowance for scattering of charge carriers by polar optical phonons, impurity
ions, and surface inhomogeneities. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!00402-3#
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semiconducting quantum wires are currently attracting ma
interest. This is mainly because of the potential for using
unique properties of these structures directly in instrume
It is therefore highly topical to investigate electron transp
in one-dimensional GaAs quantum wires in moderate
strong electric fields typical of the real operating conditio
of semiconducting devices in micro- and nanoelectronics

It is known that the Monte Carlo method~see Refs. 1
and 3, for instance! is one of the most promising methods
solving this problem fairly efficiently in bulk and quasi-two
dimensional semiconductor systems. However, it should
noted that this method has only been used to calculate
kinetic transport parameters in quasi-one-dimensional qu
tum wires in a very limited number of studies,4–6 and as far
as we are aware, the electron drift velocityvdr in a quantum
structure, where the electrical quantum limit applies, h
only been calculated in Ref. 7, but this model only allow
for one mechanism for scattering of charge carriers, by p
optical phonons.

In this paper we present results of a Monte Carlo sim
lation of electron transport in the quantum well of a on
dimensional GaAs quantum wire having a square cross
tion. The electron drift velocity was calculated as a functi
of the electric field strength« and the side lengthL of the
cross section. The model took into account mechanisms
scattering by polar optical phonons with emission and
sorption, scattering by impurity ions, and scattering by s
face inhomogeneities. It was assumed that only the low
size-quantization level was filled and nonparabolicity co
be neglected. We used a single-particle Monte Carlo a
rithm similar to that described in Ref. 7.

The total electron energyE in a quantum wire of square
cross section with side lengthL in the approximation of an
infinitely deep rectangular potential well may be expres
as7,8

E5
\2kx

2

2m*
1

\2p2

m* L
, ~1!

wherem* is the electron effective mass and\ is the reduced
Planck’s constant. The first term on the right-hand side
Eq. ~1! is the kinetic energy of an electron with the wa
vectorkx in the direction of motionx and the second term i
the energy of the bottom of the ‘‘zeroth’’ subband.
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with emission and absorption were calculated according
the following formulas, respectively8

Wph
em~kx!5

a

2

v

p
~Nq11!

I em@q1
em~kx!#1I em@q2

em~kx!#

A~\kx
2!/~2m*v!2I

,

~2!

Wph
abs~kx!5

a

2

v

p
Nq

I abs@q1
abs~kx!#1I abs@q2

abs~kx!#

A~\kx
2!/~2m*v!1I

, ~3!

where a is the coupling constant of the electron–phon
interaction,v is the frequency of a polar optical phonon, an
Nq is the number of phonons at thermodynamic equilibriu
The explicit form of the integralsI emandI absis given in Ref.
8. In formulas~2! and~3! ‘‘em’’ refers to a phonon emission
process and ‘‘abs’’ refers to a phonon absorption proces

The intensity of scattering by a distant charged impur
was calculated using the formula9

Wl~kx!5
Nl m* e

4

4p2\3«2«0
2kx

K2S 2dkxsin q

2 D , ~4!

whereNl is the impurity concentration per unit length of th
conductor,e is the electron charge,« and«0 are the permit-
tivities of GaAs and vacuum,K is the modified Bessel func
tion of the second kind,d is the distance between the impu
rity center and the origin, positioned at the center of t
square cross section of the wire, andq is the scattering
angle.

The final state of the electron after scattering by t
mechanism was determined with the assumption that in
strictly one-dimensional case, the electron can only mo
forward or backward, so that the scattering angleq between
the initial kx and finalkx8 wave vectors is either 0° or 180°
To simplify the calculations we used a step-function appro
mation to the functionK(2dkx) for dkx<1 and the approxi-
mation K(2dkx)50.5Ap/(dkx)exp(22dkx) for dkx.1. It
was assumed thatK(0) has a final value of 4.

The intensity of scattering by surface inhomogeneit
was calculated from the formula10

Wsr~kx!5
2p9/2LD2\

m* L6kx exp$kx
2L2sin2~q/2!%

, ~5!
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whereL andD are the correlation length and the amplitu
of the inhomogeneities. Here, as for impurity scattering,
angle q is 0° for forward scattering and 180° for bac
scattering.

Figure 1 gives the average electron drift velocityvdr as a
function of the electric field strength calculated assum
only one scattering mechanism — by polar optical phon
~curve1!, two mechanisms — by polar optical phonons a
impurity ions~curve2!—and all three scattering mechanism
~curve3!. For comparison with the results of Ref. 7, Fig
~inset! also gives the curvevdr(«) calculated at the sam
temperatureT530 K and for«,33105 V/m ~curve4!. The
fact that curves1 and4 are almost the same in the range
fields between 13105 and 33105 V/m indicates that the
calculations performed for these conditions in Ref. 7 and
the present study are adequate.

From the behavior of the curves in Fig. 1 it may b
concluded that heating of charge carriers accompanied b
appreciable increase in the electron drift velocity begins
fields greater than approximately 53105 V/m. It is also easy
to see that scattering by surface inhomogeneities sig
cantly influencesvdr in this range.

Figure 2 shows the electron drift velocity as a functi
of the side lengthL of the square cross section of the wire f
two temperatures,T54.2 and 77 K~curves1 and2, respec-
tively!, calculated assuming all three types of scattering

FIG. 1. Average electron drift velocity versus electric field streng
d510 nm,L520 nm,D50.283 nm,Ni51027 m21, electron concentration
ne51027 m21, andL53L05A\/(2m*v); data obtained forL5L0 shown
in inset.
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It

can be seen that the drift velocity increases with increas
L. This can be explained by a considerable drop in the
tensity of scattering by surface inhomogeneities and also
a decrease in the intensity of scattering by polar phono
The behavior of the curves also indicates that under co
tions when the electrical quantum limit is attained, the el
tron drift velocity is essentially independent of the crys
temperature.

The Monte Carlo method has thus been used to calcu
the drift velocity of one-dimensional electrons in the qua
tum well of a GaAs quantum wire at the electrical quantu
limit. The results suggest that in this structure the electr
begin to undergo significant heating at electric fields hig
than 53105 V/cm. It has also been shown that under t
conditions of the model approximations and assumptions
fields exceeding 53105 V/m, the drift velocity is mainly
influenced by scattering by polar optical phonons and surf
inhomogeneities.
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Translated by R. M. Durham

:

FIG. 2. Average electron drift velocity versus side length of wire cro
section:d510 nm,L520 nm,D50.283 nm,Ni51027 m21, electron con-
centrationne51027 m21, and«5106 V/m.
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